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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Wien the Old Testament sage wrote "of the making of books
there Is no end," he could well have made the statement about
Shakespearean criticism.

As new thought continually blows across

the literary scene, scholars look with fresh eyes at the work of
this poet and proliferate new commentaries.
But, in spite of the fact that a great many subjects touching
Shakespeare have been organized, criticized, and schematized, no
work has been published which studies Shakespeare’s mothers, as the
attached bibliography demonstrates.

Early twentieth-century

studies, such as Frank Harris, The Women of Shakespeare (1911) and
Agnes Mackenzie, The Women of Shakespeare’s Plays (1924), give ran
dom portraits of some of Shakespeare’s women.

Recent studies, such

as Karen Smith’s dissertation, "The Function of Female Characters in
Shakespeare's Political Plays" (1970), have focused on some of
Shakespeare's women in a more controlled context.
studies focuses on Shakespeare's mother characters.

But none of these
The purpose of

this study is to look at Shakespeare's mother figures in terms of
Shakespeare's plot, and in particular, in terms of plot catastrophe.
Throughout the twentieth century there has been an interest in
Shakespeare's women, but recently his attitudes toward women have
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come under new scrutiny from the challenge of the feminist literary
criticism.

In the 91st Annual Convention of the Modern Language

Association of America in December of 1976 women and the family were
discussed in detail.

Feminist criticism of this convention was con

cerned with the psychological, historical and sociological background
of the period and the place of women in it.

Then, through careful

analysis of the plays of Shakespeare, patterns of identification with
or rejection of Elizabethan 3odal norms were studied.

Generally, it

was concluded that when patriarchal principles are rejected by Shake-speare's characters, disorder prevails.^- However, Juliet Dussinberre
and others point out that it was increasingly difficult at this time
to take patriarchal dominance too seriously because of the humanist
influence of More and Erasmus and the influence of Luther and others.^
Louis B. Wright supports her observation in regard to Shakespeare:

In his characterizations of women Shakespeare was
in advance of the dramatists of his day. His women
were rarely conventional types; on the contrary,
they were highly individualized . . . he understood
and appreciated women with brains and distinctive
personalities.
Kezia Bradford Sproat goes further in saying that Shakespeare's suf
fering women are not an indication of the results of self-enacting
disorder, but rather an indication of the results of a tragic hierarchical system.

4

So the current view is divided on whether or not

Shakespeare was sympathetic to women's independence.
In order to be historically responsible, this study must acknow
ledge the hierarchical model with which Shakespeare was working.

It
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cannot ignore, on the other hand, the strength and influence of some
of his most independent women.

But the singular influence of mothers

on their children may contain crucial ingredients not necessarily
found in either the orthodox hierarchical structure in view or the
current feminist view.

The assertion of this study is that where

these relationships are dominated by the mother and the affairs of
children affected, general order results.

It is catastrophic when

the mother's will prevails.
There are twenty-six mother figures in the canon, however (see
appendix). Twenty-six are too many figures to deal with individually
in detail.

Six is a manageable number for individual study.

I

will, however, include all twenty-six at some point in the study,
when appropriate.

The six choices have been made because each of the

six is particularly illustrative of the thesis of this study and
because each is generally well developed as a character throughout
the play in which she appears.

There are those, such as the mothers

from Romeo and Juliet and Cymbeline, for examples, who are interesting
in light of the particular focus of this study, but are not developed
throughout plot structure.

So the choices which have been made have

incorporated both pertinency and amplitude sufficient for analysis
in terms of plot conflict and catastrophe.

They are:

Tamora of Titus

Andronicus, Margaret of 2 Henry VI. 3 Henry VI, and Richard III, and
Volumnia of Coriolanus as mothers who are aggressive in relation to
the action of the plot; and Elizabeth of 3 Henry VI and Richard III,
Gertrude of Hamlet, and Hermione of The Winter's Tale as mothers who
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are patient in relation to the action of the plot.

I will also

employ Shakespeare's sources when necessary to clarify his own
character portraits, critical sources, performance commentaries
when helpful, and primary sources of the Elizabethan period and
periods which preceded it, as well as philosophical commentaries, to
give background on Elizabethan ideas, especially attitudes toward
women and mothers in particular.

The main emphasis, of course, will

be on textual analysis.
When we scrutinize Shakespeare's mothers in relation to the
catastrophic climaxes of Shakespeare's serious works, I think that
we shall generally find that when Shakespeare dramatizes a mother who
is aggressively active in the affairs of her children, she promotes
conflict and thereby contributes to the catastrophe.

Conversely,

while they are not as well developed as the aggressive mothers,
Shakespeare's patient mothers ordinarily indirectly contribute to the
restoration of order.

While the word "aggressive" may be clear in

its implications to the modern reader as a word denoting the initia
tion of activity, perhaps even hostile or destructive activity, the
word "patience" may not be so clear in implication and tone now as
the Renaissance mind had received it.

Patience emerged as "long

suffering" in the New Testament, a characteristic of charity
& Cor, xii-i.4} and a fruit of the Spirit (Gal. v.22).

The word

also bore a Latin designation suggesting suffering and was used in
medieval times as contrast to wrath.

The word also suggests endur

ance or perseverance from its setting in the parable of the sower
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(huke vii±.15).

It ia also allied with reason and moderation from

classical concepts.

So it acts as a preservative in chaos.

To Shakespeare, who at least in some measure reflected Renais
sance attitudes, catastrophe and chaos are linked.

The Elizabethan

preserved a medieval view which equated evil with chaos and catas
trophe.

Chaos, in turn, was inexorably associated with the break

down of an ordered hierarchical society, a social organism which
reflected the moral order imperative in the universe.

Furthermore,

when we look to Shakespeare ordinarily we do not find moral charac
ter producing catastrophe and immoral character producing happiness
and peace.

And Shakespeare’s moral values, fundamental to this

study, are important not only because they are crucial to his
characters' personal relationships, but also because they bear on
the social and political life which constitutes the framework of his
drama.

Most of the characters under study are involved in high-

level political activity so that the relationship of private life
to public life and similar questions become matters of interest,
particularly in light of the Elizabethan view that social order
reflects universal order.
Three aggressive characters support this study:

Tamora in

Titus Andronicus certainly represents, from Shakespeare's early
works, a startling and vivid dramatization of the mother as an
active figure.

Margaret from 2 Henry VI, 3 Henry VI. and Richard

III offers another example of a mother who is instrumental to the
catastrophe.

Volumnia from Corlolanus comes to mind as Shakespeare's

best example from his later works of a decisively active character
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who initiates action and thereby promotes chaos and catastrophe.
As a patient character, Elizabeth of 3 Henry VI and Richard
III offers a clear counterpart to Margaret,
provide the foundation for this study.

These two figures

Then, Gertrude of Hamlet

provides another example of a passive character, if not patient
then at least unaggressive or passive, who is caught in the main
stream of conflict,

Hermione of The Winter*8 Tale contributes a

last example of patience which perseveres through tribulation.
These six represent Shakespeare’s most fully developed mother
characters.

The active characters provide the foundation for the

major thesis that aggressively active mothers are destructive, and
the patient characters provide the foundation for the minor thesis
that patient mothers are not ordinarily destructive, a thesis
which, in turn, supports the major claim.
Gertrude and Hermione present the greatest problems,

Gertrude

in the often-debated Hamlet, which is so complex that any statement
about the play will probably not enlist widespread agreement, is a
difficult character to clarify.

However, of course it is impossible

to avoid Gertrude in such a study as this.

I do hope to show that,

although Gertrude does not demonstrate the preservative virtue of
patience, she at least extends passive cooperation to Hamlet after
their confrontation in the 'closet scene,’ and demonstrates sup
port, or at least no barrier, to his struggle to reinstate order.
Hermione is not well developed as a mother figure.

Yet, some

representation needs to be made from his patient figures in his later
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period.

Although Hermione functions primarily as a wife, her child

ren are very much present in the action of The Winter’s Tale, and I
suggest we can find that here patience in suffering is consummately
instrumental in restoi-ation.
Shakespeare is not always explicit about his themes.

He does

not always leave a trail of moral aphorisms and character types
which give us absolute clues to the substratum of meaning.

Neverthe

less, he does not leave us trackless in a meaningless wilderness.
being watchful we can follow Shakespeare’s trail.

By

In this instance,

by studying his mothers in relation to the action of his plays, we
can renew old acquaintance with his values and make fresh discoveries
on how these values relate to the texture of human existence.
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Carolyn Ruth Swift Lenz, "Summary Remarks by Discussion
Leader," Modern Language Association, 29 Dec. 1976, The Shakespeare
Newsletter, 27 (1977), 40.
^ Juliet Dusinberre, "On Taking Shakespeare's Women for
Granted," The Shakespeare Newsletter, 28 (1978), 18.
3 Louis B. Wright, "Shakespeare has an aye for women," NEA
Journal, Nov. 1964, p. 34.
^ Kezia Bradford Vanmeter Sproat, "A Reappraisal of Shakespeare's
View of Women," Diss. Ohio State 1975.
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CHAPTER II

BACKGROUND

The thesis of this study is that generally speaking, when
Shakespeare dramatizes a mother who is aggressively active in the
affairs of the children, she promotes conflict and thereby contri
butes to the catastrophe, and that Shakespeare's patient— or at
least passive— mother ordinarily indirectly contributes not to
disorder but to the restoration of order.

Nevertheless, while we

look at Shakespeare's plays with this thesis in mind,, it is well to
remember the kind of intellectual and moral framework in which he
was writing.
age.

Shakespeare was not necessarily a spokesman for his

Certainly he was more.

But he did inherit and certainly

reflected some of the basic cultural assumptions of the Renaissance,
sifted from medievalism, which had its roots in the Greek and JudeoChristian cultures.

Before we look at his character studies of

mothers we need to renew our understanding of basic Renaissance con
cepts of order, and we need to try to locate the position of women
in that society, and in particular, the position of mothers.
If Shakespeare's England was not bursting its medieval seams,
it was straining them.

When the sixteenth century arrived England

was pushing back its boundaries on all fronts.

In 1534, when Henry

VIII had wrenched apart the English links with Rome, the Catholic
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Church lost its maternal hold on English institutions, and by the
time of Elizabeth’s apogee England was still struggling to forge a
new national church between the warring extremes of the older
Catholic loyalties and the new Puritan movement.
England was asserting herself beyond her physical boundaries
too.

After the defeat of the Spanish Armada in 1588, England re

placed Spain as the foremost power in the Western Mediterranean and
Atlantic countries, and the new world beyond the vast Atlantic
attracted her confidence and her new lust for gold and adventure.
The economic front and social structures were also in ferment,
In spite of mercantilism, a new monied class was in embryo and a new
bourgeoisie which would also establish an upward moving society, no
longer dependent on older Feudal forms for its inherited conventions
of place and decorum, but upon its ability to acquire wealth and use
opportunities for advancement in the burgeoning towns and cities.
But there were more fundamental ways in which change was emerg
ing in the Renaissance.
differently.

Men were beginning to look at the world

First of all, the humanists who arose through Neo

platonism broke with the deductive scholasticism of the Middle Ages
and sought with fresh eyes the beatific oneness of the universe.

The minds of the Renaissance, with their essen
tially aesthetic disposition, had no longer any
feeling for the abstract nature of that science
of abstract conceptions. Thus they opened the
battle in all directions, with the weapons of
jest and of earnest; instead of conceptions they
demanded things; instead of artificially con
structed words, the language of the cultivated
world; instead of subtle proofs and distinctions,
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a tasteful exposition that should speak to the
imagination and the heart of the living man.

And from Aristotle’s example of observation and classification
the new humanistic interest in the world of manifestation, the world
of here and now, would align itself with a new interest in empiri
cism which, through Bacon and Hobbes and others, would blossom into
the scientific method.

At the same time, the new humanists also

broke with Aristotle’s detached classification and embraced the
practical significance of nature and the Platonist's love of man
and personality.

The value and justification of knowledge,
according to Francis Bacon, consists above
all in its practical application and utility;
its true function is to extend the dominion
of the human race, the reign of man over
nature.2
So whichever way the humanist turned— toward the fascination with
man and his potential or toward the manipulation and control of
nature— the Renaissance mind was beginning to rebel under the
abstract and other-wordly fixations of its paternal culture.
But if the medieval seams were strained, they had not yet
burst.

Christopher Marlowe, whose plays express man’s new exuber

ance for individual experience and for absolute sovereignty, under
lines an unmistakable warning in The Tragical History of Dr. Faustus,
a warning to those who would jettison their moral mandates in a lust
for power.

Dr. Faustus, who makes a pact with the devil for a

capricious enjoyment of curiosity and worldly pleasure, is finally
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rewarded for his commitment by being accompanied into a thoroughly
medieval hell.
For the Elizabethan still acknowledged a given order and still
believed in a cosmic rationale for that order in spite of his thirst
for a new experience of life, a cosmic rationale which would exact
its due of its recalcitrant children.
The Elizabethan assumption of a rational universe had long roots
which reached through medievalism into Plato’s Republic. roots
entrenched in his conception that the basic universal idea or ideal
has as part of its texture of goodness stability and rationality.
This independent idea, a pure perfection, is also the "necessitating
logical ground of the existence of this world," according to Arthur
0. Lovejoy in The Great Chain of Being.

The plentitude and variety

of the manifest world expresses the richness and creativity of the
Good, which only enjoys variety as an integrated expression of
itself.^

And, according to Plato, the parts must operate in rela

tion to the whole.

At the basis of his rational order is a sense

of h a r m o n y . O f his living state, which is a model of the ideal in
form, he says, "Can there be any greater evil than discord and dis
traction and plurality where unity ought to reign?
good than the bond of unity?"**

or any greater

And it is Plato’s philosopher who

must rule because it is the philosopher who loves the whole and has
a vision of the truth; it is in him that the Divine dwells most
fullyi7
Yet, according to Plato, not only in the ideal state must there
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be a peaceful harmony of parts and the whole, but within man himself
the rational principle, in cooperation with the energy of the will,
must reign over the passions.®
If the Greek version of a rational universe, harmonious in parts
and levels of manifestation, provided a kind of fundamental proto
type of reality for the Elizabethan, another basic vision, a vision
of faith, compelled their allegiance too.

It was their myth, the

myth which had come out of the backlands of the middle east and had
triumphed over the cultures and powers which had tried to destroy
it.

This affirmation of creation and salvation accumulated in the

collection of Jewish stories and the records and the letters of the
early Christians, who preserved their parent culture and transmitted
it as germinal to their own.

These two roads— Greek idealism and

Judeo-Christian myth— met to form the mainstream of medievalism,
St. Augustine, the great paternal thinker of the age, had a
vision of this City of God by faith and authority of the Scriptures;
nevertheless, he believed also from Platonic influence that faith
must be mediated by the rational faculties.
Plato to Nietzsche:

E. L. Allen in From

Ideas that Shape our Lives observes the thread

of Plato’s Republic in Augustine’s conception that the good, or God,
is a light which illuminates the mind:

"it is apprehended in the

interplay of man's seeking and God’s self-disclosure."®

As

Augustine puts it, "The peace of the celestial city is the perfectly
ordered and harmonious enjoyment of God, and of one another in God,
The peace of all things is the tranquillity of order.
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As Allen further observes, "Peace is much more than the absence
of strife; it is the right ordering of the social whole in all its
parts, and as such is the work of justice,""^

So the idea of

rational order, associated with the right relationship of parts to
the whole, was a concept the medieval world inherited, a concept
which informed its basic Christian methology, and which, in turn,
was transmitted to the Renaissance,
St. Thomas Aquinas, that other great germinal influence of the
period, argues that the facility of ordering is a natural faculty
of all men, one which operates in response to common observation.
As Ralph Mclvemy sums it up, to Aquinas the whole of creation gov
erned by God, including the so-called "Nature world," is rational,
not because of any autonomous facility but because such a world is
set in motion by God; furthermore, man’s special freedom in this
creation derives from God because his self-directed rationality in
pursuit of happiness is innate.

12

The world also operates by order,

according to Aquinas, as a realization of cosmic order.

13

When man

acts in accordance with right reason, therefore, he is moral.

14

But the philosophers and scholastics were not the only trans
mitters of a sense of order.

The medieval drama, which blossomed in

to the moral play of the fourteenth century, exemplifies an ordered
universe.

In The Castle of Perseverance man finds his way to heaven,

not through caprice, but through the practical virtues in support of
the heavenly ones, flanked by Justice and Peace,

In Everyman too,

with the aid of the orderly prescribed sacraments, Everyman is able
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by Good Deeds to successfully complete his psychomachla,
The moral or morality play gradually died out in the sixteenth
century, but as late as 1602 one of its number was seen by the
Q u e e n , A n d many of the elements of the psychomachia, especially
the encounter of the hero with the enemy, chaos, in confusion, were
carried over into the homiletic tragedies of the 1560's, the
chronicles, which developed about the same time, and even into the
development of the romances in the years after 1570,^
The medieval cycle play follows the same rationale.

While it,

like art, was moving toward humanism, still the cycle retains an
interest in medieval Romanesque design in which, as David Bevington
states, structured repetition produces a "restrained harmony of the
parts with the w h o l e . T h i s dual spirit of the latter Middle Ages,
which resulted in the more volatile tensions of the Renaissance, was
wrought by the Gothic spirit of humanism struggling against a back
ground of order and design.
This sense of order which the Elizabethan inherited from the
medieval carried along with it a hierarchical structure.

This was

so because the order was a Divinely mandated one and not a humanly
contrived edifice.

Man's order was the order given to him by God

as a condition of life, and it demanded obedience to a higher
economy.

The nature and laws of this order were mediated through

unerring Scriptures, which, nevertheless, needed interpretation by
wise and authoritative men.

The medieval mind had absorbed these

ideas with unquestioning allegiance through the doctrines of the
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mother church, expressed In Its rituals and, in an age before the
printing press and widespread literacy, through art and drama,
When England broke with the mother Church, however, a new
authoritative link with divine law had to be sought.

It was Richard

Hooker, under the politically astute Elizabeth, who wrestled with
the problem of divine sanction and order.

As a Latitudinarian and

one who had the difficult task of negotiating doctrine for the peace
of England’s warring factions, Hooker pleaded for faithfulness in
what was fundamental— clearly fundamental in Scriptures— but also
for common sense and toleration in matters of secondary Importance.
He summarizes in the conclusion of Book I of Of The Laws of Ecclesi
astical Polity the primacy of divine sanction:

"Lest therefore any

man should marvel whereunto all these things tend, the drift and
purpose of all is this, even to shew in what manner, as every good
and perfect gift, so this very gift of good and perfect laws is
derived from the Father of lights,"^®

Later on he returns to this

idea:

Wherefore that here we may briefly end: of Law
there can be no less acknowledged that her seat
is the bosom of God, her voice the harmony of
the world: all things in heaven and earth do
her homage, the very least as feeling her care,
and the greatest as not exempted from her power:
both Angels and men and creatures of what con
dition soever, though each in different sort and
manner, yet all with uniform consent, admiring
her as the mother of their peace and joy.^

Hooker also grasped the same ideal that Plato had espoused in
the Republic and elsewhere that the parts are related to the whole
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and derive their significance from their proper place and perspec
tive:

The public power of all societies is above every
soul contained in the same societies. And the
principal use of that power is to give laws unto
all that are under it; which laws in such case
we must obey, unless there be reason shewed which
may necessarily enforce that the Law of Reason or
of God doth enjoin the contrary. Because except
our own private and but probable resolutions be
by the law of public determinations overruled,
we take away all possibility of sociable life
in the world.20

The Renaissance mind, no less than the medieval mind, was unable to
embrace an existential metaphysics.
If order was viewed as tantamount to a-goodness which necessi
tated the proper relation of parts to the whole, then chaos was, by
the same token, eschewed as the fundamental rebel to goodness and
the perpetrator of suffering.
The Greek classical tradition had fed this concept.

For

example, the crimes of Oedipus had brought disease upon the land, and
the pattern of vengeance in the House of Atreus had perpetrated chaos
and suffering upon the family and upon the commonwealth.

But again,

it was from the Judeo-Christian road that the importance of this
concept emerged most dramatically.

It was from Genesis that the

Elizabethan imagination abstracted the central tragic motif of man's
condition.

It was from the Garden of bliss and order that Adam and

Eve were expelled after a revolt against authority.

The tragedy of

Eden, the tragedy of disorder, was, in turn, a result of disorder in
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heaven from the revolt of Lucifer and his ho6t of followers.

Shake

speare picks up the sense of a disordered garden in Richard- II when
the gardener likens England's present .sickness to a disordered
garden.

And Milton's great apology for the Christian faith springs

to life in Paradise Lost with Lucifer's rebellion in heaven and the
consequent disorder on earth.
The Renaissance was, of course, nourished in this theological
predilection by the medieval variation of the cosmic theme,
Augustine places man in misery because he disunited himself from his
place in the order of things.^

And St. Thomas sees evil as the

disorder which its presence introduces.

22

The drama, popular conveyor of tradition in the medieval period,
was also a vehicle for the conflict of disorder and good.

The cycle

play launches its serial episodes of man with the tragedy in the
Garden which created chaos.

The cosmic clock is one which beats out

God's efforts to restore the original beatitude.

In The Castle of

Perseverance, the typical morality play, Belial's servants create
confusion in their lust for the soul of Mankind, and it is the
orderly virtues of heaven, including Truth, Righteousness, Justice
and Peace, who initiate the resolution before God's throne.
The Renaissance had its own variations on troubled existence.
The vivid dramatizations of the day were contagious with their
upheayals of disorder.

Even the comedy of Ben Jonson abounds in

cynical and comic villains who create confusion and disorder,
Webster's The Duchess of Malfl draws us to utter confusion as the
demonic brothers attempt the destruction of the Duchess through
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confusion.

The revenge play, which has one of its most vivid

examples in Tourneur, collapses structurally as disorder is culti
vated in actual titillation of horror,
Shakespeare follows this basic dramatic pattern of disorder in
catastrophe.

The Henry VI trilogy is basically a complex history

which shows the Tudor Myth of England’s disruption.

Richard III

completes the chaos.

Hamlet. for

His latter plays are similar,

example, deals in decay and confusion, Macbeth in mental and physi
cal chaos, and Lear breaks in storm,

The normativecharacter is the

one who can restore order and rational control.
The Renaissance mind grappled with this problem on the physical
and metaphysical planes as well as on the social and political levels.
Life, or time, with its mutabilities, its challenge of decay, becomes
the arena for Shakespeare’s Platonic war over the young man of the
Sonnets,

The Renaissance mind could not as easily locate itself

beyond the mutabilities of life as the medieval mind could, and it
was left, therefore, without a counter for time and change,

Spenser,

in his poignant struggle with mutability, has Mutability even chal
lenge the Divine order by reference to matters of fact and matters
of nature in the Mutabilitle Cantos of The Faerie Queen. Nature
herself is called in to pass a verdict.

Nature refutes Mutabilitle*s

contention that life, by forcing change upon us, overthrows order
and permanence.
unchanged.

Nature affirms that the essence of life remains

In change essence expands, and essence returns to Itself

at last, having simply employed change for its purpose,

23
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So when the Renaissance was challenged iri its love of order and
decorum, it dug in its heels.

Order was fundamental.

And secondly, this order was hierarchical in structure and not
egalitarian as the great democratic revolutions which followed
insisted upon.

England, at this time, held on to

her elaborate

vertical inheritance from the shadows of her medieval past.
But again, we look to the Greeks for its foundation.

The tradi

tion of the early Greeks, articulated by Aeschylus and Sophocles, was
an aristocratic one.

The tyrant's importance was dramatized heavily

in such plays as Agamemnon and Oedipus and underlined in the dramatic
conventions which highlighted his centrality.

Euripides challenged

what he considered an unnatural assumption, but by so doing, he
acknowledged it.

Plato's Republic suggests a hierarchy of wisdom

and not one of power and inheritance, however.

In the sixth book

of this work, the model of idealism, he suggests, is out of reach for
many and when they try to enter upon a way too high for them "by the
many discords and disharmonies of their conduct everywhere and among
all men, bring upon philosophy the repute of which you speak,

24

Aristotle, too, in his Politics, plainly describes the state
in terms of the efficacy of master and slave and the rule of house
hold.

Rule is exercised differently for those that are slave and

those that are free, and "The abuse of this authority is injurious to
both: for the interests of part and whole, of body and soul, are the
same; and the slave is a part of his master, a living but separated
part of the bodily frame."

25
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Arthur 0. Lovejoy draws on Artistotle's biological and meta
physical treatises which expound a graded differentiation In nature
and function to establish his own theory of the foundation for the
"Great Chain of Being":

The result was the conception of the plan and
structure of the world which, through the
Middle Ages and down to the late eighteenth
century, many philosophers, most men of science,
and indeed, most educated men, were to accept
without question— the conception of the uni
verse as a 'Great Chain of Being,' composed of
an immense, or— by the strict but seldom rigor
ously applied logic of the principle of
continuity— of an infinite, number of links
ranging in hierarchical order from the
meagerest kind of existents, which barely
escape non-existence, through 'every possible’
grade up to the ens perfectisslmum— or, in
somewhat more orthodox version, to the highest
possible kind of creature, between which the
Absolute Being the disparity was assumed to be
infinite— every one of them differing from that
immediately above and that immediately below it
by the 'least possible' degree of difference, 6

But again, the medieval had elsewhere than the Greek classicists
to draw upon.

The medieval mind drew on the tradition of Christian

thought which, in St. Paul, amalgamated the Jewish tradition and
the Classical one.

St. Paul appeals to the order of individual

functions in 2 Corinthians xii when he describes the Church as the
"body of Christ," the members of which are unequal in function, but
all honored because they are all necessary and supportive parts of
the body.
These two paths— the Classical and the Judeo-Christian— merged,
as we have seen, in the medieval mind and social order.

But it can
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be argued that the model of the medieval society was decidedly not
a reflection of the early church, but rather It was a bastard
amalgamation of New Testament models and the pagan structures of
the Roman Empire.

The Christian society simply absorbed and

mimicked that which, with apparent vigor, it had rejected and
undermined.

The aristocracy of the medieval "Great Chain of Being"

was an aristocracy topped by an emperor or, concommitantly, by a
Pope,

It was supported, on the one hand, by a moneyed aristocracy,

and on the clerical side, by an elaborate and ornate vertical web
of cardinals and bishops and lesser Church men.
This authority of the Church, as well as its sister secular
authority, was indeed heavy.

Walter Ullman, in The Individuals and

Society in the Middle Ages, asserts that for Augustine, as for Paul,
there was no true individual in the body of the Church; therefore,
the member of the body was to be led by authority;

The concept of the superior and the inferior,
the one above, the other under, seems to me
to sum up the function and status of the indi
vidual, at least within the pure descending
doctrine, for only by identifying himself with
the law and government of the superior,, that
is, by active obedience, could the faithful
be and remain one.^

Certainly, Augustine does reflect this observation;

The peace of the celestial city is the per
fectly ordered and harmonious enjoyment of
God, and of one another in God, The peace
of all things is the tranquility of order.
Order is the distribution which allots things
equal and unequal, each to his own place.
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Ralph Maclnemy describes St. Thomas as having a slmilav focus,
St. Thomas moved away from philosophic idealism to Aristotelian
realism in his emphasis of man as a part of nature,

Man is more

self-determined than the lower life but contains these levels of
existence within himself.2^

Man has dominion over his own acts,

however, by his rational free will.

30

According to Copleston,

Aquinas views society as a natural institution, therefore one
which pre-dates the Church, and one which exists for the common
good.

Monarchy, St. Thomas considers, is the best form of govern

ment because it "possesses analogies with God's rule over creation
31
and with government in communities of insects like bees.
So
the hierarchical structure, according to St. Thomas, is natural to
man and has organic continuity as well as a mandate from Scripture,
Although this hierarchical structure was worked out within the
Catholic framework, the Protestant movement did not abandon it later,
as one might expect.

Even Martin Luther, the great initiator of

the Protestant movement, respects temporal authority as necessary
for peace and order of kingdom, and an authority not to be
resisted,32
When we return to the Renaissance, according to Cassirer, we
encounter a fresh impetus from Neoplatonism to the concept of the
natural ladder of creation.

The world, which separates itself

into higher and lower, nevertheless has a path of mediation from
upper to lower, from infinite to finite.33

Just as this ladder,

or rather, series of circles includes various degrees of angels at
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the top, so does the Church contain various degrees correspond- .
ingly.34
Of course, Tudor England picked this up and sharpened its
articulation.

We recall, for instance, how Sidney defends poetry

as inspiration to the higher self.

Even non-clerical treatises

never doubted the fundamentally vertical dimension of the universe
both physically and metaphysically.
This sense of vertical poles was translated into a well-known
social perspective,

Caspari points out the influence of Elyot's

prefatory statement in the beginning of the Govemour:

. . . Hath not (God) set degrees and astates
in all his glorious works? . . , Beholde the
foure elements wherof the body of man is compacte, howe they be set in their places called
spheris, higher or lower, accordynge to the
soveraintie of theyr natures . . . Beholde
also the orders that god hath put generally in
al his creatures, begynnyng at the most inferior
or base, and assendynge upwarde . . . so that
in every thyng is ordre, and without ordre,
excepte it do contayne in it degrees, high and
base, accordynge to the merite of estimation
of the thyng that is ordred. Nowe to return
to the astate of man kynde, . , . hit semeth
that in (man) shulde be no lasse providence
of god declared than in the inferiour creatures;
but rather with a more perfecte ordre and dissposition. And therefore hit appereth that god
gyveth not to everyman like gyftes of grace,
or of nature, but to some more, some lesse,
as it liketh his divine maiestie.35

As E. M. W. Tillyard points out in The Elizabethan World
Picture, such acknowledgments were commonplace in the period.3**
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For example, Sir Walter Ralegh testifies in his The History of the
World:
For that infinite wisdome of GOD which hath
distinguished his Angells by degrees; which
have given greater and lease light, and
beautie, to Heavenly bodies; which hath made
differences between beasts and birds: created
the Eagle and the flie, the Cedar and the
Shrub; and among stones, given the fairest
tincture to the Rubie, and the quickest light
to the Diamond; hath also ordained Kings,
Dukes or Leaders of the people, Magistrates,
Iudges, and other degrees among men.

The homilies also admonish obedience to the hierarchy as necessary
to order, for as Mulcaster puts it, "For the bodie of a common
weale in proportion to like Anto a naturall bodie . . .

if the

like proportion be not kept in all partes, the like disturbance
will crepe thorough out all partes.""*®
Shakespeare also translates these interlocking relationships
into didactic poetry in Troilus and Cressida:

The Heauens themselues, the Planets and this Center,
Obserue degree, priority, and place,
Insisture, course, proportion, season, forme,
Office, and custome, in all line of Order:
And therefore is the glorious Planet Sol
In noble eminence, enthron'd and sphear'd
Amid'st the other, whose med'cinable eye
Corrects the ill Aspects of Planets euill,
And postes like the Command'ment of a King,
Sans checke, to good and bad. But when the Planets
In euill mixture to disorder wander,
^9
What Plagues, and what portents, what mutiny?
(III.i.544-55)
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This Idea also appears more organically and less self-consciously
In the early history plays.

John of Gaunt, for example— the nor

mative figure of Richard III— will not challenge Richard's lawless
ness in breaking family honor because Richard's quarrel is with God
by virtue of his higher location on the ladder of degree.
Yet, the social and political hierarchy in Tudor England,
under the regime of Elizabeth, was not absolutely written in
granite.

There were two movements which applied some pressure

against the system.

First, there was the Puritan Protestant move

ment, transmitted through Calvin, a movement which had not yet
manifested itself in literature in any major way,

Calvin retains

the commission of order within the Church, an order mandated by the
New Testament, but rejects the monarchical order of the Catholic
Church,^
Secondly, there was the humanist influence of the courtier.
But, far from supplanting the system, the courtier benefited from it
through opportunity to move upward within it, for, as Caspar! com
ments on Spenser's position within the structure, Spenser did well
to defend the structure because he "was sitting on top,"^

Cer

tainly, the Red Cross Knight in The Faerie Queen, who is on commis
sion from the Faerie Queen herself to protect Una or truth, is
assuredly not a democratic or autonomous missionary.

Sir Guyan in

Book II, the man of Classical or Platonic excellence, is also sent
by commission.
The ethical foundation for the humanist courtier's support of
the hierarchy had already been laid by Castiglione in The Courtier,
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adapted "by Sir Thomas Elyot’s The boke named the Governour. and
adapted with additional, influence "by the great humanists, Erasmus
and More.^

In other words, in spite of the medieval system of

kingship which the English Renaissance did not seem to challenge,
there seemed to he room within the monarchical system for a mobility
which was necessary if wise men were to rule by influence.

The new

wine of humanism, or rather the wine recovered from classicism, was
put in old bottles, and, at least for the moment, the wineskin held.
In spite of this tolerance, it did not extend to egalitari
anism.

The Elizabethan rejected egalitarianism Just as Plato had.

Where there is no respect for degree, of child for parent, of the
less responsible to the more responsible, such anarchy results that
tyranny, the opposite vice, is embraced.

Shakespeare, it will be

recalled— frcm Julius Caesar and Coriolanus, to name only two
examples— had contempt for the fickleness of the crowd and its
disorder and destructiveness.
Yet, the old hierarchy, largely based on inheritance, and the
new classical philosophy, based on virtue and knowledge, in spite
of their Joint repudiation of egalitarianism, were not wholly united
either.

We remember that, in spite of the ulterior wickedness of

the two brothers in The Duchess of Malfi, their rage increases when
the Duchess marries beneath herself to a wise and virtuous man.
pride of the old order had not entirely given way.

The

Furthermore,

upward mobility not only gave rise to the virtuous Antonio of The
Duchess of Malfi, it also made way for Volpone and Machievellian
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opportunism.

I? the old system of inheritance and the new system

of virtue and knowledge in social mobility were not entirely inte
grated, still it was clear that the basic allegiance was to the
older hierarchical system, for, as Hart's edition of the Elizabethan
Homilies points out from the tenth homily of the first series en
titled "An Exhortation Concerning Good Order and Obedience to Rulers
and Magistrates":

Almighty God hath created and appointed all
things in heaven, earth and waters, in a most
excellent and perfect Order. In heaven he
hath appointed distinct and serveral orders
and states and Archangels and Angels: In
earth he hath assigned and appointed Kings,
Princes, and other Governours under them in
all good an necessary order . . . every '?gree
of people in their vocation, calling and office,
hath appointed them their duty and order: some
are in high degree, some in low, some Kings
and Princes, some inferiours and subjects,
Priests and Lay-men, Masters and Servants,
Fathers and Children, Husbands and Wives, Rich
and Poor, and everyone hath need of other; so
that in all things is to be praised the goodly
order of God, without the which no House, no
City, no Common-wealth can continue, and endure
or last.43

So, on all fronts— secular and ecclesiastical— the Eliza
bethan mind rejected the democratic movements toward egalitarianism
which characterized the latter Renaissance.

For the Elizabethan a

hierarchical order composed of the right mixture of authority and
wisdom establishes man's necessary order and stability and gives
him support by linkage to lower forms and access by service and
obedience to higher levels.
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And where was the woman’s place and, in particular, the
mother’s place in this vertically ordered universe?

We know little

specifically or directly about women as mothers, hut their general
role as woman, secondary to man, is all too clear.

All the leading

theological thinkers fell hack on the Genesis account of woman’s
creation as man’s companion and the fall of man through woman.

The

next line for the argument of the inferior status of women was
almost always drawn from St. Paul, who placed man as the head of
the household in 1 Corinthians ii.3:

"But I would have you know,

that the head of every man is Christ; and the head of every woman
is the man; and the head of Christ is God."
John Knox in "The First Blast of the Trumpet Against the
Monstrvovs regiment of women" sums it up conventionally: " . . .
woman in her greatest perfection, was made to serve and obey man,
not to rule and command him: as St. Paul doth reason in these wordes.
Man is not of the woman but the woman of the m a n . M i l e s Coverdale in The Christian State of Matrimony^ and J. L. Vives, from
the Catholic branch of Christendom, reach back to the familiar
betrayal in the Garden as justification for woman's not assuming
leadership in teaching.^
So woman’s place in relation to man was to be one of passivity
and obedience, as Chilton Powell points out in English Domestic
Relations, 1487-1653. ^

And she was not only to obey her husband,

but also to put him first, according to Camden’s The Elizabethan
Woman. ^

This was a social assumption as well as a theological
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theory.

Primary sources of the day attest with monotonous regu

larity to this placement of women in the hierarchy.

William

Perkins in his "Christian Oeconomy or a Short Survey of the Right
Manner of Erecting and Ordering a Family According to the Scriptures"
says:

"And of these two the one is always higher and heareth rule:

the other is lower and yieldeth s u b j e c t i o n , T h i s is both an act
of social order and also an act of reverence in the way of duty,
Perkins maintains:

"The first is to submit herself to her husband

and to acknowledge and reverence him as her head in all things, that
is wholly to depend upon him, both in judgment and will."^®
Thomas Elyot is not quite so absolute in his admonition.

Sir

He acknow

ledges that God must be first:

. . . wherevnto they were ordeyned; I meane,
to be assistence & comfort to man through
their fidelite . . . I fatfd also, that Iustyce
teacheth vs womenne, to honour our husbandes
nexte after god: which honour resteth in due
obediece wherby mutuall love betwyxte theym
is in a more feruence.-*

If this position seems chauvinistic and exploitative to our
more egalitarian minds, we need to recall that the Elizabethan
order was mandated, and this order was a hierarchical one.

The

man, for example, as well as his household, was bound to the king
(or queen) through loyalty

to what God had

the woman in the household

to her husband.

Such leaders as Margaret
raised the status of women

ordained,and so was

of Anjou andCatherine of Aragon had

by their leadership— especially in the
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field of education.

Queen Elizabeth had also set a high example In

her aggressive leadership and in her own competence in the classics.
Humanists had taken or were taking more interest in the education
of women.

Writers were beginning to turn complimentary attention

to women, writers such as Bamaby Rich, who pointed out that women
were superior because they were "more flexible,"5^ and Sir Thomas
Elyot, who chivalrously stated that:

"in ded both by reading and

heresay X have faud women moch blamed for theyr inconstancy; but
for mine own lege I neuer perceiued any suche lacke to be in them,
but rather the contrary."55
Certainly the courtier took a more magnanimous view of women,
as Lord Julian displayed in Baldasarre Castiglione's The Book of
the Courtier, when he defended women at length against Gaspar who
charged that "whan a woman is borne, it is a slacknes or default
of nature, and contrary to that she would do."5^

But Gaspar

probably reflected the prevailing view, for women in general were
considered not only a lower order by degree through Scriptural
decree, but as Ruth Kelso puts it, "inferior by nature to men."55
The Puritan certainly viewed her as the "weaker vessel."5®

This

position that woman was the "weaker vessel" had a number of practi
cal implications, of course, and they generally emerged on three
basic fronts:

the economic, the domestic, and the educational

front.
Economically, it had been possible for a woman to succeed in
business since the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, according
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to a recent study made by Perle Hogrefe.®^

But legally, a married

Englishwoman, under the law, was a sheltered or a protected woman,
under the guardianship of her husband."*®

Sir Thomas Smith in De

Republica Anglorum observed at the time:

"...

and what soever

they gette after marriage they get to their husbands.

They neither

can give or sell anie thing either of their husbandes, or their
owne."®^

Most marriages, enforced by parents, according to Hogrefe,

were "based on material concerns— money, rank, title or political
advantages,"®® and nearly every prospective groom was interested in
the size of the marriage d o w r y . W i d o w s seemed to have had a great
deal of control over their own affairs, but just as theological
consideration (or conventions) resulted in a patriarchal society,
so also did economic implications parallel these considerations in
decisively favoring the male, and primarily the eldest.
Household responsibilities were a different matter.
women certainly had jurisdiction.

Here

A large part— perhaps the

largest part— of a girl's training was in household matters, along
with religion, duty to parents, and good manners, according to
Camden.®^

Women's chief responsibility was at home, according to

Sir Thomas Smith:

"they have for the most part all the charge of

the house and householde. . . . "®®

In "The Sacrifice of the

Contrite Heart" in Teares, Meditations, and Prayers by one John
Evans, a minister of the day, is stated that the woman, as Soloman's
description affords,

delighteth in her home.

n64 The woman, or

mother, had the care of the children, the overseeing of the
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household affairs, Including candle making, cooking, gardening, and
household accounts.

She also provided solace, support, and a kind

of subservient partnership to her husbahd.

And he was to cherish

her as a companion, honor her counsel, and protect her interests.
As her husband faced his economic responsibilities and his political
charges in the world, she kept the family and household in working
order.
Woman's place in the scheme of family and social life had
remained fixed, then, since Classical times, but in terms of educa
tion, change was beginning to take place.

Women were offered a new

respect under the impact of Renaissance humanism.

I summarize at

length from Mary Agnes Cannon's excellent study of 1916 which,
however, has a strong, and perhaps well-founded, Catholic bias.
Her study dates the beginning of humanistic influence with Margaret
of Anjou, who founded Queen's College, an influence which was ter
minated or interrupted by the War of Roses.

The next major

influence was Catherine of Aragon, who employed J. L. Vives as an
instructor, and paved the way for strong classical education for
women.

Both Catherine and Vives were also in association with

Saint Thomas More and through him with Erasmus, two other bulwarks
of education for women.^
Nevertheless, if this were true or not, Elizabeth herself was
a model of Classical learning.

As Gamaliel Bradford points out,

"It seems as if this tendency to intellectual cultivation and even
to severer studies, already marked in the middle of the sixteenth
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century, vould have been much strengthened by the influence and
example of Elizabeth herself.’*66
was impressive.

Indeed, the example of Elizabeth

Not only could she speak languages of diplomacy

vith finesse, but, as Violet Wilson in Society Women of Shake
speare’s Time paints out, the Queen "was said to read more Greek in
a day than many dignitaries of the Church read Latin in a week."6^
Apparently, educational standards— at least for those who could
afford a classical education— had already been set during Elizabeth's
youth under the influence of More and Vives and other humanists, as
has been observed.

It may be recalled that More's own daughters

Margaret, the eldest, so excelled in wisdom that she was More's
chief confidante.
Vives, as has been noted, was called in from Spain to be
instructor at court.

Vives' instructions were passed on to More

for translation who, in turn, passed them on to Richard Hyrde, a
tutor in the household, who then produced a translation in 152U,
the first document on the education of women in English, according
to Foster Watson's study.68
Vives’ work, entitled A Very Frutefull & Pie /ant Boke called
the Instructto'of a Christen Woma, is divided into three books:
Book I contains instruction for her youth, Book II for marriage,
and Book III for widowhood.

Vives' main emphasis is on practical

Biblical and classical wisdom in support of husband and children.
The woman should be educated in Latin.6^

He finds, rather typi

cally, that books of the noble kind, leading to virtue and wisdom,
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are good for women as woman's thought is "for p*mo5t parte
unstable."7°

Furthermore, "we jhall fynde no lerned woman that was

ill" (or e v i l ) . i t also should he emphasized here that for Vives,
as for others, education by book was strictly to supplement the
more practical education of women in household duties.22
Richard Mulcaster, another educator, who wrote The Training Up
of Children in 158l, takes a similar and most likely standard line.
He would educate girls, too Cby books in the classics).
apologizes to the young maidens:
leave to speake of boyes first:

But he

"But young maidens must giue me
by cuase nautrally the male is

more worthy, and politically he is more employed."2^
In spite of this typical regard for women, probably the seeds
of their greater independence were being sown by investing in their
education.
We now turn more directly to the subject at hand;
mothers.

women as

We know the definite lines of her role as wife from

secondary and primary sources.

We know her basic economic depend

ence, her status as manager of the household under the husband, and
we know of her growing intellectual status under the impact of
Humanism.

We do not know so much about her role as mother, however.

We do know that in a largely paternalistic culture obedience
to parents meant primarily obedience to the rule of the father.
According to Perkins, "The duties of Parents are especially two.
One to bring up their children, the other to bestow them when they
have brought them u p . T h e main thrust of their education was a
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godly life,7® and this meant, of course, to keep the decorum of the
hierarchical structure.

According to E. G.’s a godlie Exhoration,

and fruitfull admonition to vertuous parents and modest Matrons
(158UJ, it vas the mother’s duty as veil as the father’s "to entrust
her children vith precepts of good doctrine;"7** John Evans, the
minister, says that she is, therefore, "carefull of her children."77
Coverdale admonishes the mother to "breast feed her "bahies, to
teach them to fcnov and fear God, and not to spoil or pamper them.
Girls are to learn at home, reading sober literature.7®
This seems to he the general trend, although ages vhen formal
instruction begin differ somewhat— somewhere between ages four and
seven.

It vas at age seven, according to Ruth Kelso, that boys

were sent avay, or placed under the auspices of a tutor.7^
In spite of our writers' admonitions for mothers to love their
children, Perle Hogrefe believes family relationships were really
"cold" and "formal" and that parents removed themselves from close
ties to their children rather early, often turning them over to a
vet nurse for nurture and care vhen the children were infants.®®
Whether or not the rule of family relationships wa6 a close or
formal one, the crucial point is that boys were passed on to other
hands— masculine hands--rather early, to be tutored or sent avay to
school, but girls remained to be educated at home.

So the influence

of mothers on sons vas moved out of the picture rather early.

Since

girls remained at home, the influence of mothers on daughters vas
probably felt directly, at least until marriage.
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A second crucial point is that a patriarchal society was funda
mental to this hierarchy and that hoys, in order to become men and
leaders, would have to be taken away from the influence of mothers
and thrown under the influence of a more masculine model.

A mother,

then, reflecting her more diminutive context as woman, and inferior
by nature and station, was to be largely subordinate vis-a-vis man
in terms of family.

Thus, by keeping her rightful place in "due

degree," she supported the rational and Divinely conceived universe
and contributed to its natural and mandated order.
In summary, for the Elizabethan, a cosmic order was fundamentally
important.

It gave the world he lived in structure and meaning and

defined and contributed to his own personal security and identity.
He derived his view of the nature of this structure from his medieval
ancestors who passed on a model synthesized from Greek and JudeoChristian ideas.

In this structure women had a subordinate place to

men, and mothers were generally thought of in terms of family support
rather than leadership.

When she— or anyone else, for that matter—

stepped outside the bounds of her responsibilities, through impatient
aggression, in the case of this study, the very fiber of the social
structure was threatened, and the result was disorder, chaos, and
catastrophe.
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CHAPTER III

SHAKESPEARE’S EARLY MOTHER FIGURES

Tamora

With this background of Elizabethan philosophy in mind, we now
turn to some strong examples of Shakespeare’s early mother figures.
The two most striking examples of what Shakespeare does with aggres
sive mothers are Tamora of Titus Andronicus and Margaret of 2 Henry
VI, 3 Henry VI, and Richard III, and the most striking example of
what Shakespeare does with a passive figure is Elizabeth of 3 Henry
VI and Richard III.
The easiest to consider in the outset is Tamora of Titus
Andronicus because Tamora*s character is clear cut in hyperbole,
her relationship to her children is obviously aggressive and destruc
tive, and the results of this relationship, as well as her other
destructive relationships, provide the chief conflict and catastrophe
of the play.

We need to look at the basic plot and what Shakespeare

does with it, particularly in terms of Tamora and her effect on her
children, the effect which produces catastrophe.
Shakespeare seems to have pulled Titus Andronicus from an old
story of uncertain origin.

Geoffrey Bullough thinks there is a good

probability that the mid-eighteenth century analogue extant in the
Folger Library points back to a sixteenth century original.1
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Shakespeare takes over the story with few modifications— Titus kills
Tamora*s son as a ritual for his own lost sons, kills his own son
when he attempts to har his father's way from retrieving his daughter,
and the Moor is buried alive up to his chest to starve— but Shake
speare gives it a dramatic focus and balance which the narrative does
not possess.

There are dignified public confrontations, character

contrasts and balances.

For example, Titus is shown more fully in

Act I than in the source as a kind of dramatic balance for Tamora.
Titus Andronicus is a fairly typical revenge play, certainly far
more typical than the later and more profound Hamlet, for, in spite
of a good many stately speeches, the whole bag of horrors which is
typical of the genre popular at the time is there.

We have innocence

corrupted, a variety of ghastly murders studded with an equal variety
of Machiavellian plots, and we have horror stacked on horror, all in
order to titillate the senses and certainly not to engage the mind or
the sensibilities.
The revenge play or revenge situation had its own social and
moral decorum, however.

As primitive man moved through the period

of inchoate social organization without over-arching law, revenge was
the means of Justice.

The Oresteia, for example, shows in Greek

society the development of Justice by revenge to Justice under the
court.

Fredson Bowers in Elizabethan Bevenge Tragedy 1587-1642

posits the idea that although "Justice was the sole prerogative of
the Elizabethan state . . . the spirit of revenge had scarcely declined in Elizabethan time,"

2
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Apparently, this was so because the genre was quite popular
around the 1590’s, and Shakespeare used it fully in his apprentice
ship . Titus Andronicus belongs to the school of Kyd in this
respect, to which almost all critics attest.

Bowers observes that

in Kydian tragedy a murder is secretly committed, the protagonist
discovers the murderer, is hampered by his enemy, and all die in
catastrophe.

3

There is little emphasis on character, as in Marlowe;

rather, jensational events enlist the focal interest.^
Although Shakespeare's structure is typically refined in this
play, and perhaps his crude exploitation of horror is offset by his
decorous imagery which provides a cool tone, as M. C. Bradbrook
observes,5 still critics find the play uncharacteristic of the
author.

Probably Henry W. Wells offers the best summary opinion

of the play:

"Although it has elements of real tragic dignity and

power, or poetic energy and validity, the drama as a whole from the
point of view of posterity is greatly vitiated by fustian language
and brutal action,"®

He prefers the earlier and germinal Spanish

Tragedy from which it drew influence.^

Tucker Brooke believes that

its crudeness points up the fact that Shakespeare began his career
as a reviser of this play already on its way to the boards.®
What we have to acknowledge at the outset of any study which
deals with the relationship of character to plot is that the play,
as a kind of horrifying mixture of formal artistic arrangement and
gross spectacle piled overwhelmingly high, lacks real character
development and interest.

What we have is sensation in lieu of
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event and emotion in lieu of psychological depth.

As in most melo

drama, character is generally frozen at the outset of action, and so
the attention is fixed on sensational Senecan action and emotional
reaction.

It seems that Shakespeare started on the artistic sur

face in this early play, and as he matured, worked his way inward
to that final confrontation with mystery which Hamlet, the other
of the revenge tragedies, offers us.

The difference in focus, in

psychological and moral precision, is striking.
But Shakespeare, even here, does a few things which show his
predilection for humanizing and motivating character.

He textures

our view of Titus by having him kill his own son with patriarchal
Roman prerogative when his son prevents his responsibility of honor,
and Shakespeare has Titus order the killing of Tamora's son early
in Act I, Scene i, before any real outset of action, lending her at
least more motive for the horrors she cooperates in perpetrating
than just ambition.
The first scene of Titus Andronicus is probably one of the
busiest prologues in all the Shakespeare canon.

We have, in this

tightly packed scene, an almost breathless portrait in action of
the protagonist, Titus, and the antagonist, Tamora.

Titus is brave;

he is devoted to Rome and to honor— so much that he refuses the
crown and kills his own son rather than see Satuminus and Rome
dishonored by the abduction of the promised Lavinia,

But Titus—

at least partially— starts the deluge which follows by having
Tamora's eldest son killed off almost as casually in a burial
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offering for his sons killed at war.

In both Instances of what

seems hurried and inhuman excess, Titus is not entirely unjustified.
But he strikes us as preemptory about life, efficient, with stony
devotion to duty.
His first, and most dangerous, victim in the list of survivors
is Tamora.

Her son, Alarbus, is carried away before her eyes, in

spite of her pleadings, and hacked to death, thus setting off the
conflagration of revenge which decimates both families before the
end of the play.

Tamora, in her first appearance, comes across

most obviously and poignantly as a mother who suffers the death of

Tam. Stay Romaine Bretheren, gracious Conqueror,
Victorious Titus, rue the teares I shed,
A Mothers teares in passion for her sonne:
And if thy Sonnes were euer deere to thee,
Oh thinke my sonnes to be as deere to mee.
Sufficeth not, that we are brought to Rome
To beautifie thy Triumphs, and retume
Captiue to thee, and to thy Romaine Yoake,
But must my Sonnes be slaughtred in the streetes,
For Valiant doings in their Counries cause?
0! If to fight for King and Common-weale,
Were piety in thine, it is in these:
Andronicus, stalne not thy Tombe with blood.
Will thou draw neere the nature-of the Gods?
Draw neere them then in being mercifull,
Sweet mercy is Nobilities true badge,
_
Thrice Noble Titus, spare my first borne sonne.
(I. i. 126-42).

So, our first impression of Tamora is sympathetic, I think.
This long first speech is allotted to her for this purpose apparently.
Certainly, the Elizabethan would view her grief sympathetically
because for him the family relationship was both natural and
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cosmically designed, and children were never totally removed from
the personal circle of affection.
motherhood about Tamora.

But we soon find out more than

Tamora, in the same scene, is able to

attract the already Machiavellian Saturninus, who promptly follows
up his lustful impulse with wooing and commitments. And Tamora is
clever enough to appeal to the full array of Saturninus’ political
and sexual desires.
Tamora reveals another facet of her character at the end of
this volatile scene— her ability to dissemble.
part, cannot yet dissemble.

Titus, her counter

If he strikes us as hard, it is with the

honesty of duty written in granite.

Tamora, on the other hand, with

oily smoothness, cloaks her hatred under a slick and dignified
appeal to Saturninus and Titus to settle their differences in peace.
But a long aside to Saturninus contains the point:

Tam. . . .
Yeeld at intreats, and then let me alone:
lie finde a day to massacre them all,
And race their faEtion, and their familie,
The cruel Father, and his trayt'rous sonnes,
To whom I sued for my deare sonnes life.
And make them know what 'tls to let a Queene,
Kneele in the streetes, and beg for grace in vaine.
(l!i.498-504)

Act II, Scene i, opens with a surprise.

We thought we had the

full array of contenders before us in the long scene of Act I:
Saturninus, with his childish covering and lust; Titus, with his
automatic honor; and Tamora, with her wily grief,
the real stark villain of the piece:

Aaron.

But here appears

Titus is flawed, but
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he moves from honor.

Saturninus is too petty and passive for a good

villain, and Tamora, although a powerful hater, as yet is an under
standable one.

Aaron is pure malice.

Aaron opens his scene with pristine narrative poetry that
ironically distinguishes the play.

He then proceeds to paint

Tamora*s picture:

Aron. . . .
Vpon her wit doth earthly honour waite,
And vertue stoopes and trembles at her frowne.
Then Aaron arme they hart, and fit thy thoughts,
To mount aloft with thy Emperiall Mistris,
And mount her pitch, whom thou in triumph long
Hast prisoner held, fettred in amorous chaines,
And faster boUnd to Aarons charming eyes,
Then is Prometheus ti'de to Caucafus.
Away with slauish weedes, and idle thoughts,
I will be bright and shine in Pearle and Gold,
To waite vpon this new made Empresse.
To waite said I? To wanton with his Queene,
This Goddesse, this Semerimis, this Queene,
This Syren, that would charme Romes Saturnine,
And see his shipwracke, and this Common weales.
(II.i-563-77)

And immediately when Tamora's sons enter, Aaron takes charge of
their own competitive lust for Lavinia and promises its fulfillment.
When we first see Tamora with Aaron, soon after the conclusion
of this scene, it is with a warm and poetic greeting.

Tamora, who

bids for his lust, gets this response:

Aron. . . .
Though Venus gouerne your desires,
Saturne is Dominator ouer mine:
What signifies my deadly standing eye,
My silence, and my Cloudy Melancholie,
(II.i.767-70)
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At this point the Elizabethan would most likely be pulled away
from a first sympathetic response to Tamora, for here she clearly,
and without debate of conscience, violates the fundamental marital
order, and for a black, who, if not viewed as malignant, would be
seen as strange.
When Bassanius and Lavinia catch the two together, Aaron leaves
for Tamora*s sons while they chide the Queen for her tryst.

Chiron

and Demetrius enter, and she tells the two that Bassanius and Lavinia
have threatened her life upon the false accusation of adultery.

And

here Tamora first begins the mistake which proves fatal to her.

She

appeals to her sons as sons to take vengeance on Lavinia:

"...

Reuenge it, as you loue your Mothers life, / Or be ye not henceforth
cal'd my Children" (H.ii.855-56).

After they stab Bassanius, Tamora

continues to play upon her motherhood until they lead Lavinia away.
Tamora, in fact, sets up the attack here which, in turn, sets
the catastrophe in motion, through an appeal of motherhood.

Through

her sons she has Bassanius killed, the two sons of Titus falsely
accused, and Lavinia raped and mutilated— all under the direction
of her lover, the Moor.
It is often argued here that Aaron and not Tamora is the real
engine of the revenge plot, as John P. Cutts maintains.'*'®

I would

argue, rather, that he takes the opportunity to administrate what
Tamora has already conceived in her heart.

Tamora could hardly

manage to expedite all these gruesome meetings, so Aaron is theat
rically necessary.

Furthermore, she needs both a confidant and a

mirror for her lust.
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Tamora has revenge on her mind already when she meets with
Aaron.

She is determined from Act I to eliminate the whole house

hold of Titus.

It simply remains to find a way.

Aaron is that way.

Furthermore, it takes a person who delights in cruelty to perpetrate
the nightmares of the contrivances.

And last, we find in this rela

tionship that Tamora has no honor as Titus has.. She is all appetite,
an appetite which is spurred on hy the devilish Aaron.

A. P.

Rossiter believes that Aaron, in his malice and jocularity, harks
hack to or derives from the medieval vice figure.‘L‘L I am inclined
to agree.

I think that Shakespeare has imposed almost allegorical

dimensions to Aaron.

He is not human.

He is merely useful to plot

and as a reflection of Tamora's overwhelming disorder.

Aaron would

highlight for Shakespeare's audience Tamora*s disorder which ex
pands, under the ferment of sheer appetite, an appetite which neces
sarily ignores any rational control and natural relationship, such
as a relationship of mother to son.

The errands Aaron runs for her,

like Devil's errands, prove disastrous.
What becomes of Titus when he discovers the fate of Lavinia
and the fate of his sons, who are beheaded even as Titus cuts his
hand off for them, is dreadful.

His stony courage melts into

bottomless grief, a grief which seems to unhinge his mind.

But at

this point, rather typically of the revenge plot, what madness
there is still has much method and strategy in it.
another counterstroke.

He begins

It may be remembered that, at least to

begin, Tamora initiates revenge for the sacrifice of her son, a
sacrifice made not by Titus for revenge but for the sake of his own
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sons.

So Tamora initiates revenge with the aid of Aaron, and now

Titus begins to respond with his own revenge device at the beginning
of Act IV.
It must be remembered that it is as a mother that Tamora first
harbors revenge, it is as a mother that she perpetrates chaos by
the manipulation of her two sons, and now it is as a mother that
she is shamed, for meanwhile, Aaron is far off to the Goths with
their black baby.
Shortly after, the popular Lucius, banished son of Titus,
approaches Rome with an army of Goths.

When the weak Saturninus

reacts in fear, Tamora, as ever strong in her confidence as a dis
sembler, gamely offers to smooth old Andronicus over in order to
waylay his son:

Tam. If Tamora entreat him, then he will,
For I can smooth and fill his aged eare,
With golden promises, that were his heart
Almost Impregnable his old eares deafe,
Yet should both eare and heart obey my tongue.
Go thou before to our Embassadour,
Say, that the Emperour requests a parly
Of warlike Lucius, and appoint the meeting.
(IV.iv.2090-97)

Act V, Scene i, opens with the capture of Aaron by Lucius and
his plea for his child.

Apparently, Shakespeare has no further need

for Aaron as plot perpetrator and wants to set him aside in order to
put the characters of Tamora and Titus in the limelight in the final
catastrophe.
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Scene iii, which is a curious scene, begins the final plunge
into the grotesque.

In a kind of gothic, macabre mock allegory,

a kind of shadow show, Tamora, disguised as revenge, takes along her
sons, Chiron and Demetrium, disguised as Rape and Murder, to play
with Titus' supposed madness and manipulate him to divert Lucius.
The sense of the grotesque underlines the extent to which Tamora
has become a disordered personality and an unnatural mother.
stead of order and peace, she brings horrifying disorder.

In

Instead

of nurture, she releases chaos, and instead of rationality, she
promotes its violation.

To the Elizabethan audience the effect,

as for us, would have been horrifying and macabre,
I would place the point of greatest disorder here for several
reasons:

although the banquet scene which follows is the real

theatrical catastrophe, this is the point at which Titus' fortunes
are at the lowest.

Titus is not really mad, as he proves in the

last scene, but it is at this point that he faces the greatest moral
and rational affronts.

And Tamora, who definitely emerges as his

antagonist, especially after the earlier dismissal of Aaron, is in
full swing here.

She has violated the natural moral order by first

dallying with the Moor and producing his child.

Then she has stirred

up more chaos through her other sons in the murder of Bassanius, the
rape of Lavinia, the murder of two of Titus' sons, and indirectly at
least, the loss of his hand.

Here she puts the final touch on by

preying on the supposed disorder of his mind, and again she uses her
sons.

This is the midnight hour of confusion and chaos in the play.
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But her adoption is not only psychologically macabre, it has
purpose.

She intends, through this, to persuade Titus to send for

Lucius, his son, who brings the threatening Goths with him to
restore his father and to restore Rome to order.

She invites them

to a feast there ostensibly for peace but really as a trap for the
unwary Lucius.

Here Tamora is also at her boldest.

She glories

in exercising her mind in the grossest machinations, and her con
fidence is unfailing.

But here again, she makes fatal mistakes.

Tamora first mistakes Titus for a madman.

Titus has been

driven to the brink of mental confusion, but Titus is still very
much in touch with reality.

He knows this is all pretense, and he

at last has found the key to the defeat of his enemy.

He has learned

to dissemble with design.
Secondly, Tamora mistakenly leaves her two sons in the charge
of Titus when Titus requests it.

She has clearly not only reached

the apex of her power, but has overreached it, because as she goes
to prepare for the feast, Titus takes the two sons and prepares them
for a ritual murder.
Scene iii of Act V completes the catastrophe.

It is rather

typical of a revenge play, certainly of the Elizabethan melodrama.
Here the stage is cleared of all contenders.
The first to appear is the elder Lucius, the son of Titus,
along with his contingent of Goths and the culpable Moor, still
enjoying his malice.

Next the Emperor and Empress Tamora enter,

with all their company, and last Titus, dressed as a cook and
bearing the macabre dishes for their meal.
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But here a surprising event takes place.

Titus, after securing

the favorable Judgment of Sicinius on one Virginus' slaying of his
own daughter to end her shame, kills Lavinia.

He explains that she

had been ravished by Chiron and Demetrius and replies to the
Einperor's direction to bring them forth by stating that the Enpress
had Just fed on them.
he stabs her.

And, without giving Tamora chance to react,

Then Saturninus kills Titus and Lucius Saturninus,

and the stage is cleared for the restoration of order and Justice
through Lucius.

He condemns the unrepentant villain to death by

starvation and ends the play with Judgment on its chief malefactors.
It is somewhat difficult to make a summary analysis of the
character of Tamora because, although Mark Van Doren classified
„
12
Titus Andronicus as an "unfeeling tragedy,"
and others date
Shakespeare's first attempt at tragedy from this play, it seems to
belong more firmly under the classification of revenge melodrama,
for its characters are too hyperbolic for serious psychological
consideration under a fully studied textual analysis in terms of
motive.

Certainly Agnes Mackenzie is correct in saying that Tamora's

is not a full portrait.^
this is so.

At least in terms of cause and effect,

We don't know why Tamora takes revenge in excess of the

cause, but the effect for us, as it was undoubtedly for the Eliza
bethan, is a tone of gargantuan calculated disorder by an unbeliev
ably unnatural mother figure.

As Louis Lewes observes:

Tamora seems, at first, worthy of our sympathy
when we hear her plead the war mother-love for
her sons' life, but our hearts are soon turned
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away because we perceive that her fundamental
character traits are falsehood, hypocrisy
sensuality., and unbridled thirst for
vengeance.^

What we have here, as he rightly shows us, is a color portrait
without motivation in depth for our understanding.

After enlist

ing our first sympathy, Tamora takes flight by her lust for Aaron,
her cultivation of cruelty, and the use of her sons.
Our sympathy, which belongs to her initially, is given over
to Titus.

Titus, who has received terrible ingratitude from the

man he raised to the throne, and incredible suffering from Tamora
and tribe, approaches awful proportions in his agony.
Tamora is the real spark of the catastrophe, and she works
through her children to their destruction and to her own: Tamora
is ambitious— true— but it is not her ambitions which lead to the
catastrophe.

Had she been able to control her revenge, she would

not have set off the chaos which followed upon the heels of her
confessed determination to destroy Titus and all his family.

Her

revenge, hardly just even by primitive accounts, is in excess of
the motive, and she loses our sympathy.
cultivation of cruelty.

It becomes a fiend-like

After all, as has been noted, Titus' motive

for the killing of Alarbus is not revenge in malice but a ritual
sacrifice for the afterlife of his sons killed in war by the insti
gation of the forces of Tamora.

If he seems too matter-of-fact for

human warmth and sympathy in the first scene, still his is not a
cultivated cruelty.
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Tamora, and not Aaron, is the chief perpetrator of suffering,
in spite of his initiative and notwithstanding Shakespeare’s clos
ing lines.

Tamora takes charge of Saturninus as his Bnpress before

the appearance of Aaron, and she commits herself to revenge before
he arrives on the scene as her strategist.

She takeB full part in

these strategies, and when the Moor, with babe in hand, quits the
scene, she quite capably carries on with her macabre visit to the
house of Titus, disguised as Revenge.
The Emperor Saturninus is a passive puppet from start to end.
It is Tamora who invariably takes the initiative.

When Saturninus

sees Tamora in the beginning, he reacts to her beauty by making her
his Empress, and that in the face of a prior commitment.

Aaron

persuades him to have Titus' sons imprisoned, and it is Tamora who
takes the lead when word comes of the impending arrival of Lucius
and the Goths.

Saturninus does not take the initiative— if it can

be called such— in killing Titus a moment after Titus has dispatched
the Enpress,

So throughout he appears as a vain and mutable and

weak-willed ruler married to a strong and deceptive woman, a woman
who, for the Elizabethan, violates her relationships almost with
compulsion.
Tamora is also a lustful woman, but it is not her lust which
brings about her downfall.

She manages to fool her dense husband

quite handily and when Bassanius and Lavinia arrive upon the scene
when she is with her paramour— well, they were to be eliminated any
way.
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The conflict, again then, is instigated primarily by a mother*b
rage in this double revenge play.

The main action is set in motion

by Tamora, an action vhich reaches its apogee during the visit of
"Revenge.” The counter action begins at the same time by the nowwary Titus who exacts revenge and is destroyed, along with Lavinia,
in the last scene, the catastrophic banquet scene,
Tamora’s chief flaw in bringing about the catastrophe and its
Judgmental chaos is her over-confident and insensitive assertiveness
through her children in the business of revenge.

Whether or not some

revenge is called for from the standpoint of justice iB a moot
question swallowed up in the hyperboles of cruelty which Tamora helps
perpetrate.

Her assertiveness and confidence and insensitivity to

moral retribution push her far beyond the bounds of under
standable error, bringing about the suffering of Titus and his
family which, in turn, cries out for expiation.
But her active and exaggerated capacities, her insensitivity
also Indirectly cause not only her own downfall but the death of her
sons.
At the beginning, as has been noted, Tamora appears as a
mother— a sympathetic figure who mourns her son.

At the end, Tamora

dies as a mother, but as an unsympathetic figure, and one who has
dealt insensitively with and through her sons.

It is curious that,

after her initial grief, the mother sheds tenderness to move on to
ambition, lust, and revenge.
brief expression of it.

We do not hear of her grief after her

Shakespeare does not allow us to again
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catch a glimpse of Tamora's only touch vith humanity.

Prom that

point on, her actions are excessive.
And certainly her relationship vith her remaining sons is
unprotective and manipulative.

With fiendish lack of feeling and

foresight, aided hy Aaron, the vice figure, she causes their destruc
tion through her control of them.

She uses them as her tool to

destroy Titus and his family instead of offering them either protec
tion or autonomy.
It is interesting that Shakespeare's first attempt at the tragic
form through melodrama moves predominately vith a mother vho has
abandoned all natural feeling and tampers vith order through the
disastrous use of her sons.

The play demonstrates, too, that Tamora's

qualities as a mother cannot he separated from her qualities as a
person.

Tamora*s lust, her revenge, her blind hatred mushroom in her

person and crovd out her natural protectiveness as a mother.

In

blind rage she controls and manipulates them as she engineers revenge,
and, by engineering revenge, sets off total chaos and reaps destruc
tion of herself and her sons.

She is catastrophic as a person.

She

is catastrophic as a mother.
This early treatment of an aggressive mother figure in melodrama
is clear-cut and dramatic.

Tamora is disastrous.

Shakespeare's

earliest treatment of English history uses the mother figure quite
as dramatically— in the person of Margaret of Anjou.
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Margaret

When we move from Tamora to Margaret, Shakespeare’s first real
development of a historic figure as a mother, we find some of the
same "basic elements of character that we find in Tamora.

We find

a strong-willed, mannish, and aggressive woman, who would he an
anathema to the Elizabethan mind, setting off disorder in the
ordained order of state and family to the destruction of her own
son.
Of all of Shakespeare’s women characters, he uses Margaret most
fully.

We are introduced to her at the very end of 1 Henry VI when

Suffolk is smitten by her.

2 Henry VI shows us how she becomes a

dominating political figure as the wife of Henry VI,

In 3 Henry VI

she reaches her apex in military conflict with the House of York,
and suffers the tragic defeat of her son and.her own decline.

In

Richard III she returns, this time not as a crucial figure in plot
but as a kind of choral figure who illuminates the action with
emotional and thematic highlights.
Shakespeare supports his sources in his general accounting of
the events of the reign of Henry VI in which Margaret of Anjou plays
a starring role as an aggressive, masculine figure.

His portrait of

her is simply a more theatrical version of a thoroughly dramatic
woman, if Edward Hall in The Union of the Two Noble and Illustre
Families of Lancaster and

Yorke1 ^

is accurate.

Hall's Chronicle,
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the main source for Shakespeare's history plays, rejects the mar
riage contract of Margaret to Henry VI, which frees her father’s
kingdoms from direct English control, as unacceptable and as a spark
which ignites civil strife: "whiche facts engendered suche a flame,
that it neuer oute, till bothe the parties with many other were
consumed and slain, to the great inquitness of the kyng and his
r e a l m . H a l l ’s description is memorable:

"This woman excelled all

other, aswell in beautie and favor, as in wit and pollicie, and was
of stomack and cor&ge, more like a man, then a woman,
When Margaret is established as Queen, Hall goes on to comment,
Suffolk finds favor with both the King and the Q u e e n , a n d the
Queen, "percevying that her husbande did not frenkely rule, as he
would, but did all thyng to thaduise and counsaill of Hufrey duke of
19
Gloucester,
moves on Gloucester, who is arrested and subsequently
murdered.
Duke.

20

Suffolk gets the blame; nevertheless, Suffolk is created
When the Duke of York, observing that the King is not

ruling, but the Queen, "began secretly to allure to his friendes of
the nobilitie, and privately declared to them his tittle and right
21
to the Crowne."
Hall underpins Shakespeare again, recording the death of the
worldly Cardinal, a man "in whom the whole rule of the realme con..
..22
sisted," given to "evil and flattering casallors,"
and the behead
ing of Suffolk when he is taken aboard a ship of war on his way to
exile.

Hall points out that Margaret defends Suffolk, "which entier-

ly loued the Duke."^
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Several years later Edward is born "and after grew to a goodely
and perfight man,"^
The tug-of-war between the forces of York and the forces of the
King, or more accurately, of the Queen, is taken up in some detail.
But Shakespeare adds some important Marlovian touches to Margaret
in battle as he does Margaret at Court.

Hall has Margaret enter the

scene of battle in which York and his son Rutland at Wakefield are
killed after the battle.
she laughs.^
further.

When she sees their heads brought to her,

Shakespeare, however, takes this situation much

Margaret, when she hears of the death of Rutland, soaks a

handkerchief in hie blood and presents it with sadistic delight to
the disconsolate York who has been captured.

Furthermore, she

forces York to stand on a mole hill and mocks him with defeat.

She

displays a Senecan lust for suffering by her victim which is in
keeping with the Elizabethan revenge tragedy, not with the histori
cal source.
stabbed.

She then relishes York's death as he is repeatedly

Again, Shakespeare adds a theatrical touch and strengthens

the portrait of an already strong woman.
An outstanding difference between Hall and Shakespeare, of
course, appears quite obviously in Richard III in which Shakespeare
conjures Margaret back into the English scene.

Hall has her live

out her years in France, but Shakespeare, although not Including
her as part of the plot as such, seems unable to part with her as a
theatrical figure.

He uses her in Richard III both to remind us of

the past and to give emotional choral comment on the action of the
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play, to enlist meaning from the events, and to play foil for a
number of the characters.

He does not warp his history.

He does

not have her really promote historical action, hut she is very much
present on stage when Hall has permitted her a last exit.
More germane to this discussion, however, is Shakespeare’s
hasic faithfulness to Hall in his treatment of her as a mother
figure.

Shakespeare does not tell us directly of her strong feel

ings for her son until the laments of Richard III, hut they are
ohvious in the promotion of the action.

Hall tells us she lived

out her life in sorrow not for the king "hut for the losse of prince
,,26
Edward her sonne.
It is clear in hoth Hall and Shakespeare that Margaret is a
strong-willed, aggressive woman who takes it upon herself to defend
the right of her son to the throne— if necessary, hy taking the
initiative at the field of hattle.

The death of Prince Edward,

dramatized hy Shakespeare before her very eyes at Tewkesbury and
alluded to in Hall, is the disaster which finally breaks her per
sonal hope as well as her political power.

Shakespeare, as he at

other places does with Hall, simplifies, telescopes, hut remains
faithful to the general events.

What he does in characterization is

expand an already large figure to larger-than-life proportions, and
thereby he sketches her with larger strokes than does Hall.
Holinshed follows Hall's Chronicle closely, especially the
hattle accounts.

He renews, too, the common reputations of Henry

VI27 and Margaret.2®

Holinshed also recounts the Queen's melancholy

before the hattle of Tewkesbury2^ which Shakespeare omits, and the
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death of Edward as Shakespeare dramatizes it.^®

Holinshed omits,

too, Hall's conclusion that Margaret lived in sorrow, simply indi
cating that her father ransomed her by selling several of his
provinces.^
So, Shakespeare certainly takes over the Margaret of Hall and
Holinshed, but he expands her exposure and uses her as the connect
ing link between all four "scourge of God" histories, the Henry VI
trilogy, and Richard III.
Curiously, Margaret is introduced at the end of the first play
in Act V, Scene iii.

Suffolk has just gained a victory and plans to

take Margaret, daughter of the impoverished King of Naples, captive.
But when he sees her, he falls in love with her.

It is clear from

their direct exchange of poise and wit that we are in the presence
of two strong personalities who are certainly a match for one
another.
It is obvious, as Lynn B. Sawyer points out in "The Function of
Female Characters in Shakespeare's Political P l a y s , t h a t Margaret
is completely self-possessed at the first meeting.

She suggests

here, against a very strong contender, that she will seek mastery
over every situation.

But Margaret also has beauty as well as wit,

which strengthens her position as a political intriguer.
So, as prelude to her tragic involvement is her relationship
with Suffolk.

We have already seen in Hall that she loved him to

dotage, but Shakespeare seems to go out of his way to strengthen
and lengthen this allusion.

Suffolk is a proper foil for Margaret.
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He not only loves her at first sight, but as he cannot marry her,
he will marry her to Henry VI and rule through her.

Suffolk seeks

love and power, and he has matched himself well with Margaret,
Certainly, Margaret aggressively consents to this arrangement.
I Henry VI ends with the successful wooing of the King by
Suffolk.

It is pitiably obvious in our introduction to King Henry

that he is the weak angle in the triangle of Margaret, Suffolk, and
Henry.

In fact, so passive and spongy is the King that he offers no

counters of resistance at all.

Apparently, the King is romanti

cally as well as religiously impressionable.

"King Henry here is

woefully out of place, an ageless lamb among the gray wolves of
33

his generation.
The tragedy here, as stated, is that Henry marries badly
because he marries irresponsibly.

He follows an ingenuous lust

instead of following a respect for due degree in marrying one to
whom he is not only promised but from whom he can make gains for
his people who have lost so much on the soil of France.
can hardly be overstated.

This point

The King’s bad marriage— to a woman who

will prove to be a personal and political disaster— starts England
down the road to suffering, disorder, and civil strife.
degree and decorum are violated, chaos results.

When due

The Elizabethan

mind would need no instruction to get the point here.

We are intro

duced to Part 2 by a clear indicating in Part 1 that this family
does not develop normally, and the results are turmoil.
M. M. Reese puts it in The Cease of Majesty;

And, as

A Study of Shake

speare’s History Plays, Margaret "is fatal to England.
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The second part of the trilogy could he frivolously labeled
"Margaret at Court," and the third part "Margaret on the Field,"
for after Suffolk's first launching of Margaret, he begins to
recede into the background.
puppet.

Margaret, it is clear, is not his

It is she, jealous of Gloucester's influence over Henry,

who ignites the plot against the Duke and his wife Eleanor, a plot
which provides the major dramatic structure of the second part of
the trilogy.
In the first scene of Part 2, the King, being introduced by
Suffolk to Margaret (after a proxy marriage), fatuously proceeds to
recapitulate his romantic feelings (stirred also by proxy), and
Margaret is summarily announced Queen with flourishes of state.
After Scene ii, in which the proud Duchess of Gloucester adds
her ambitions to the power void by pushing the Duke to assume a
power he refuses, Margaret enters in Scene iii, her full colors
flying in the fray.

She expresses herself in a decisive way: she

tears up a petition to Gloucester, the Lord Protector, revealing
both her jealousy of the Protector and her lack of human sympathy
for the plight of a common man possibly defrauded of lands and wife.
The die is cast.

Margaret first assumes to rule, acts for the King,

and opposes whom she will.

The strong-willed determination she

expresses here will carry over into her relationship with her child.
But it is also clear that the Queen is understandably dis
satisfied with the weak King and is dissatisfied with Gloucester
because his influence weakens him still further. Margaret is too
much the tigress for sympathy, but she is not bereft of Shakespeare's
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understanding.
shall see later.

He has some respect for her aggressions, as we
If Margaret has unnaturally assumed the King’s

and the male prerogative, as Robert Pierce puts it in Shakespeare’s
History Plays, The Family and the State.^5 she is not without some
justification because of the King's inability to handle his responsi
bilities in the "Great Chain of Being."
But as Act III, Scene 1, unrolls we find that the Queen is not
content with the Duke's loss of office.
entirely from court.

He must be eliminated

When Gloucester is removed from the Parlia

ment, the King capitulates in grief, renewing his faith and deep
affection for the once Lord Protectorate, and he laments that
Margaret and her confederate seek for his life, but here in this
critical scene that plummets the action into catastrophe he is
impotent to withstand the willful Margaret,
lish his majority as King.

He is unable to estab

Once he ceases to lean on Gloucester,

he is defeated by his headstrong Queen.' The beautiful and witty
Princess has become in Frank Harris' statement the calcified Queen:
"becoming hard and wordy and wooden."^®

In short, Gloucester must

die, and it is Margaret who initiates the murder.

By the end of

this short episide, Suffolk, York, and the Cardinal have so agreed.
Shakespeare, by dramatizing Margaret, emphasizes her as the control
ling, central figure in 2 Henry VI. as a dominating mannish woman.
Scene iii, in which the body of Gloucester is discovered to the
King by Suffolk, borders on the bathetic.

When the King hears of

the death of Gloucester, he promptly swoons and is revived by the
now baleful Suffolk, from whom the King shrinks in dread.

The
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Queen, as usual on the spot, chides th6 King in almost comic hyperhole as she mourns the loss of Gloucester, and laments that his
death is particularly terrible to her because she will be blamed
for it.

Margaret, not content to establish control over events at

court, must juggle the King’s most sincere feelings.

Margaret

becomes, in one scene, the major force which promotes conflict, and
she is revealed in the same scene as a willful, petulant, unconscion
able woman who will use any device at hand or heart to establish her
way.

To the Elizabethan's sense of decorum she would already be out

of control and on her way to destroying what she influences.

The

Elizabethan would be prepared for her destruction and the destruction
of her son.
This unusually long and critical scene does not let up but
pushes forward as a quarrel between Suffolk and Warwick, who was not
a part to the murder, breaks out.

Shakespeare includes the King's

banishment of Suffolk at this point.
Shakespeare leaves Margaret for a few scenes as he relates the
capture of Suffolk by sea and his beheading, and the upsurge of the
Jack Cade rebellion, promoted by York, who now instigates the second
line of action in the play as Margaret's fortunes decline.

He

returns to her in Scene IV in a grotesque display reminiscent of the
revenge tragedy typical of the period, illustrated melodramatically
later by Cyril Tourneur in The Revenger's Tragedy. Shakespeare has
Margaret holding the head of Suffolk in lament while the King tries
to deal with the news of the Jack Cade rebellion.

Margaret's loss

of Suffolk is, of course, psychologically devastating.

As Karen
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H

ii37

Diane Smith in 'Women of the Nohility"

correctly observes,

Margaret has been deceived in associating the strength of the wooing
Suffolk with the off-stage King.
advantage at Court,

And Suffolk turns this to his own

Ironically, the King's only strong action has

deprived her of the one man she has loved.
But, Margaret in this scene chooses to curse rather than decay.
Here she is in contrast to the King, who at some important watersheds,
fades into a weak acceptance,

Kls acquiescence to circumstances

and his inability to move against his opponents indirectly costs
him the throne, and not only his throne but his life as well as the
lives of many others, including his son.

Margaret, to the contrary,

is manfully willful, impatient, ana decisive.

Although she says her

hope is gone, she does not give up at Suffolk's death, as later events
prove.

Meanwhile, since his uncharacteristic decisiveness in banish

ing Suffolk, the King has had the ball back in his court, and he is
playing it.
When we next see Margaret, she appears with Somerset, a new
favorite, although not by any indication a romantic attachment.
Again, Margaret shows her "masculine strength of will"
threat to commonwealth unity as she defends him.

and her

The King, at the

beginning of the scene, bemoans:

King. . . .
No sooner was I crept out of my Cradle,
But I was made a King, at nine months olde.
Was neuer Subje£t long'd to be a King,
As I do long and wish to be a Subject.
(2H6 IV4ix.2852-55)
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Hard on the heels of the good news that the Jack Cade rebellion
has been squelched comes the bad news that York is returning from
Ireland and is armed to challenge the King on the loyalty of the
new favorite, Somerset.

The King, capitulating weakly as he has

done before, hastens Somerset off to prison and delivers one of the
few understatements of the trilogy and one which would not be lost
on the Elizabethan audience:

"Come wife, let’s in, and learne to

gouern better, / For yet may England curse my wretched raigne"
(2H6 IV.ix.2902-04).
York and the King meet, but not before York has told us through
dialogue that the King is too weak to rule.

And when they meet,

after the presentation of the head of the rebel Cade, Somerset also
appears with the Queen, the Somerset who is supposedly in the Tower.
The Queen defies openly the King's hasty order to have him removed:
"For Thou and Yorkes he shall not hide his head, / But boldly stand,
and front him to his face" (2H6 V.i,3080-81).

Margaret has learned

nothing from the tragedy of Suffolk, and York is furious at this
breach of faith.

He breaks out in a diatribe against the King for

his incompetence to rule, and he delivers the first epithet against
Queen Margaret and her first real challenge as a competitor:

York. 0 blood-bespotted Neopolitan,
Out-cast of Naples, Englands bloody Scourge,
The sonnes of Yorke, thy betters in their birth,
Shall be their Fathers baile, and bane to those
That for my Surety will refuse the Boyes,
C2H6 V.i.3112-16)
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York delivers here what comes to he Margaret's functional his
torical identification.

Margaret, the "blood bespotted Neopolitan,"

is "England's hloody scourge."

Through her, God, not pleased with a

marriage made in lust and not in policy, will purge England of the
corruption of Kings and nohlemen in high places with chaos.

York's

speech, too— his challenge to Henry as an impotent ruler— reaching
forward to the conclusion of the Henry VI trilogy, presents a new
action as his rebellious claims to the throne take center stage.
But Just as Shakespeare skillfully uses the preview of Margaret in
1 Henry VI as a hinder for Parts 1 and 2, so here York's rebellion
binds Part 2 and 3, and it has as its occasion another betrayal-*-in
the Somerset affair which Margaret deliberately and openly, with
arrogance, promotes.

Although Henry has regained some control over

the throne since the Suffolk affair, his control is, at best, tenuous.
The last part of 2 Henry VI moves from the challenges ©f court
to the field of battle as the War of Roses ignites in a tug of war
between the forces of York and the forces of the King, or more cor
rectly, of the Queen.

When we last see Margaret in 2 Heray VI , she

is chiding the King for indecisiveness in the first skirmish with
York's forces:

Queene. What are you made of? You'l nor fight nor fly:
Now is it manhood, wisedome, and defence,
To giue the enemy way, and to secure vs
By what we can, which can no more but flye.
(2H6 V . Hi.3300-031
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It i» clear that tile King's temporary restoration to pevor Is
relinquished to Margaret,

She shovs, at the close of the second

pare of the trilogy, that Henry is withdrawing, as David M. Bevington
points out in "The Domineering Female in 1 Henry 'VI,"39 Margaret is
moving permanently into the seat of leadership.
Part 3 really begins at the close of Part 2.

York and his con

federates, having won the first skirmish, plan now to move on London.
He declares wryly that he moves to London on a surprise visit to
Margaret’s Parliament Cnot the King’s Parliament I,

Margaret is more

firmly entrenched as the chief protagonist now than in Part 2.

It

is also in Part 3 that Margaret’s role as a mother takes center
stage.

As she nears the apex of her power in Part 3, her son, Edvard,

Becomes the issue,'and as her aggressive, mannish, strong-willed,
assertive character emerged in Part 2, so it will prove disastrous
to her son, Edward, in Part 3,

The Elizabethan would have no trouble

following Shakespeare’s strong signals here.
When Henry finds York playing about the throne, Henry is bested
by him in a contention for its privileges.
Shakespeare informs us in Henry’s aside:
Titles weake:" (3H6 I.i.152).
of another civil war:
(3H6 1,1.-169).

Henry’s title is weak,
"I know not what to say, my

He also tells us that Henry is fearful

"All will reuolt from me, and turne to him"

But the terms of peace scandalize even his friends.

Henry will reign for his lifetime, but after his death the crown
will be relinquished to the House of York.

Clifford, a supporter

of the King, is horrified at the crime against the King’s own son
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and flies away to tell the Queen.

This is the first news we have

had that Henry and Margaret have a son.

Hall records that Edward

was born in the thirty-first year of Henry, about the time of the
York uprising.

He is slain some twenty years later in the tenth

reign of Edward, son of York.^®

Of course, Shakespeare often tele

scopes events and omits some complexities, such as Margaret's second
trip to France.

But at the appearance of Margaret's nemesis, the

boy, it is suggested, is a mere child.
It seemed in Part 2 that Suffolk is to be the downfall of
Margaret, but she rises above her despair at his death.

Now the

critical challenge to her determination of events is York.

Her

weakness, which can destroy her, is her son.
Her immediate response to her son Edward's loss of lineage is
obvious and understandable anger, quite expected by the King, who
tries to head out before the storm, but the storm reaches him too
soon:
Queene. Who can be patient in such extreames?
Ah wretched man, would I had dy'de a Maid.
And neuer seene thee, neuer borne thee Sonne,
Seeing thou hast prou'd 30 vnnaturall a Father.
Hath he deaeru'd to loose his Brith-right thus?
Hadst thou but lou'd him halfe so well as I,
Or felt that paine which I did for him once,
Or nourisht him, as I did with my blood;
Thou would'st haue left thy dearest heart-blood there,
Rather than haue made that sauage Duke thine Heire,
And dis-inherited thine onely Sonne.
(3H6 I.i.246-56)
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She is seconded by her son in his first stage speech:

’’Father, you

cannot dis-inherite me: / i f you be King, why should not I succeede?"
C3H6 I.i.258-59).
We must have sympathy for Margaret at this point, whatever machi
nations she has promoted.

Margaret has had to compensate for Henry’s

weakness before, but now she is asked to relinquish her son's right
to the throne.

Furthermore, she realizes that the course he has

taken is dangerous for both Henry and Edward;
thou be safe?

"...

And yet shalt

Such safetie findes, / The trembling Lambe, inuironned

with Wolues . . . "

(.3H6 I.i.272-73),

She would have died on the

pikes of the soldiers in the field before she would have acquiesced
to such dangerous and shameful terms.

So she appears concerned about

Henry's safety as well as the dishonor to her son.

But Henry's weak

decision has broken the integrity of his family, as Robert B. Pierce
has it, ^ resulting in a family repudiation which completes the ruin
of the House of Henry VI.

Henceforth, Margaret will divorce herself

from Henry's table and his bed until the act is repealed which dis
inherits her son.

Furthermore, the Lords of the North will follow

her banner, a banner which will reveal the "foul disgrace" and the
ruin of the House of York.

When she bids her son to leave, he fol

lows and will not come back at the call of Henry.
"I, to be murther'd by his Enemies" (3H6 I.i.293),
supports her with:

Margaret says why:
And the Prince

"When I returne with vi£torie to the field, /

lie see your Grace: till then, lie follow her" (3H6 I.i,294-95),
This is a scene peculiarly sympathetic to Margaret.

Although
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Shakespeare shows us the realization that Henry’s claim to the
throne is weak, the disastrous effect of his action is immediately
chorused even by his friends who emotionally flee from the monstros
ity of the family betrayal.

If Margaret has played the harridan

before, with what fury will she react here?

But she surprises us.

She is furious, yes, but with a dignity of clean lines and stately
rhythms.

Here is not the Margaret who storms and fumes1'and curses

her enemies with foul names.

Rather she sees with clear emotions

the avalanche which the King has precipitated by his weakness, and
she states her fury with a logical dignity.

We can expect her to

forego her claims of wife for the stronger claims of motherhood,
especially when she is disgraced as a wife, queen, and mother.

That

she is a mother and a strong woman eliminates the possibility that
she will remain a passive figure.

We have already seen how she is

not passive but active and even highly aggressive by nature— to the
Elizabethan, an unsympathetic trait in a woman.

Now her cause is

natural from the grain, and she rises to full strength for the
challenge.
Most critics, including E. M. W. Tillyard, see Margaret as
"England's bloody scourge," as a devil possibly transferred from
Joan,^

or as Thomas MacNeal puts it, a "troubled and cruel Queen,"^3

but she is really more complex.

Before her motherhood, Margaret is

more sinning than sinned against, however weak Henry is.

She pro

motes the fall of Eleanor (no saint herself) and contrives the death
of England's only genuine statesman drawn by Shakespeare in the
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series.

Gloucester does not think for the good of his own power but

for the good of England.

Margaret is the vlllainess In the piece,

although we may understand she wants Henry to rule and obviously
sees his weakness as a leader.
But here Margaret is the one sinned against, primarily as a
mother, and she cannot be at the moment anything but the passive
victim of the decision.

Of course, this is what she cannot do.

Margaret is also bright, and she is decisive.

She immediately

makes a decision and moves away from Henry to take up the fight
herself.

Here Margaret comes closest to the normative status of

one who rightfully would protect due degree and order and the family
security.

Motherhood has drawn her in proximity to the norm.

And Margaret makes good.

At the next encounter of Margaret and

York, the forces of Margaret have the day, and York is captured.
But surprisingly, Margaret reverts to her previous colors as a
vlllainess.

Shakespeare does it; Hall does not.

Hall has Margaret

laugh when she finds out about the death of York, but he does not
have her actively engaged in his military murder.^

Shakespeare

again has her present and accounted for with Senecan fury.

When

Clifford, who has in the scene before murdered York’s young son
Rutland, challenges York, Margaret stays his hand:

"Hold valiant

Clifford, for a thousand causes / I would prolong a while the
Traytors Life:" (3H6 I.iv.511-12).
She then proceeds on one of the most psychologically horrifying,
as well as physically brutal, scenes in all of Shakespeare,

She
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Queene. Braue Warriors, Clifford and Northumberland,
Come make him stand vpon this Mole-hill here,
That raught at Mountaines with out-stretched Armes,
Yet parted but the shadow with his Hand.
What, was it you that would be Englands King?
Was't you that reuell'd in our Parliament,
And made a Preachment of your high descent?
(3H6 I.iv.529-351

She then proceeds with packed Senecan rhetoric to lay a cursing
catalogue of insults upon him.

She derides him with the absence of

"wanton" Edward, "lusty" George, and the "crook-back prodigy."

If

that is not enough, she revels in her question about the absence of
son Rutland, relishing her account of his slaughter.

She then pro

duces a handkerchief blood-soaked from Rutland’s body so he may dry
his tears.

But she isn't through yet.

Reminiscent of the scourging

of Christ, she places a paper crown on his head, mocking him as the
would-be king of England.

But York has his turn and with dramatic

vituperations returns with:

York. Shee-Wolfe of France,
But worse then Wolues of France,
Whose Tongue more poysons then the Adders Tooth:
How ill-beseeming is it in thy Sex,
To triumph like an Amazonian Trull,
Vpon their Woes, whom Fortune captiuates!
(3H6 I.iv.575-80)

He goes on with his own terrible rebuttal, completing it with a des
cription of what Margaret has become:
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York. . . .
Oh Tygres Heart, wrapt in a Woman's Hide,
How could'st thou drayne the Life-blood of the Child,
To bid the Father wipe his eyes wlthall,
And yet be seene to beare a Womans face?
Women are soft, milde, pittifull, and flexible;
Thou, steme, obdurate, flintie, rough, remorselesse.
(3H6 I,iv.603-08)

She and Clifford, who would revenge the death of his father, climax
this awful confrontation by stabbing York and ordering his severed
head to be impaled over the city gates of York.
The change of tone is remarkable between the scene in which
Margaret, with a kind of dignified— if high-spirited— defense, wins
our sympathy as a mother who has legitimate claims to protect the
crown for her son and to ensure his life, and this scene in which
a hellish Margaret compounds insult with sadism and black mockery
before she relishes her opponent's death.

Her strong-willed emo

tions are already established here, but we are'hardly prepared for
the excessive horror of this scene.

In this scene Margaret, as

Juliet Dusinberre has it in Shakespeare and Nature of Women. ^ is a
violent avenger.
York, who is Margaret's counterpart in promoting conflict in
the second part of the trilogy, is eliminated, but the conflict
carries on, for hardly is York dispatched when his sons snatch up
his claims to the throne and march on London,
Meanwhile the Queen welcomes King Henry to York with her proud
display of York's head.

If Margaret has lost all sympathy as a

normative character in her bestial revenge on York in the preceding
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scene, Shakespeare renews her just cause as Clifford admonishes the
King for his lenient pity at the death of his enemy,

Clifford

accuses the King of unnatural and unloving indifference to his son.
Shakespeare sets this thought up in a careful cataloging of beasts
who protect their property and their young, even with their own
lives.

He points out the young Prince with the admonition that the

King has no compunction about sacrificing the birthright of the boy.
The King's mild reply is that he would leave the boy virtue rather
than the cares of the state.

Margaret interrupts this debate to

announce the encroaching forces of Edward, eldest of York's sons.
The young Prince is hastily knighted and bravely asserts his deter
mination to defend the throne.

When the opposing forces enter, we

return to the exchange of bestial insults which characterized the
death scene of York.
Several issues are re-clarified and re-emphasized in this scene.
The King is too weak for leadership— he is even asked to leave the
field because his presence demoralizes.

A certain legitimacy is

established for the Queen, especially as the King is clearly neglect
ful of the defense of his family in the name of piety.

Second,

York's sons, in claiming the throne, revive the accusation that it
is Margaret who has, however, really fanned the flames of civil
strife.

We can take this with a grain of salt in the context of the

present strife, but that the marriage was ill-advised has been pre
viously convincingly established by Gloucester and even York before
his ambitions rise, and Margaret's pride and plots against the life
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of Gloucester contribute decisively to the present situation.
But again the situation is a checkered one.
legitimate claims which he nobly asserts.

The Prince has

He seems to have all the

fire and courage of his mother without her venemous tongue, and in
the repeated weakness of the King which Shakespeare never lets us
lose sight of throughout the series, we can respect his predicament
and the strength of Margaret as a mother.
In the next fray the victory belongs to the House of York.

The

King flees to the North, and Margaret and Edward— and again not the
King— are away to enlist the aid of France.
In Scene iii of Act III, Margaret, in dealing with the King of
France, resorts from fury to silver-tongued femininity.

Margaret

is adept at wit as well as force in her promotion of action.

When

Warwick inauspiciously enters to ask for the King’s daughter, a
debate with Margaret ensues.
rage under frustration.

We are familiar by now with Margaret's

But she can turn full circle when

expedience and good fortune intervene.

In one of Shakespeare's

telescopic tour de forces, here, she does just that as news reaches
the King that Edward is betrothed before Margaret has hardly had
time to finish her tongue lashing.

The King is furious, Warwick

is furious, and Margaret is assuaged.

Edward is proving to be

just the sort of counterfeit she had warned them about.

All join

forces with the Queen, who has returned to her diplomatic smooth
ness.
When we next see Margaret, she is again center stage with the
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Prince, dauntlessly rallying her troops for the ensuing battle of
Tewkesbury.

Scene iv of this last act of 3 Henry VI begins with

Margaret’s oratorical battle rally.

Her firm speech is seconded by

the Prince, who invites possible defectors to leave the field, and
then courageously beckons the troops to battle.
But the day goes to Edward’s forces, and Margaret and Prince
Edward are led on stage in captivity.

The prince holds up with

high courage as he accuses the ambitious York of traitorous rebel
lion.

Queen Margaret and Richard respond:

Qu. Ah, that thy Father had beene so resolu'd.
Rich. That you might still haue w o m e the Petticoat,
And ne’re haue stolne the Breech from Lancaster.
(3H6 V.v.2996-98)

At the insults of the Prince, Edward vents his anger by stab
bing him, and Richard and Clarence repeat his act.

Margaret asks

for death and, for the first time in a long and harrowing life as
Queen, seems to swoon beneath a shock.

When she recovers she ■-

delivers a lament in parallel to the lament of York after the death
of Rutland.

She cries out that real men do not vent their anger on

a child; that they, so doing, become "butchers and villains! bloody
cannibals!" (3H6 V.v.3041).

And she ends with a kind of remorseless

prophecy which characterizes her subsequent appearance in Richard
III:

T|u. . . .
But if you euer chance to haue a Childe,
Looke in his youth to haue him so cut off.
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As deathsmen you haue rid this sweet yong Prince.
C3H6 V.v.3045-47)

She repeats her appeal for death and being refused by Edward and
Clarence, turns to Richard.

But of course Richard has slipped off,

unknown to the King, to murder Henry in the Tower.

We last see

Margaret in 3 Henry VI being led forcibly from the field to London.
This scene is a dramatically telling one in terms of Queen
Margaret, especially in juxtaposition with Act I, Scene iv, in
which York, a suffering father, is dispatched with horror.
both York and Margaret lose their sons.
but York’s grief is shown onstage.
of course.
only son.

First,

Rutland is killed earlier,

There are several differences,

York has three other sons, but the Prince is Margaret's
York's son is killed before his knowledge, but Margaret

has to endure the murder of Prince Edward before her very eyes.
Both are killed unnaturally, with all the venom of civil strife,
however, and Shakespeare elsewhere shows the awful psychological
cataclysm of unnatural civil war as father unwittingly kills his
son, and son unwittingly kills his own father (Act II, Scene vi).
He does not let us lose'sight of the emphatically important rela
tionship— in fact, the crucial relationship— of parent and child in
the wars of civil strife.

It is because Henry disinherits his

child that Margaret, bloody as she is, naturally takes up the cause
of Prince Edward.

It is Edward, to avenge the death of his father

and make his own claim to inheritance, who becomes the third initia
tor of action, after Margaret and York.
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Comparing the two scenes also tells us some Shakespearean
delineations of character:

Edward, in sudden anger, stabs the

Prince, and Clarence and Richard Join in,' The dead Rutland is
offstage in the parallel scene with York, hut Margaret has saved his
bloody handkerchief for York.

When Edward sees what he has done,

however, and Margaret begs for death, he refuses.
done too much, he says.

But not Margaret.

He has already

If she calls Richard the

wolf, surely York’s epithet is correct— she is a "she-wolf."
relishes and revels in the suffering of York.

She

She takes sadistic

delight in mocking him with Rutland’s death and then standing him on
the mole hill for contumely and derision,

Edward, on the other hand,

seems sorry for the rash and uncalculated act of the Prince’s death,
and he spares Margaret without mockery.

It is Richard who, without

his knowledge, slips off to London to kill the saintly Henry.
Edward can make mistakes, but he does not drive beyond the brink of
what is human into the realm of fury as Margaret does.
Furthermore, Margaret seems unable to make any rational con
nection between her own crimes and misdemeanors and the sins of
others.

She says to Edward that had he children he would not have

committed such a crime, but she herself, with a kind of grotesque
amnesia, fails to recall her Joy at the death of Rutland,

She

predicts Edward’s own children will fall in the same way that her
own child is slain— and indeed, this proves true in the murder of
Edward's sons in the Tower after his death.

But Margaret is blind

to the obvious parallel in Rutland’s death and Edward's death.
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In summary, Shakespeare's path is clear in 3 Henry VI. His
subject is history, its is civil war.

His theme centers on the

effect of civil war on family relationships and, conversely, the
effect of family relationships on the health of the realm.

To the

former, he says that var weeks families and leads to the ultimate
horror of son slaying father and father slaying son.

The ambitions

for power and the jealous contentions for the throne split relation
ships fundamental to the human heart and throw man into extreme
suffering.

And when we pursue what may even appear to be our right

ful claims, we are blind to the carnage which will follow.
But Shakespeare also points out how family relationships affect
the pursuit of power and promote civil war.

Time after time he

shows us and tells us that Henry is a weak father.

Were he a strong

father and a more decisive ruler, he could have quickly closed the
door on the claims of the York faction.

But his own weakness, pious

and good as he is, leaves a vacuum at the place of paternal leader
ship and the sceptre, inviting strife at the second link of power
and command in the "Great Chain of Being."

Margaret naturally steps

in to protect the position of her son, but she goes too far, politi
cally, out of the bounds of the Elizabethan view of rational,
moderate decorum, and so propels herself and her son into a catas
trophe which could have been prevented had she been less blindly
strong-willed.
Yet, family relationships, too, have necessity within the com
plex constellation of the public good.

We have seen how this was
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part of the Elizabethan morality.

Shakespeare, as Hall does, tells

us that Henry's is not a good marriage.

England is Henry's res

ponsibility and Henry, in his first bout with courtly romantic
love, sells England out by withdrawing claims in France which had
been won by the suffering and blood of his countrymen.

God is not

pleased with a bad alliance because a weak family organization
undermines the social stability just as social instability in turn
undermines personal happiness and security.

It would seem, then,

that in this trilogy bad domestic decisions are the actual cause of
civil strife.

York and his sons both blame Margaret for calling

out their dormant claims to the throne in her marriage and, in
particular, in her subsequent aggressions of power.

And, as stated,

Henry's weakness promoted at least some of Margaret's campaigns.
Margaret, as a character, therefore, is not pure villainess.
In protecting her own and fighting for the preservation of her family,
she elicits our sympathy.

But Shakespeare adds strong colors to

Hall's drawing of Margaret as a strong-willed woman with manly wit
and courage.

Margaret, in fact, is the strongest activating force in

2 Henry VI and 3 Henry VI, seconded by York, then Edward.

Margaret is

aggressive because she is, but also because as a mother, she must be
aggressive.

To that extent she represents the mandated norm.

But, as

Karen Diane Smith rightly observes, Margaret is a strong-willed woman
of action, consumed by her own energy, more at ease on the battlefield
than in the political scene, and a woman who is consumed by her self.^
And Shakespeare adds the dimension of vengefulness to Margaret, espe
cially in her sheer enjoyment of the suffering of her enemies.

She
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goes too far.
Eleanor.

She over-reacts In her treatment of Gloucester and

Her desire for Henry's Independence does not call for the

death of Gloucester, and her treatment of Eleanor stems from gratuitous
jealousy.

Further, her treatment of the vanquished York is ghoulishly

shameful.

She goes too far for human sympathy and divine sanction.

As Smith suggests, Margaret commits unnatural acts in her desire for

.^

supremacy

The actions and reactions of the House of Atreus are

recalled with the curse that revenge brings.

Margaret becomes in her

excrescences of action a catastrophically aggressive Queen and mother
in the trilogy.
character.

But Shakespeare has apparently become attached to his

He uses her in excess of his source in Richard III.

Shakespeare does not let go of Margaret as Hall does when she is
ransomed anc leaves England for France in 1475 for the rest of the
seven years of her life, and according to Reese, a prophetess.^®
Rather, he uses her in the last of the historical series for several
purposes.

E. M. W. Tillyard points out that Richard III needs the

first plays for clarification,^ and Margaret in one long cursing
lament constantly reminds us of the link of present event to past
event.

Furthermore, she provides an emotional link as she "returns to

plague" the court, according to Robert Ornstein.^®
Margaret not only reiterates the past, however, in pronouncing
anathemas; she foretells the future, as Lily Bess Campbell sees it."*^
Margaret constantly reminds Richard, for instance, of his crimes and
the punishment which will come.
Margaret also provides a sense of the supernatural in her
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hyperbolic curses, although, as Robert B. Pierce points out, she
reveals a Senecan tone but not a tone of ruling Providence.^

But

she, at least, reveals the dark side of Providence as she bombards
the court with her rhetoric.
Yet, Margaret is not alone.

She, with Elizabeth, the Duchess

of York, and to lesser degree, Anne, provide a kind of Greek chorus,
according to Agnes Mackenzie in The Women of Shakespeare's Plays.^3
Although the women are not dynamic in action, as she further points
out,^ they do provide a lyrical element of persuasion, and Margaret
is the strongest of that chorus, as Mark Van Doren reminds u s.^
Furthermore, Richard and Margaret pull together some of the
most powerful themes of the play, according to Robert Pierce

.^

What Shakespeare seems to be doing with melodramatic clarity in
this last history play is to tell us in no uncertain terms the
historical and Providential meaning of the hisotry of England since
the reign of Richard II,

This history, it is apparent from Richard

III, is constituted of a series of political crimes, and therefore
crimes against ruling Providence, crimes which spread chaos and
death in mighty contagion.

Richard is the final event, a kind of

gigantic scourge which wipes the slate clean.

Margaret reminds us

of Richard’s identity and the theme which he personifies by keeping
before us the past and the future which the Elizabethan mind found
inexorably bound by cause and effect.
But Margaret, as far as the plot, ceases to be the active
ingredient.

Since the death of her son, she has retired in hopeless
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frustration to the periphery of the state from where she hurls her
thunderbolts of contumely.

When we first see her, Richard has already

sent Clarence to his untimely death in the malmsey butt and staged his
grotesquely successful wooing of Anne,

At present, he is engaged in

an open quarrel with Queen Elizabeth while the ailing King lies abed
offstage.

Queen Elizabeth, in answer to his own hypocritical com

plaints, says that she is tired of his blunt upbraidings and takes
small joy in being Queen of England,

Margaret, who is designated as

"old Margaret" in the stage directions, has her first several lines as
asides of information.

She tells us, as Gloucester and Elizabeth con

tinue the quarrel, that Elizabeth owes her state of honor to her, that
Richard, the devil, has killed her husband in the Tower and her son at
Tewkesbury.

As thiB highly interesting device continues— that of

Margaret's addition to the counterpoint of Elizabeth and Richard— so
does Margaret's spleen.

Richard says he spilt blood in defense of

Elizabeth's husband, to which Margaret in aside, with brittle wit,
comments:

"Ay, and much better blood than his or thine" (R3 I.iii.595),

By juxtaposing her next three lines, we can see how she completes the
picture:
Q.M. A murth'rous Villaine, and so still thou art.
Which God reuenge.
High thee to Hell for shame & leaue this World,
(R3 I.iii.603,606,613)
When she is no longer able to keep silence, she breaks forward
with:
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Q.M. . . .
Heare me, you wrangling Pyrates, that fall out,
In sharing that which you haue pill'd from me:
Which off you trembles not, that lookes on me?
If not, that I am Queene, you bow like Subjects;
Yet that by you depos'd, you quake like Rebells.
Ah gentle Villaine, doe not turne away.
(R3 I.111.627-32)

Gloucester, after calling her a "foul wrinkled witch,” recalls to her
that she is banished on pain of death.

When she replies she would die

here fighting to exact payment for a husband and a son which Richard
owes her, he counters that the account is settled because father York
had cursed her for the death of Rutland before his own death beneath
the mockery of the paper crown.

But Margaret is undaunted; she dis

misses the exchange of "that brat" for her husband, herself, and their
kingdom, and then lets out a dreadful catalogue of curses on those
standing by:

"...

by surfeit die your king," she says to Elizabeth,

and her son:
Q.M. . . .
Dye in his youth, by like vntimely violence.
Thy selfe a Queene, for me that was a Queene,
Out-liue thy glory, like my writched selfe:
'(R3I.iii.666,670-72)
She then turns on Rivers and Dorset and Lord Hastings as standbys when
her son was killed and offers them a curse of untimely death.
But her piece de resitance is for Richard, "the dog,"

May he be

tormented in his unnatural life by loss of sleep and troublesome dreams,
and when his sins are ripe by heaven's indignation.

She closes her

tirade with these gruesome epithets:
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Q.M. . . .
Thou eluuifh murk'd, abortiue rooting Hogge,
Thou that wast seal'd in thy Natiuitie
The slaue of Nature, and the Sonne of Hell:
Thou slander of thy heauie Mothers Wombe,
Thou loathed Issue of thy Fathers Loynes,
Thou Ragge of Honor, thou detested—
(R3 I.iii.697-702)

This is too much even for callous Richard:

"I cry thee mercie then:

for I did thinke, / That thou hadst call'd me all these bitter names"
(R3 I.iii.707-08).
So, in this sequence several interesting things happen.

First,

Margaret dramatically builds up her own entrance with asides.

When

she does enter we are ripe for the explosion of her dramatic center
staging.

Neither the weaker Elizabeth nor Richard nor their con

federates nor all together can they upstage Margaret.

She is still

star, as active and dominant in dialogue as she was on the field or
at court.

E. M. W. Tillyard is correct when he says Richard is a

match for all except Margaret.5^ Margaret establishes herself as
the genuine antagonist of the drama, although as antagonist, she is
not in the direct line of action.

Rather, she provides the/ person*-

ality conflict which contributes- tension to the first part of the
play.

After all, the action, up until the entrance of Richmond in

the final scenes, has no genuine plot antagonist,
of conniving, but no one really calls his hand.
before him.
play.

Richard is full
The dominoes fall

So Margaret's strength keeps up the tension of the

She iB truly the counterforce of Richard emotionally, and

she can easily get the best of him.
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The sequence, too, repeats some characteristics of Margaret
that we have "been previously shocked hy.

Margaret is nov the very

spirit of revenge for she is ironically unable to sympathize for the
sons of her enemies while invoking curses on them for the death of
her own son.

She has that strong blind will which identifies with

nothing outside its own possession.
enraged in curse.

Margaret represents blind will

Her fury is most directed, too, not from the

death of her husband but from the death of her son.
as a mother who suffers the most.
most poignant.

It is Margaret

Her descriptions of her son are

It is this loss of motherhood, perpetrated before

her eyes, that leads her to call down curses.
And this proceeds into some further conjecture about Margarets
role in the plot of Richard III. Margaret obviously, as stated, has
no definitive or manifest.active role in sparking the point of
attack for Richard "III, but she has an offstage role which may be
even more potent.

Apparently, hers is the power of the curse.

For

the Elizabethans and certainly for the Englishmen of the fifteenth
century, so rooted in the medieval religious tradition in which the
curse had real power to destroy the enemy, Margaret's curse had
power.
But Margaret is not through in this scene.

She turns on

Elizabeth with:

Q.M. Poore painted Queen,
Why strew'st thou Sugar on
Whose deadly Web ensnareth
Foole, foole, thou whet'st

vain flourish of my fortune,
that Bottel'd Spider,
thee about?
a Knife to kill thy selfe:
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The day will come, that thou shalt wish for me,
To helpe thee curse this poysonous Bunch-backt Toade.
(R3 I.iii.712-18)

What annoys Margaret is, of course, that Elizabeth is a counterfeit
queen.

Margaret prophesies further that the ’’bottled spider" will

one day push Elizabeth into Margaret’s company.

Margaret interrupts

her deadly prophecies with another lament upon her son:

Q.M. . . .
Witnesse my Sonne, now in the shade of death,
Whose bright out-shining beames, thy cloudy wrath
Hath in etemall darknesse folded vp.
Your ayery buildeth in our ayeries Nest:
0 God that seest it, do not suffer it,
As it is wonne with blood, lost be it so.
(R3 I.iii.739-441

Margaret’s depth of feeling, Her identity, and her source of weak
ness are all rooted in her motherhood, and, as Karen Diane Smith
suggests, she is like a character in Dante’s Inferno. who, in
watching others partake of what she has lost, has only words to
,.58
"fill her time and she uses them well."
Margaret appears here as a presence to the woes of Elizabeth
and the House of York.

Her next appearance is in Act IV Scene iii,

which opens with a choral lament by the three bereaved mothers.

In

this scene she balances her own sufferings with those of Elizabeth,
observes Robert B. Pierce.

59

But more is effected here in emotional

expression for thematic concerns than in any scene in the play other
than in Richard's, dream sequence.

Here the three mothers form a
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Greek choral dirge that wrings new intensity into our knowledge of
the awful price of civil war.
Queen Elizabeth opens with her sorrow at the death of her babes.
Margaret, overhearing her from side stage, as in the previous appear
ance, begins with the wry comment on the equal justice of the
children's death for her own losses.

When the Duchess adds her sor

row forthe loss of Edward, Margaret again, in asides,
her macabre account of life for life.

calculates

In a moment she steps forward

to recite with the other mothers the ledger of grim figures:

Q.Mar. . , .
I had an Edward, till
I had a Husband, till
Thou had'st an Edward,
Thou had'st a Richard,

a Richard kill'd him:
a Richard kill'd him:
till a Richard kill'd him:
till a Richard kill'd him,
(R3 IV.iii.2609-12)

She goes
from

on to describe the "hell-hound" Richard in hervariations

her repertoire.

When the Duchess calls her to halt, Margaret

fires up to further oratorical, almost operatic recitative of venge
ful appetite.

She recounts how, in payment for the death of her son

and her husband, Clarence, Hastings, Rivers, Vaughan, and Grey have
been dispatched.

Only Richard lives, "hell's black intelligencer."

When Queen Elizabeth recalls that Margaret had prophesied all this
catastrophe, Margaret turns on Elizabeth with a long catalogue of
Elizabeth'8 exchanges of misery for joy and woe for prosperity.
Elizabeth, at the close, asks her to teach her to curse, and
Margaret replies with grim humor:
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Q.Mar. Forbeare to sleepe the night, and fast the day:
Compare dead happinesse, with liuing woe:
Thinke that thy Babes were sweeter then they were,
And he that slew them fowler than he is:
Bett'ring thy losse, makes the bad causer worse,
Reuoluing this, will teach thee how to Curse!
(R3 IV.iii.2889-94)
This scene has an interesting balance in the play,

It comes

about as close to the end of the play as Margaret's first appear
ance comes at the beginning, forming one of two emphatic panels.
Also, this scene emphasizes the loss of three mothers, not par
ticularly the loss of wives or queens.
heaviest sorrow of civil war falls.

It is on mothers that the

Margaret invokes revenge for

her husband, yes, but more bitterly and more repetitively for her
son.

Elizabeth's sons are now also lost to her.

plummets her into depression.

This is what

And the Duchess of York, third in

this chorus, is united with the two by her loss of Edward.

Eliza

beth says nothing about the loss of Edward; she says much about the
loss of the two babes.
this loss•

It is the Duchess, the mother, who claims

It seems that Shakespeare draws us to the deepest

levels of natural sympathy— that of a mother for a son— to show us
the awful ravages of civil war.
And, like a Greek chorus, none of the three women is actively
able to promote action, at least not directly,

Probably, the

strength of their rhetoric arises from this very inability to take
action.

They are passive and frustrated victims to the machina

tions of masculine power.

Margaret, as active as she is in the
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plots of 1_ and 2 Henry VI. is finely defeated and survives only
to invoice frustration, while Elizabeth and the good Duchess of York
remain unable to enlist her dynamics of revenge.
However, the Duchess of York, as sequel to this scene, remains
to reject Richard as her son.

She tells him:

Put. Either thou wilt dye, by Gods just ordinance
Ere from this warre thou t ume a Conqueror:
Or I with greefe and extreame Age shall perish,
And neuer more behold thy face againe.
Therefore take with thee my most greeuous Curse,
Which in the day of Battell tyre thee more
Then all the compleat Armour that thou wear'st.
My Prayers on the aduerse party fight,
And there the little soules of Edwards Children,
Whisper the Spirits of thine Enemies,
And promise them Successe and Victory:
Bloody thou art, bloody will be thy end:
Shame serues thy life, and doth thy deathattend,
Qt3 IV.iii.2963-75)
So.the Duchess calls down a dreadful mother's curse upon him, a
curse which will, in vengeance for the sons of Edward, strengthen
and abet the enemy on the day of Richard's battle.
This long scene, which opens with the choral cry of wailing
women, belongs to the mothers.

Elizabeth and

confrontation, as we shall see in a later chapter.

Richard continuethe
This scene is

really a suspension in time which Shakespeare gives us before the
last onslaught of battle.

But Richard doeB go on to battle Rich

mond at Bosworth Field with the curses of the women on his head.
So, this powerful mother scene of what Ribner calls ritual lament^
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provides not only a Hind of moral lesson in suspension, reminis
cent of The Mirror for Magistrates in E. M. W. Tillyard’s opinion,^1
hut it also wraps up Margaret’s function in the play as a hind of
nemesis.

Pierce tells us that she fades out as such when she is

no longer needed.^2
In summary, Margaret, who had no real part in the political
history of this part of England’s turbulent times, having been ran
somed to France, is used in Richard III by Shakespeare for dramatic
and thematic purposes.

She is used aB a prophetess to keep us fully

aware of the effects of murder and illicit power.

She is used to

point out the awful payment individuals make as a result of civil
war.

She is used to highlight the character of Richard in her

black and repulsive imagery of him.

And, Margaret is Richard’s

counterpart in psychological strength, so she provides the emotional
activity which keeps the play in dramatic tension.

Also, she sug

gests the active power of the curse, not as divine sanction but
under divine sanction for, as Agnes Mackenzie has it, the three
women do get their way.^
Bosworth Field.

Richard is both defeated and damned at

But, most of all Margaret reminds us of the awful

suffering of a mother deprived of her only born child.

Shakespeare

underlines the bedrock claims of motherhood in the family and the
commonweal by having Margaret joined in a scene of mother lament
by Elizabeth and the Duchess of York— in a scene gratuitous to
action.
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Margaret, as a theatrical figure, is obviously one of Shake
speare’s favorites.

She is the most dramatic of all his women

characters, and she spans four plays, tying together in our .memory
the complicated chain of events which follow the fall of Richard II
to the Tudor dynastic takeover.

Margaret is perhaps, too, the

strongest of all female literary figures.

She shares an awful

forcefulness of spirit with Clytemenestra, and as a mother she has
the same unassuaged spirit of vengeance, hut she is more complex,
and Shakespeare brings us closer over the span of four plays than
Aeschylus can do in the Oresteia. Margaret, as a matriarch, seeking
her rightful claims for her son, precipitates action as counter
claims against Henry's antagonist, York, and sustains this action
through the bloody Wars of Roses.
Of course, Margaret is no wallflower before her frustrations
as a mother.

Although she does not initiate her marriage to Henry—

no woman could at that point— she strikes us when Suffolk's captive
as a strong woman who has a mannish strength of presence and cer
tainly a masculine courage and wit, and this borne out by her
promotion of action at Henry's court.

She immediately sees Glouces

ter as a threat and moves first to weaken his position through his
wife, Eleanor, and second, to advance his removal.

Not being content

with his political banishment, she moves on to have him killed.

She

stumbles only briefly when Suffolk is destroyed in the process,
recovering to challenge York's claims against Somerset and at last
provide the final spark which ignites the Wars of Roses.

We are
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reminded "by York and sons, in fact, although with some degree of
rationalization to he sure, that Margaret is the actual cause of
civil war.

In spite of the had marriage, had Margaret heen ahle to

contain herself at court, played the passive role, York’s claims
may have remained dormant.

But Margaret, hy nature a strong-willed

woman, hy meddling, sets off the conflagration which followed.
Margaret becomes hardened in her activities, more dominant than
ever in 3 Henry VI, when she takes the field for her son, Edward,
who from his hrief hut clear appearance is truly his mother's son.
He is hold and courageous and has no timidity ahout fighting for the
throne as his father has not.
claim to life and fortune.

He is Margaret's other self and her

Not only her affections hut her position

and even her life and the life of her family stand in jeopardy when
Edward's claims are challenged.

And, as Karen Smith suggests,

Margaret, with self-consuming energy, cannot go halfway.^

She

takes the field as leader, and gets the hest of York, taking his
life.

Had Henry heen stronger and York's forces heen weaker, how

ever, she may not have heen pushed to this point.

And it is at this

point that Margaret is destroyed in personal happiness as well as
power— when she becomes trapped in captivity, helplessly looking on
as Edward and Clarence and Richard destroy what really constitutes
her reason for carrying on, her son, Edward.

She is destroyed in

hope when she suffers as a mother at the deepest and most funda
mental human level.
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Shakespeare recalls her to the scene as an old wanan at the
court of Edvard as Richard plots his "bloody road to the throne.
Here she is really neither passive nor active in regard to action;
rather, she is an observer, a sort of portrayal of women in the
last stage of politics, once "beautiful but now dancing the dance
of death," according to Robert B. Pierce.^

She begins as a sort

of prophetic chorus, hurling down her prophecies with curses and
insults, and closes in fury, too, as she gathers Elizabeth and the
Duchess of York into the circle of bitterness.

She is still

active indirectly as a prophetess with the implicitly sanctioned
power of the curse and the provision of personal challenge to Richard
which gives the play added tones.

Margaret enters proudly and exits

furiously.
Surely her vituperation is too hot to be normative, but just
as surely, her feelings for her son are natural.

She is not a pure

villainess throughout although she peaks as one in her gratuitous
cruelty to York.

Margaret's villainy probably begins earlier when

she contrives the death of Gloucester.

We can understand how she

can resent Gloucester and work for the autonomy of the King, but
Gloucester's death is gratuitous too.

Furthermore, Margaret is

seen in contradistinction to Gloucester, the normative relief
character in 2 Henry VI, the figure who, with detached humility,
wills the general good, as a character who wills her own power in
excess of the general good.

While she is properly Jealous of her

husband's place, Margaret peremptorily pushes herself into the
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limelight of action and pushes her own selfish interests with a
kind of "blind subjective will which is almost always an indication
of a Shakespearean villain.

Had she heen less aggressively active,

she would have probably been normal according to Elizabethan stan
dards ,
The issue is checkered when it comes to Part 3.

Henry, we are

repeatedly told, is weak in his defense of family and in his defense
of the crown, and we are led to sympathize with Margaret for her
courageous anger in doing what she has to do as protectoress.

That

protector is hot the normal role of mother in the family constella
tion seems obvious, but in these circumstances, Margaret’s actions
at least approach the norm.

But she overshoots the mark and falls

again into villainy when she dispatches York with sadistic enjoy
ment.

She is blinded to her own sin even as Richard embraces his

sin.

What she does, therefore, is set in motion the catastrophe of

her son and her own final life defeat. Had she been politically
passive and flown England with her son (notwithstanding Henry), the
catastrophe would have been avoided.

But Margaret aggressively

steps out of place as a political mother into active political
leadership because she is insensitive to her place in the hierarchy
of due degree to which the Elizabethan was sensitive.
In Richard III the situation is not complex but cloudy.
Margaret's cursing prophecies obviously have a kind of divine permission~she is allowed to reveal the future with some precision,
and not with misleading suggestions as do the prophets of satanic
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forces.

But Margaret herself, unable to detach herself from her

own choleric willfulness, cannot withdraw from fury.

Passion-

ungainly passion— marks her as contrary to the detachment of Shake
speare’s rational characters, and creates a gargantuan mother figure
lashed to fury and grief at the loss of her son.

Elizabeth

We now turn to Elizabeth, Margaret's counterpart:

Shakespeare

interrupts his history of the Weirs of Roses in 3 Henry VI III,ill. to
introduce Elizabeth to the court of England, just as Hall interrupts
his account for the same purpose.

And eigain, as with Margaret,

Shakespeare reflects his source with accuracy.
Hall tells us that the widow Elizabeth Gray catches the fancy
of Edward when she appeals to him for the repossession of her hus
band’s lands which were lost to his heirs when he died on Henry's
side at St. Alban’s.

When Edward, who is stricken by the lady,

cannot negotiate a trade of her virtue for the land, he marries her
and makes her his queen.

Hall describes her as of:

sober demeanor, lovely lakyng, and femynyne
smylyny . . . beside her toungue so eloquent,
and her wit so pregnant, she was able to
rauishe the mynde of a meane person, who
allowed and make subject to her, ye hart of
so great a king.6°
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But Hall hurries on to deplore the connection "because "by this
marriage all troubles of the realm begin.

The commons murmur that

it is hastily made, and God himself is not pleased with the marriage,
such turmoil follows it.^

We have met Hall's philosophy of mar

riage and the realm before when he condemns the marriage of
Margaret and Henry, hastily made and impolitic for the realm.
Hall, "marriage is destinye,"®®

is produced by these two bad marriages in part.
the lust of kings,

To

and the bloody destiny of England
Both women seduce

both women bring no great title or lands to the

general good, and England becomes involved in general political
broils.
Shakespeare generally follows Hall through Richard III in
which Elizabeth reappears.

According to Hall, Elizabeth gives

Edward his daughter, Elizabeth, and the two younger sons.

Two

factions develop between the relatives of Edward and the relatives
of Elizabeth which flare into open strife at Edward's death.
Elizabeth takes sanctuary, the princes are killed as Gloucester
takes over power, and at the close of his reign, in spite of what
has gone before, Elizabeth promises to relinquish her daughter
Elizabeth to Gloucester.

Hall concludes:

"Surely the inconstancie

of this woman were much to be marveled at."^9
Just as Shakespeare weaves Margaret into the plot of the last
act of 1 Henry VI. so too he employs Elizabeth in 3 Henry VI not as
plot instrument but as a link and foreshadowing of Richard III.

In

3. Henry VI Ill.ii. we see Elizabeth in the same position as Margaret,
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although, the sudden romance springs in the breast of this king at
the presence of the lady, not at her description.

We have, therefore,

the same graceful approach of indirect assault of the courtly love
tradition, but fashioned with a line-by-line stychomythia pattern
which is far more successful than the shorter scene pattern of Suffolk
and Margaret, but less forceful and to the point.

Edward leads

Elizabeth steadily to the place where she must relinquish virtue for
property, but she firmly refuses the exchange.
her.

Again Edward presses

Again Elizabeth demurs at the untimely protocol of Edward's

address.

Then Edward tempts her with the title "queen."

Again

she objects:

Wid. 'Tie better saia then done, my gracious Lord.
I am a subject fit to jeast withall,
But farre vnfit to be a Soueraigne.
(3H6 III.ii.1605-07)

Again, Edward dismisses her objection with the firm intention of mak
ing her Queen.
Our first encounter with Elizabeth is, I think, somewhat impres
sive.

She is graceful, virtuous, apparently not forward with ambition

but firm enough to regain her husband's lands for her sons.

We are

also somewhat mystified by Gloucester's remark after the King's deci
sion for marriage:

"The Widow likes it not, for shee lookes very sad"

(3H6 III,ii.1627).

So Elizabeth seems less enthusiastic than Margaret,

Her ambitions are apparently exclusively for family and not for power
and position.

As Karen Smith observes, Elizabeth is peace loving and
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centered on her children.70

This general consistent portrait Shake

speare paints of her throughout omits Hall's record of the friction
of power and leaves us to view Elizabeth at least as a passive victim
of politics.
Elizabeth appears briefly a little later in the play as narra
tive agent.

She tells brother Rivers that Warwick has wrenched power

from Edward and marches on London to recrown Henry King.
germane to this study is Elizabeth's attitudes.

What is

She says:

Gray. . . .
And I the rather waine me from dlspalre
For loue of Edwards Off-spring in my wombe:
This is it that makes me bridle passion,
And beare with Mildnesse my misfortunes crosses
I, I, for this I draw in many a teare,
And stop the rising of blood-sucking slghes,
Least with my sighes or teares, I blast or drowne
King Edwards Fruite, true heyre to th' English Crowne.
C3H6 IV.iv.2321-28)

Elizabeth shows her basic instinct toward motherhood early in the
action.

For protection of her offspring, she restrains herself.

She

shows herself in contrast again to Margaret, her female foil in the
series, by employing restraint rather than action, and this is an
attitude Elizabeth will carry throughout.

Elizabeth is far more

normative for being less inflammable than Margaret, less irascible
and choleric.
Elizabeth appears once more in 3 Henry VI, and that is as a
mother.

The last scene of the play, which in some ways can be viewed

as the first of Richard III, reveals in denouement Edward once again
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securely in possession of the throne, and after polishing off a
report of his vanquished enemies, he proudly presents to his seem
ingly affectionate brothers the new Prince, ironically innocent of
what will come after.

Gloucester, in a villainish aside, foreshadows

it for us as he has done several times in the play.

Elizabeth bears

herself In polite silence.
It is clear that Elizabeth does not dominate the court scene as
does Margaret, for Edward is securely in possession of command and
in protection of his son.
at a weak father and ruler.

We are not frustrated for Elizabeth's sake
So the family constellation of the

Edward of York brood is a relatively normal one,

Elizabeth need not

be active.
But the situation changes in the next episode,

Shakespeare

again telescopes action in having Gloucester introduce the play by
summarizing the past as having occurred recently.

Actually, Elizabeth

has given birth to two more children, one of whom is crucial to the
action.

The King lies dying as Elizabeth confides to her son, Lord

Grey, and brother, Lord Rivers, her anxiety about the loss of
Edward.

Her main concern is over the fate of her children as she

reveals that Gloucester, the mistrusted, is strongly considered as
protector.

When Gloucester enters in a fume about complaints to the

King concerning himself, Queen Elizabeth manages an effective retort:

gu.

...

The King on his own Royall disposition,
(And not prouok'd by any Sutor else)
Ayming (belike) at your interiour hatred
That in your outward action shewes itselfe
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Against my Children, Brothers, and my Selfe,
Makes him to send, that he may learne the ground.
(R3 I.ill.529-34)
Elizabeth is able to rise to the defense of her own here, and she
knows too that she is on dangerous ground.

She is not naive:

Qu. Come, come, we know your meaning Brother Gloster
You enuy my aduancement, and my friends;
God grant we neuer may have neede of you.
(R3 I.iii.539-41)
At Elizabeth's dismissal of Gloucester's baiting by threat to
inform the King, Queen Margaret, as we have seen, enters as a vicious
spectre, first in lonely asides, and then in intrusive invective
against the sins of the House of York.

Little does Elizabeth know,

even in her admitted suspicion— she has already expressed her fear
that happiness is at its height— that Margaret's bitterness is a
picture of what she may be after her unhappy involvement in the poli
tics of civil war.

At this point, she merely seconds Gloucester's

rebuttal to Margaret that her loss was just as she was perpetrator
to the contemptible crimes against their family.

Elizabeth then

simply fades out as Richard and Margaret, with indomitable stubborn
ness, lash and counterlash each other.
to this kind of exchange.

Clearly, Elizabeth is not up

But if Elizabeth is less dramatic and

active as a character, she is also more poised and serene, seemingly
more in command of herself at a time when her own fortunes begin to
fade.
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When King Edward enters a little later in another scene, she
concedes to his request that the warring factions cease.

She even

pushes for his acceptance of Clarence:

Qu. A holy day shall this be kept heereafter:
I would to God all strifes were well compounded.
My soueraigne Lord, I do beseech your Highnesse
To take our Brother Clarence to your Grace.
(R3 II.i.1199-1202)

It is here we find that, unknown to the King, Clarence is already
dead by direction of brother Gloucester, as the audience knows and
Elizabeth suspects.
Shakespeare offers us an interesting dramatic variation in the
scene in which Elizabeth next appears,

The Duchess of York bewails

the loss of Clarence, her son, to her two young grandchildren when
Elizabeth enters lamenting wildly the loss of Edward.

Here begins

an almost ritual mathematic accounting of the family losses, a
ritual lamentation which will be repeated later with Queen Margaret.
Dorset and Rivers, Elizabeth's sons of Lord Grey, intervene to first
admonish Elizabeth for her unthankfulness and then to advise her,
like a "careful mother," to quickly crown the young Prince.

The

Queen passively accepts their plans to have the young Prince con
veyed to London for a coronation.
Several things may strike us about this scene.

First, the

stress of women and motherhood with which the Duchess of Gloucester
opens the scene is gratuitous to the action.

Apparently, Shake

speare wants to emphasize by emotion, and that by ritual emotion,
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the profound human grief which presides in the loss of children, and
the chilling disappointments when children prove wicked.

The

Duchess undergirds our recognition that Elizabeth's life support
lies in her child.

Rivers and Grey, as initiators, remind her too.

Elizabeth, herself, seems somehow suspended here in passive turmoil.
Margaret would have acted angrily, but she would have acted,

Eliza

beth is an almost passive observer to her own responsibilities as
Rivers and Grey pursue a plan for a course of action.

As we shall

see later, Elizabeth is never able to take the initiative in defense
of herself or her small children, for soon she takes sanctuary as
she hears news that Rivers and Grey are sent to Pomfret by Gloucester
and Buckingham and that her son, heir to the throne, is in possession
of the throne.
In this scene, II.iv, we encounter again two of Shakespeare's
thematic devices.

As the young Prince converses lightly with his

grandmother, the Duchess, we are reminded that Richard, as rumor would
have it, was long of tooth at birth, forboding his unnatural title in
the world.

We are reminded, too, at the Duchess' bemoaning, of the

past sufferings which have brought about present woes.

As each phase

of action moves forward, we pause as mothers link us from the past to
the present.
Here again, in this scene, Elizabeth, showing a quiet strength
as she moves out to sanctuary, chides her young son for too much
shrewdness and generously rejects the Duchess' offer to accompany
her.

Elizabeth and the Duchess are really drawn together here
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through their sympathies in natural affection— for Edward and for
the two hoys.

This is in contrast to the unnatural relationship

between the Duchess and Gloucester,

The Duchess curses her son

later in IV.iv. with a strength which outdoes Margaret.

"Margaret

in all her fierceness, never utters a more damning curse than this.
This mother's curse on her monstrous son carries with it the crack
of doom.

..71

Gloucester, hy betraying every normal feeling, elicits

the curse of his own mother, whose depth of feeling gives it an
awfulness of power.
Three women are still hound together in the natural affections
of motherhood when Elizabeth next appears with Anne, the Prince's
aunt hy marriage, and the Duchess to visit her sons, the younger
one now in custody too in the Tower of London.

When Brakenbury

refuses them admittance, even in the face of their natural claims,
and slips with the title "king" for Richard, Elizabeth brushes aside
the latter with a mild rebuff, but the family-centered Elizabeth
comes to frightening and grief-strickened realization of their plight
when she cannot see her sons.

She is able to act decisively* though.

She directs her older son by her first marriage to fly to Richmond
across the Channel lest all Margaret's prophecies of utter destruc
tion come to pass.
Shakespeare concludes this scene by telling us several things
about Elizabeth.

Unlike Margaret, she has no spirit for revenge.

She pities Anne, the wife of Richard, and she does not envy her the
throne.

Elizabeth, unlike Margaret, has no ambitions for power.
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With the blessing of Anne and the Duchess, she bids farewell to the
Tower with a gentle plea for what is important to her:

fiu. . . .
Pitty, you ancient Stones, those tender Babes,
Whom Enuie hath immur'd within your Walls,
Rough Cradle for such little prettie ones,
Rude ragged Nurse, old sullen Play-fellow,
For tender Princes: vse my Babies well;
So foolish Sorrowes bids your Stones farewell,
(R3 IV.ii.2580-85)

Elizabeth next appears with Margaret and the Duchess in the
emotionally dramatic lament scene, already alluded to, in which, at
low ebb, the family losses are recounted with macabre arithmetic.
The scene, an emotionally charged emphasis for thematic concerns,
is not new to Shakespeare, of course, as Wolfgang Clemen points
out,^

xhe lament scene, which incorporated a recounting of woes

and an appeal to God, was familiar to Shakespeare through earlier
writers especially in the medieval liturgical drama.

It goes back

farther into Senecan and Greek drama where reaction, however, is
more immediate.

Shakespeare, again, as he does before with Margaret,

seeks to hold his action still for a moment while he revives again
the past and present and future in tableau with a kind of Greek
formality.

But while Van Doren calls the women a Greek chorus,^

they are not one in expression or variation as is typical of a
Greek or medieval chorus, but rather they balance woes with one
another, as Tillyard suggests,^ and lacerate each other, as Juliet
Dusinberre puts it.^
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Queen Margaret, as usual in the background, is lurking like an
Oresteian Fury, waiting for a chance to spring:

"So now prosperity

begins to mellow, / And drop into the rotten mouth of death: . . . "
(R3 IV.iv.2771-72).

Elizabeth begins the lament proper with;

Qu. Ah my poore Princes! ah my tender Babes:
My vnblowed Flowres, new appearing sweets:
If yet your gentle soules flye in the Ayre,
And be not fixt in doome perpetuall,
Houer about me with your ayery wings,
And heare your mothers Lamentation.
(R3 IV.iv.2780-85)

The Duchess begins her addition:

Put. So many miseries haue craz’d my voyce,
That my woe-wearied tongue is still and mute.
Edward Plantagenet, why art thou dead?

(R3 IV.iv.2738-90).
Queen Margaret slips into this scene with the same technique
of asides which she used in her previous scene:

Mar. If ancient sorrow be most reuerent,
Give mine the benefit of signeurie,
And let my greefes frowne on the vpper hand
If sorrow can admit Society.
I had an Edward, till a Richard kill’d him:
I had a Husband, till a Richard kill'd him:
Thou had'st an Edward, till a Richard kill'd him:
Thou had'st a Richard, till a Richard kill'd him.
(R3 IV.iv.2806-13)

And theDuchess summarizes:

"I had a Richard too, and thoudid’st

kill him; / I had a Rutland too,

thou hop'uf to kill him" (R3 Iv.iv.
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2814-15).
Again, this brief scene, an aside to the action, is Shake
speare's further reminder to us of the brief and terrible history of
family suffering brought on by civil strife and borne with greatest
grief by mothers.

These are three mothers who re-record the awful

times.
Margaret can unite them around a curse for that "carnal cur,"
but she cannot unite them in her lonely lust for revenge.

The

Duchess has wept for Margaret's child, and Elizabeth cannot find
words to vent her grief in the spirit of vengeance.

Margaret, how

ever, loads it on with repetitive word cataloging of Elizabeth's
gains and losses and ironically notes how to keep the spirit of
revenge alive by exaggeration and grievance nursing,

Elizabeth,

without the strong will and bitter ambition, cannot rise to vitupera
tion.

"Old Queen Margaret provides throughout the play a living

example of the emptiness of a life ruled by a lust for power and
r e v e n g e . B u t Elizabeth's life, untainted by any real lust for
power, is merely heartbroken.

And the Duchess is the one who bears

the curse for Richard as he flourishes through the end of this scene.
The surprise comes when we find, though, that the awful exchange
between mother and son is not the conclusion to this series of
dramatic episodes but merely a bridge between the lament scene and
Richard's wooing of Elizabeth for her daughter.

It is a kind of

mini-panel, therefore, between a major diptych.

And more surprising

is the role of Elizabeth.

In the three scenes which constitute IV.iv.
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Elizabeth is the one figure who carries through and binds the scenes
together.

It is her attitude in the last scene in contrast to the

lament scene which puzzles us, for after her real and terrible
grief, within minutes she permits herself to be wooed for the hand
of her daughter.
Hall records how Elizabeth did, in fact, consent to relinquish
her daughter after Anne's death, apparently forgetting what was
behind.

His diagnosis of her character proceeds:

"Surely the

inconstancie of this woman were much to be merveled at . , . , "
concluding she was of "mutable mynde."^
But critics do not agree on Shakespeare's Elizabeth.

Tillyard

considers her weak and changeable, a negative character, although
she deceives by consent.^®

Mackenzie, in taking the view that the

women are not dynamic in Richard III, sees Richard's as a victory
over Elizabeth.^
in.®®

But Cutts views Elizabeth as only seeming to give

Omstein views her much the same, more knowledgeable and more

sophisticated in maneuvering than her counterpart, Anne,®* and Smith
defends Elizabeth as a reasoner "tampered into fine hard steel by
suffering for the children she has left . . . , " a reasoner who
anticipates his responses and is able to rise above him by her cunning
action.

After all, she concludes, "Elizabeth is the only woman in the

play who triumphs over Richard and lives to enjoy it."®^

Robert

Pierce probably represents the general reaction, however— it is not
clear in this scene if Elizabeth deceives Richard or not.®®

We find

at the top of Scene v, the very next scene, via Lord Stanley, that
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Elizabeth, has gladly consented to the espousal of her daughter to
Richmond, who comes bearing arms to England to claim a Tudor crown,
Shakespeare, who is generally repetitively direct about his charac
ters in this series, does not level with us clearly about Elizabeth,
We know important facts about her as we approach the scene:

Eliza

beth has strong and natural family affections, she is not strong
willed for power, she is not strongly emotional for lust or revenge,
and at a crisis, she retains a certain poise, even in grief.

She is

a woman of passive restraint, more given to tempering her reactions
rather than to lashing out with fury.

Shakespeare strengthens

Elizabeth's character from Hall and leaves us more mystified than
does his major source.

After all, by placing her "acceptance" of

Richard's proposal so soon after the lament scene, right after the
cursing of Richard by his mother, as part of the same tapestry
sequence, and by giving us news of Richmond's bethrothal almost
immediately after this scene, Shakespeare can suggest that Elizabeth's
is an acceptance of strategy rather than of acquiescence.
rate, Shakespeare is not plain with us in his narrative.

At any
Some

analysis of the texture of the scene may reveal some clues.
Omstein reminds us of the obvious when he points out that the
wooing of the mother in IV.iv. balances the wooing of Anne in I.ii..®^
Parallels are apparent:

both women have just lost loved ones by

Richard so his wooing is a villainous tour de force. Anne capitulates
quite unnaturally:
decided differences.

Elizabeth seems to.

But there are also some

Smith points out that Richard does not degrade
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Elizabeth to the animal level of reaction as he does Anne.
keeps her responses highly tempered:

Elizabeth

"and then there is a marked

difference between Anne's loss of husband and father-"in-law by
Richard's hand and Elizabeth's loss of the fruit of her womb."8"5
Elizabeth, too, having lost so much more than Anne— after all,
Anne’s first marriage was political, but there are not political
births— is more wary of Richard.

Finally, Richard wins the scene

with Anne, heralding his rise to success, and he actually loses his
scene with Elizabeth, whether by her strategy or her mutability, thus
heralding his defeat which shortly follows.
It is not so difficult to tell who is really in charge of the
scene.

Richard begins to lose his hold early.

and she says she has no more sons to slay.
says.

He asks her to stay,

She has a daughter, he

She will do anything to protect her life, she replies.

Elizabeth retraces the loss of the babes, Richard tries again.
would make her daughter Queen.

After
He

Elizabeth is clearly on the active

offense and Richard the passive partner in this macabre dialogue,
for Elizabeth plies him with questions and charges of villainy which
he is, of course, hard pressed to justify.
self to a long rhetoric of persuasion.
age by way of her daughter and himself.
of son Dorset from foreign soil.

Finally, he rouses him

She will have children of old
She shall enjoy the return

She shall be mother of kings and

thereby assure the peace of England once again.

She baits him with

more sarcastic replies and again reminds him of the suffering of
children and mothers at his inception.

He cannot swear to honor her
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daughter by anyone or anything.
or profaned.

All he has touched he has destroyed

But Richard shrewdly appeals again to her motherhood:

this wedlock will Insure that further death and desolation will not
follow the grim past.
says:

Queen Elizabeth, apparently quite suddenly,

"Shall I be tempted of the diuel thus?" (R3 IV.iv,3209).

And,

after a seemingly preemptory loss of the memory of her two babes,
she marches firmly off to woo her daughter for his hand.
throws after her the unheard remark:

And Richard

"Relenting foole, and shallow-

changing Woman" (R3 IV.iv.3222).
Elizabeth is either a weak and changeable, shallow woman, or she
intrigues for protection.
for it.

If she is shallow we are hardly prepared

Shakespeare shows her strong family ties in her first scene

in which she tries to recover her son's inheritance.
particularly interested in Edward's bed or his crown.
she never seems very enthusiastic about power.

She is not
And thereafter

She generally shows

concern over the plight of her children and even remembers in crisis
to send Dorset to Richmond for protection.

It appears from circum

stantial evidence, therefore, that the mother only seems to acquiesce
to Richard, and that in order to protect her daughter and not because
her lust for power or her high statemanship require the unnatural
attachment.
The general tone of this scene is markedly different from the
scene with Anne, too, and with the highly charged scenes with
Margaret.

Elizabeth never loses her tone.

and if emotion-charged, are also restrained.

Her replies are stately,
She never descends to
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the animal-like reactions of the others, the vituperative and lowtoned curse.

She remains a figure aloof from Richard and intellectu

ally his match.

While Margaret is his match emotionally, Elizabeth

can clearly hold that detachment which can deceive him.

It would

appear from her general temper and Shakespeare's emphasis on Elizabeth
as a mother that Elizabeth proceeds here to deceive rather than to
capitulate.
Although all three women— Elizabeth, Margaret

fand

the Duchess

(and even Anne)— are generally directly passive in regard to the plot
of Richard III, they do see the demise of Richard and get their way
in the end, according to John P. Cutts.®®

And Richard's attack on

the family is restored by the marriage of Richmond and Elizabeth's
daughter, and civil war is brought to a close in the flourishing,
peaceful reign of the Tudors.

In fact, the first testimony Richmond

gives in his victory at Bosworth Field is the testimony of the fun
damental primacy of the family to the health of the Commonwealth:

Richm. . . .
England hath long beene mad, and scarr'd her selfe;
The Brothers blindely shed the Brothers blood;
The Father, rashly slaughtered his owne Sonne;
The Sonne compell'd, beene Butcher to the Sire;
All this diuided Yorke and Lancaster,
Diuided, in their dire Diuision.
0 now, let Richmond and Elizabeth,
The true Succeeders of each Royall House,
By Gods faire ordinance, conjoyne together:
(R3 V.v.3869-77)

So while these women do not, as Margaret often does in the Henry VI
series, precipitate action, they are important to the thematic
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concerns of Richard III and Indeed to the entire tetralogy.
The fundamental relationship brought to grief, Shakespeare says
again, is the family relationship, epitomized by the ties of mother
and child.

Margaret transcends her disappointment over the death

of her lover Suffolk— we hear no more of him after his first furious
grief— but Margaret cannot recoyer the loss of Edward.

She bestrides

the state with an almost supernatural spirit of vengeance in Richard
III in an historically gratuitous performance.

Shakespeare intro

duces through Margaret, therefore, the claims of family and natural
affection in the affairs of men.
He continues his thematic claims, too, by bringing Elizabeth
much closer to us than she is in Hall's Chronicle, and we are able to
see how Elizabeth deals with the violent loss of children just as we
see how Margaret does.

Elizabeth is presented as a more restrained

character than Margaret— it is hard to imagine a character more
active than Margaret— and a more normative one.
Both women are, of course, catapulted to the throne; though, of
the two, Elizabeth seems far less enthusiastic.

Immediately, we see

that Margaret intends to take an active part in the affairs of state.
But Elizabeth does not actively pursue power.

She is simply caught

in a family struggle between the House of York and the Woodville's.
But we do not see her precipitating a quarrel nor perpetrating one.
Rather, she works to conclude a truce as one of Edward's dying
requests.

From there on, Elizabeth's engagement in the plot is pri

marily passive.

When she hears that son Edward is taken, she flees
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with her daughter and youngest son to sanctuary only to relinquish
him (.which we do not see) to the Tower.

When she is informed of

her worst fear, she can only send Dorset to Richmond.

She cannot

manage to rally forces by dint of her personality and will as
Margaret has always been able to do.

Clearly, she is not political

force nor military marvel— for her the hearthside rather than the
field.
When Stanley tells us the news of the alliance between Elizabeth
and the House of Tudor, it is typically the male prerogative which
pushes for the solution.

Margaret would have reversed the procedure.

And Elizabeth capitulates to Richard’s move to unite the House of
York in her typical passive fashion, though in probable deception.
So, Elizabeth is a foil character to Margaret.

Margaret is all

action; Elizabeth is patient.
And Elizabeth, by Elizabethan standards, is more normative.

She

does not assume the male prerogative, and the king's prerogative at
that, as Margaret sometimes does.

Elizabeth's ambitions do not seem

pointed at all to political power but toward the preservation of the
family.

Some of Margaret's deepest feelings lie here too, but

Margaret's feelings are muddied by her own strong-willed nature.

She

knows nothing of Elizabeth's more balanced restraint, and when action
fails to produce the desired results, Margaret falls into an animal
istic contumely which Elizabeth avoids.

She maintains a high tone

of rational expression characteristic of Shakespeare's normative
characters, so much so that she fails in her attempt to learn the art
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of curse from Margaret,
And, as Lynn Sawyer points out, "Elizabeth commits no unnatural
acts.

She defends her husband and her children (particularly her

children) . . . She maneuvers through accustomed channels for power,
and she grows in compassion and wisdom through her suffering."^
Furthermore, Elizabeth as a mother, does not promote chaos and
catastrophe.

Quite the contrary, her victory lies in her acquies

cence to the place offered by Richmond.

Margaret, on the other hand,

seems frozen in time in her own vituperation.

She becomes a figure

wooden and horrible while Elizabeth, with normative resilience and
restraint, transcends the labyrinth of suffering to achieve the
victory, and if not final happiness, certainly a kind of second
start within the Tudor constellation.

So, the really prominent mother figures who appear in Shake
speare's early drama are Tamora and Margaret, as active figures,
and Elizabeth, as a more patient figure.
Tamora and Margaret have some interesting qualities in common.
First, they were developed as vivid, even hyperbolic characters,
about the same time in Shakespeare's development.

Both are strong-

willed, aggressive, and vengeful women, and they are both determined
by powerful emotions,

Margaret is more the soldier than Tamora, and

Tamora is more the wily conniver, but the chaotic results are the same.
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Both Tamora and Margaret also violate due degree and cosmic
order in a number of ways:

first, each takes vengeance upon her

self at the beginning of the dramatic conflict because each is
wounded from the grain by the violation of her child— one through a
ritual slaughter and one through a breach of inheritance.

And,

while their motives are at least understandable— Shakespeare gives
us few real lovers of evil— still their head-on initiative in ven
geance ironically simply furthers and perpetrates conflict into
personal and political destruction both to themselves and to their
children.
Secondly, Tamora and Margaret, although both are clever and
intelligent, are driven primarily by strong will at the service of
emotion.

Their vengeance for children becomes gross and hyperbolic

in their enjoyment of the enemies' suffering, and their utter dis
regard for reason and order and restraint in their push for personal
and political victory at all costs creates chaos.

f

Third Tamora and Margaret.both are unfaithful wives as well
as ill-advised mothers.

They violate due degree by deceiving their

husbands as well as taking initiatives which are not theirs in rela
tion not only to children but to those placed higher on the ladder
of cosmic organization.

Furthermore, each breaks the immediate

thread or chain in the "Chain of Being" by overstepping and becoming
politically ambitious,

Tamora is in battle to destroy the house of

Andronicus for political as well as personal reasons, and Margaret
pushes for political and military power on her own.

In other words.
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these women break faith all the way around, and, in doing so, bring
destruction on their children, from whom, ironically, they draw
motivation to action.

As mothers they both prove disastrous.

Margaret, of course, is the more sympathetic.

Although the

portraits of Margaret and Tamora axe both influenced by Senecan
melodrama and the revenge tragedy, Margaret is more firmly tied to
history and is more realistically motivated.

Shakespeare shows us

that part of Margaret’s tragedy is the weakness of her husband,
Henry.

Were Henry a stronger link in the chain, perhaps Margaret

could be contained.

We don’t know.

But Henry's weakness and

passivity threatened his son's claim to the throne and even his
very life.

To some extent, Margaret is forced to become the family

shield because of the King's flabbiness.
Male weakness is not so clear in Titus Andronicus. although in
Saturninus there is strong suggestion that he too lacks firmness
and backbone.

Certainly, he is easily swayed by lust and easily

manipulated by Tamora.

But the force of Titus Andronicus moves

more directly through Tamora's use of her children to wreck ven
geance which sweeps them all along to destruction.

Of course,

Titus Andronicus is an old tour de force, but even as such, the
pattern is comprehensible.
Elizabeth, to the contrary, the mother figure who lives to
see some family restoration, is an obvious contrast to Tamora and
Margaret.

Elizabeth is not psychologically weak, but neither is

she aggressive, and she has no taste for revenge, as^Hichard Til
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reveals,
Elizabeth does not violate due degree.

She has every reason,

as a mother, to "be vengeful too, hut she does not initiate a blind,
head-on reaction which can destroy her remaining children.

She is

able to restrain herself and salvage the rest of the family and
their political fortunes.

And this is because Elizabeth is able

to operate with that controlled rationality which the Elizabethan
favored as a universal nornu
driven will.

She does not give way to emotion-

She has the patience to be passive.

She can wait,

and her waiting garners a restoration for her and her family.
In addition, Elizabeth is maritally faithful.

Her marriage

to Edward is not viewed by Shakespeare and his sources as sound
because Edward did not negotiate a politically expedient marriage.
But, certainly Elizabeth does not initiate it; she merely acquiesces,
probably as a rightfully loyal subject and for the opportunity to
provide for her family.

And the marriage of Elizabeth and Edward

is clearly a wholesome one by Elizabethan standards.

She supports

him and she does not seek to overbear him or usurp political power
although there is contention between her and Richard,
Elizabeth does not, therefore, break faith with her cosmic
links of proximity.

She first emerges as a subject in an accept

able effort to protect her children.

Thereafter, she neither uses

her children as instruments of revenge nor as tools for political
ambitions.

Elizabeth, in keeping control of herself, manages to

survive as part of family and political restoration.

She is a
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constructive mother.
In summary, there seems to be a strong pattern in Shakespeare's
early plays in respect to mother figures in terms of manipulation of
children.

This emerges most dramatically in his political plays,

especially in the Henry VI trilogy, Richard III, and in Titus
Andronicus. What makes the mother figure unique as a manipulator
of plot through her children is her power.

As a mother, the

emotional roots are deep and organic, and her influence penetrates
deeper there than does the influence of the father, and certainly
the influence of those who, having more lately arrived on the scene,
do not have rooted leverage on the psyche of the child.

Shake

speare's focus in his early plays is more psychologically external
than in his later plays, so we do not see this as clearly now as we
do in Gertrude and Volumnia, for examples, but it is certainly there
by inference and result.
There are other mother figures in Shakespeare's early plays, of
course, but none so well developed, especially in terms of plot as
Margaret, Tamora, and Elizabeth.

However, some mention of them needs

to be made to complete our view of his early works.
In King John, for example, three appear:

Queen Elinor, mother

of King John; Constance, mother of Arthur; and Lady Faulconbridge,
mother of the Bastard Philip.

Interestingly enough, they all seem

designed to point out legitimacy of birth or reign.

It is Queen

Elinor who first detects that Philip bears a strong resemblance to
Richard Cordelion, and when Richard afterward pins down his mother,
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Lady Faulconbridge, she confesses that he is the bastard son of
Richard.

Generally in Shakespeare, because they are born unlawfully

and without the hierarchical order, bastards are villains.

But here

the bastard excuses his mother's weakness because of the greatness
of Richard and his kingly prerogative, and it is the bastard who
becomes the valiant hero of the piece.
The third mother figure of King John appears in Act III
to protest with stormy words of accusation the desertion of her son
Arthur's cause in France.
"forsworn."

To her, Arthur's defectors are

Here the "adultery" of politics is rather successfully

attacked whereas earlier the adultery of Lady Faulconbridge is
lightly excused, although it is admitted as unlawful.

The "adultery"

of loyalty to Arthur contributes to conflict, while the bastard,
because he is Richard’s bastard, seems to come off sympathetically
in what is one of Shakespeare's exceptions.
In Henry V Queen Isabel appears briefly to concur in the peace
between France and England and the betrothal of her daughter,
Katherine, to Henry as a solidifier of peace.

Certainly her passive

concurrence helps to bring about the restoration of order.
Richard II contains an interesting epilogue in which a mother
figures prominently.

Richard II begins with a major revolt and ends

with a minor revolt.

After Bulliribrook has achieved the throne, a

counter-revolt is set in motion with his younger cousin, Aumerle.
When Aumerle's father, York, finds out, he hastens to tell the King;
but, through his mother's instigation, Aumerle reaches the King first
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and asks forgiveness, after which his mother, newly arrived, follows
with

her own entreaties.

By acknowledging the vertical structure,

she obtains forgiveness.
The mother figures in Romeo and Juliet simply provide support
for their husbands.

In this play, Shakespeare points out that one

of the cruelties which lurks in the system emerges when fathers err
and cause their children suffering.

Certainly the Elizabethan would

see it as ironic that when the mother— quite properly, according to
the vertical conception of order— seconds the dictates of the hus
band, she supports further chaos if his judgments promote disorder,
Juliet's mother, as a mother, is cold.

Like many of the Elizabethan

time, Juliet had been handed over to a nurse rather early, and the
mother had withdrawn to the affairs of her household and her hus
band.

She is an unsympathetic figure as is the father.

No matter

the prerogative of the parent, Shakespeare seems to say, a formal
relationship without human warmth and communication is destructive.
Furthermore, the civil disorder of the two houses perpetrates chaos.
The link between neighbor and neighbor is broken here, and the link
between parent and child.

The catastrophe which follows clearly

falls on the heads of the household and on the mothers as well, as
the last scene reveals.
The early comedies render us few insights regarding mother
figures.

The Abbess of The Comedy of Errors appears at the end of

the play as a sort of deus ex machina, a king of family restorer.
She foreshadows Hermione, a more developed character in terms of
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family restoration.
Mistress Page in The Merry Wives of Windsor cannot be taken too
seriously, of course, but she does have one thing in common with
Lady Capulet in Romeo and Juliet. Both women support a loveless
marriage.

Lady Capulet supports her husband in his catastrophic

indifference to Juliet, and Mistress Page promotes a match because
of the possibility of fat financial prospects.

Lady Capulet fails,

but in The Merry Wives of Windsor the leadings of the heart win the
day, and in addition,if Mistress Page is not initially successful,
her daughter is married off well in the end, which is the mother's
goal.

In Shakespeare's political plays romantic attachments do not

bode so well.

He seems to suggest, as historians did before him,

that in matters of public good, private leanings of the affections
are less important than policy and peace.

But where matters of

state are not crucial, one follows personal preferences.
All of these relatively minor characters do service similar
to what Shakespeare's major mother figures do.

Where they inter

fere heavily in the lives of their children like Tamora and
Margaret, they are unsuccessful.

Where they are patient and give

supportive understanding, generally they are successful.

Where they

are aggressive as women and as mothers, they are destructive; where
they are patient— or at least passive— almost without exception, as
women and mothers, they are constructive.
We now turn to see what Shakespeare's later plays reveal,
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CHAPTER IV

SHAKESPEARE 'S LATER MOTHER FIGURES

Volumnia

In terms of aggressive figures Shakespeare has only one strong
figure in the later plays— Volumnia of Coriolanus. But Volumnia
makes up for the absence of other strong mother figures by the sheer
tenacity of her hold on the plot of Coriolanus. Shakespeare's
sourcer Plutarch's Lives of the Greeks and Romans, provides the basic
sketch of Volumnia:

"But touching Martius, the only thing that made

him to love honour was the joy he saw his mother did take of him."^
At this point Shakespeare picks up Plutarch's sketch Intact.
But there are some general and decisive differences between Shake
speare and Plutarch:
First, Shakespeare incorporates Volumnia more extensively into
the action.

Plutarch makes a comment on Volumnia's influence by

reference to Coriolanus1 desire to please her in all honor, but
Plutarch mentions her only briefly within the context of Coriolanus'
career, and then only as she passively and sorrowfully takes leave of
him upon his banishment.

He then brings her in at the close of his

career as the natural link of affection and influence which turns the
tide for Rome and turns Coriolanus back to Antium.

Plutarch does not
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show Volumnia with her finger constantly on the nerve of Coriolanus,
moving his strings as he approaches the Senate or the common people,
nor does Plutarch give us an insight into Volumnia’s own character
as Shakespeare does in I.ill..
2

of Shakespeare,

As Frank Harris puts it in The Women

Shakespeare adds considerably to the story by

Plutarch with behind-the-scene vignettes and changes the emphasis
of motivation, although he leaves the record of public events intact.
Furthermore, Plutarch tells us little about the wife of Corio
lanus except that he took Virgilia to wife by the desires of her
mother, and that he had two children, but never left the house of
his mother."*

We have no portrait of Virgilia as the gentle wife, a

kind of foil for Volumnia.

She is used by Volumnia in both Plutarch

and Shakespeare, however, at the end of the story for the appeal
which Volumnia makes on behalf of Rome.
So, here again, Shakespeare extends his portrait of historical
women, giving them more psychological coverage and extending our
view of the private life of great men, as L. C. Knights in "Shake
speare and Political Wisdom" observes.^

In doing so, Shakespeare

weaves and interlocks the cause and effect of personal motive for
influence and public performance with, concomittantly, the force
of public values on personal drives.

As H. M. Richmond has it, "it

is clear that it marks the final step in his own investigation of
the fateful interaction between private judgment and public value.
Shakespeare has done this all along since the earlier Henry VI
plays.

What we have in Coriolanus is an almost frozen balance
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between the two.

There Is a hard brilliance, an almost clinical

detachment to Shakespeare's final treatment of the individual and
the commonweal which leaves us cold.

As G, Wilson Knight states

in The Imperial Theme. Coriolanus is hard and metallic.®

The

issues that are raised in the play are therefore unmistakable
although their comparative weight may be debatable.
The influence of Volumnia is, of course, obvious but the extent
of her influence is not always agreed upon by critics.

Some see her

as the primary active agent in the play, and some merely as an in
fluential occasion.

William Rosen in Shakespeare and the Craft of

Tragedy views Coriolanus as depending on his mother, simply mirror
ing her sternness.7

Windham Lewis in The Lion and the Fox sees

Coriolanus as a snob drilled by his mother, a mere puppet,®

Derek

Traversi, too, in The Roman Plays sees Volumnia as overwhelmingly
dominant, so dominant that she almost "obliterates the issues of the
play," authoring his excesses, dominating his life, and taking pos
session of him.^

Coriolanus does not exist through self motivation

and actualization; therefore, he is bound to his mother, according
to Donald A. Stauffer, "Roads to Freedom! - Coriolanus. "^

Lynn B.

Sawyer, in "The Function of Female Characters in Shakespeare's Poli
tical Plays," sums up much of the standard criticism:

"all suggest

that Coriolanus is less to be blamed than Volumnia for his tragedy,
since he is unable to resist her demands.
We find that a few other critics are a little less severe,
though critical of the relationship of Volumnia and her son.
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G. Wilson Knight sees Coriolanus as spoiled by his mother, who fills
him with scorn.^

And I. R. Browning joins Knight somewhat in his

view that his mother doted on Coriolanus to such extreme that when
he is hurt he can only come home to mother; thus she prevents him
from becoming a man.^

H. M. Richmond takes a deeper psychological

viewpoint in establishing a close interdependence between the two
so that the "Freudian approach rationalizes Coriolanus* bizarre con
sistency of character, just as it debases Hamlet's more elusive
subtlety.
But others look more to the state itself or the political ideal
as the dominating influence through Volumnia.

Charles K. Hofling,

for example, in "An Interpretation of Shakespeare's Coriolanus"
presents Volumnia as typifying the noble Roman matron in the young
days of the Republic.^

S. K. Sen in "What Happens in Coriolanus"

has Coriolanus deferring to his mother in a context of patrician
sentiment foreign to us,^ and Una Ellis-Fermor describes Coriolanus
as searching for an inarticulate ideal and frustrated by the baser
lower ideal represented by Volumnia.^

Virgil K. Whitaker in The

Mirror up to Nature similarly reviews Coriolanus as a conflict
of moral choice:

The hero is apparently faced with a conflict
between his pride and Roman custom. But later
it appears that a more fundamental opposition
exists between his very nature and what he must
do if he is to be consul. The tension is
exacerbated by a first success which is rela
tively easy but which proves also to be only
temporary. Then Coriolanus, urged by his
friends and unable to disobey his mother,
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chooses a course which he knows to be contrary
to his own nature, though consistent with the
rational morality represented by Menenius
Agrippa.18

D. W. Harding states that Coriolanus’ determination stems from
Volumnia’s ideal of manhood.

In "Women’d Fantasy of Manhood: A

Shakespearean Theme," he states:

Where Lady Macbeth collapses in horror at what
she has precipitated, Volumnia is armored in
iron self-righteousness, and the play is the
most desolate of these presentations of the
woman who decides what manhood should be and
lives it out at the expense of her proxy.^

But

regardless of exact standpoint, critics are almostunani

mous in their agreement that Volumnia is

the authoress ofaction

in

Coriolanus. So strong is she as a promoter of action that Harding
can state:

"Volumnia, the mother of Coriolanus, carries on the tra

dition in her tragic greatness and majesty and is more than any of
her predecessors the originator and producer of the action."^®

I

believe the plot to be too complex to reduce to a simple conflict
between Volumnia and Coriolanus.

Political intrigue, martial

jealousy, and Coriolanus' anger and lack of control also make loaded
contributions.

But Volumnia's makes a heavy, if not the heaviest

contribution, as we shall see:
The first scene of Coriolanus lays out the general ground plan
for conflict, and introduces Volumnia by reputation.

The citizens

are up in arms because of the scarcity of corn, and in their incipi
ent revolt they single out Caius Martius:
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2 Clt. Would you proceede especially against Calus
Martlus.
All. Against him firsts He's a very dog to the Com
monalty .
2 Clt. Consider you what Seruices he ha's done for his
Country.
1 Clt. Very well, and could bee content to glue him
good report for't, but that hee payes himselfe with beeing proud.
All. Nay, but speak not maliciously.
1 Clt. I say vnto you, what he hath done Famouslie,
he did it to that end: though soft conscienc'd men can be
content to say it was for his Countrey, he did it to please
his mother, and to be partly proud, which he is, euen to
the altitude of his vertue.
(I.i.27-41)

In these few short lines we have an overview of Volumnia's
influence on her son:

he is proud to the limit of his virtue, he

has done good service to his country, but his motive reportedly is
not for country but for pride and to please his mother.

Shakespeare

reveals in this citizen review the light by which we will interpret

Mar. He that will giue good words to thee, wil flatter
Beneath abhorring. What would you haue, you Curres,
That like nor Peace, nor Warre?' The one affrights you,
The other makes you proud. He that trusts to you,
Where he should finde you Lyons, findes you Hares:
Where Foxes, Geese you are: No surer, no,
Then Is the coale of fire vpon the Ice,
Or Hailstone in the Sun. , . .
(l!i.178-85)
Shakespeare does not introduce us with subtle complexity to our
protagonist as he has often done.
clear.

Rather, his outline is decidedly

Nor will he in Coriolanus lead us by a complex route to the

depth of his observations; rather, he is plain with us at the
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beginning about Volumnia's influence.

What he will do for conflict

is to give us a situation in which the basic motifs of Volumnia and
Coriolanus clash.

Martius establishes himself here in a pride which

he will never relinquish.

He calls the citizens "curs," "geese,"

and he adds unthinkable insults to these epithets.

His extreme

patrician contempt for the populace, coupled with his arrogant
honesty, sets him up as an enemy of the people.
Barely has he disgorged his wrath on the common people when
news that the threat of the Voices reaches him and Martius’ valiant
nature rises in anticipation of a conflict with Aufidius, his
respected rival in the field.

After he quits the stage, Sicinius

and Brutus, jealous tribunes of the people, in downgrading his
accomplishments, foreshadow the undermining plot which will eventu
ally rush Martius into exile.

So we have what we need to know about

the plot compactly set out in the first scene, the prologue to the
action.
But as this scene represents the public field of action, the
motives and forces which ignite that action and the influence of
Volumnia and Virgilia, Scene iii, in balance, show us the private
springs of action, the psychological undercurrents which precipitate
these motives.

We have already been told that Martius Caius is

thought to have gained great accomplishments from pride and from a
desire to please his mother.
private roots of action.
plainly.

Now we are given a look into the

Again we are told the whole story quite

We know Volumnia, the mother, and, for that matter,
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Virgilia, from the departure point of this scene:

Volum. 0 Pray you daughter sing, or expresse your selfe
in a more comfortable sort: If my Sonne were my Hus
band, I should freelier rejoyce in that absence wherein
he wonne Honor, then in the embracements of his Bed,
where he wbuld shew most loue. When yet hee was but
tender-bodied, and the onely Sonne of my womb: when
youth with comellnesse pluck'd all gaze his way; when
for a day of Kings entreaties, a Mother should not sel him
an houre from her beholding; I considering how Honour
would become such a person, that it was no better then
Picture-like to hand by th' wall, if renowne made it not
stirre,
was pleas'd to let
him seeke danger, where he was
like to
finde fame: . . .
(I.i.362-74)
Several things strike us
to have little or

about Volumnia here.

First, she seems

no personal mother feelings for her son. Shake

speare emphasizes her hardness by her blunt admonishment of her
daughter-in-law that it is better to have him in the field of fame
than in the embracements of the marriage bed; that she, herself, as
a mother, rejoiced when he was yet "tender-bodied" to send him to
war.

It is obvious, in G. Wilson Knight's phrase, that Volumnia

is an "iron mother" who uses her son "as a box to be crammed with
honors."

22

Her code is so rigid that she has lost the sense of the

person, as L. C. Knights observes.^

She has raised him, according

to D. W. Harding, to be the true man who, for her, is "arrogantly
i m p e r i o u s . A s such, Charles K. Hofling notes, she is unfeminine
and non-maternal, withholding praise except for aggression and exhibi
tion,^ or, as Juliet Dusinberre has it, Coriolanus is raised to an
"unmoderated masculinity."^’
And yet Volumnia's unnatural callousness toward her son has
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roots In a kind of tragedy of social training.

She has been rooted

in the common social soil of the public good from which honor
springs.

She seemingly relinquishes all rights to private affection

and organic familial ties for the honor of Rome,

The emphasis, how

ever, in the first speech is not the good of Rome but personal
reputation.

She. seems not so much concerned, then, for the welfare

of Rome; rather, she seems primarily concerned that her son look
good against the background of Rome.

It is the public image of

Martius that attracts her rather than the public good or private
happiness.
Virgilia offers an immediate contrast in character to Volumnia
and says it all in her reply:

"But had he died in the Businesse

Madame, how then?" (I.i.379-80).
Virgilia is the foil character.

It is obvious throughout that
Hers is a loving attachment to her

husband and reflects Shakespeare's usual idealization of Romantic
love, according to C. H. Herford in Shakespeare's Treatment of Love
and Marriage and Other Essays. ^

Virgilia obviously cares about him

for himself, and has no selfish desire for honor as an end in itself,
as G. Wilson Knight says,^® or as Charles K. Hofling has it, she is
less concerned than Volumnia with appearances.^

According to Lynn

B. Sawyer, she "rejects the Roman patriotism exhibited by most of
the other characters, showing instead a human awareness of the personal dangers Incurred in the support of patriotism."

30

It is clear, too, that in contrast to Volumnia, Virgilia is
more direct, quieter, and more at peace with herself.

Volumnia must
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clamor even at the hearthstone with strong rhetoric, rhetoric in
which she commits all to the price of appearances.

Virgilia's

response is economical, to the point.

She makes no claim as a wife

to the contrary of her mother-in-law,

She affects no postures.

Virgilia, with the detached spirit of Shakespeare's best characters,
simply puts the human equation before Volumnia.

And Volumnia

replies:

Volum. Then his good report should haue beene my
Sonne, I therein would haue found issue. Heare me professe sincerely, had I a dozen sons each in my loue alike,
and none lesse deere then thine, and my good Martius, I
had rather had eleuen dye Nobly for their Countrey, then
one voluptuously surfet out of Action.
(I.iii.381-86)
H.

M. Richmond makes this observation on Volumnia's response:

"It is thus surely intended that one be shocked by her quite un
feminine brutality in reproaching the natural apprehensions of her
daughter-in-law at the thought of the bloody wounds of Coriolanus
(I.iii.42-46). Even the thought of her son's death scarcely affects
31
The hyperbole of her response is striking. Shakespeare

her.

allows Volumnia a hyperbolic entrance to our imagination, gratuitous
to his source, which is legible to his subject:

the public-oriented,

the honor-oriented matron is not only willing but enthusiastic to
offer all for fame.

But the outrageous comment on her as a human

being is revealed in her attitude that hers is no real sacrifice;
that is, she lacks any human tenderness, any natural bond which would
create a genuine sacrifice, lend it dignity and worth and raise it
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to the greatness which she desires.

Volumnia seems all cosmetic,

all appearance.
Virgilia again responds as Volumnia*s foil in the next lines.
When Lady Valeria is announced, Virgilia says;
leaue to retire my selfe" (I.iii.389).
the hearth, not of the market place.

"Beseech you giue me

Virgilia's is the life of
But Volumnia, who in this short

time has already typified herself as the aggressor of the two,
replies:

"Indeed you shall not: . . . "

(I.iii.390).

And goes on

to describe the bloody victory for the unwilling Virgilia.

They are

interrupted by their friend, Valeria, who urges them to join her in
a social visit.

This small insertion does not really promote action

so we are safe in assuming that Shakespeare wants to show us a level
of meaning otherwise unrevealed.
Martius we find out two things:

In their comments about young
that he is indeed his father's son.

He follows the sword and drum and he possesses a destructive temper.
Volumnia attributes his cruelty to a butterfly as a reflection of
his father, Valerie to his nobility, but Virgilia to rascality.
Apparently the part of young Martius's disposition is inherited; we
are not told how much Influence Volumnia and her son have over him
but we can suspect.
Here, too, Shakespeare emphasizes Virgilia's private leanings
in contrast to Volumnia's and adds strength to her adamancy to
remain home.

Volumnia doesn't mind a visit as her son's life hangs

in balance, but Virgilia will not stir until news of his safety
comes to her.

Again Shakespeare stresses the private human life
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against the public life which is devoid of humanity and even the
basic instinctual caring that animals possess for their young.
Volumnia, either through a lack of natural affection in her makeup
or through public inculcation or through a gradual hardening of the
heart in pursuit of the honor of appearance, is casual about her
son's safety.
And we may be a bit surprised at Virgilia's repetition of
refusal to Volumnia.

Six times Virgilia refuses to budge.

She is

as strong in her adamant personalism as Volumnia is hard in public
reputation.

Virgilia, he shows us, is not at this point a weak,

passive Ophelia, bowing to the possession of others, but a woman who
has a position and can maintain it with obduracy.
When, in Act II, Scene i, Martius comes home to glory, after a
victory over Aufidius, Volumnia responds as we expect from the pre
vious scene.

She is ecstatic that he returns with honors:

Volum. Honorable Menenius, my Boy Martius approches: for the loue of Iuno let's goe.
Menen. Ha? Martius comming home?
Volum. I, worthy Menenius, and with most prosperous
approbation.
(II.i.997-1001)

And she, unlike Virgilia, as we expect, rejoices at his wounds:
he is wounded, I thank the Gods for't" (II.i.1118).

"Oh,

She also calcu

lates their advantage:

Volum. Ith' Shoulder, and ith' left Arme; there will be
large Cicatrices to shew the People, when hee shall stand
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for his place: he recelued in the repulse of Tarquin Seuen
hurts ith' Body.
(11.i.1043-461

When Martius enters (now designated "Coriolanus"), instead of
greeting his wife first, he kneels before his mother:

Com. Looke, Sir, your Mother,
Coriol. Oh! you haue, I know, petition'd all the Gods
for my prosperitie.
Kneeles
Volum. Nay, my good Souldier, vp:
My gentle Martius, worthy Caius,
And by deed-atchieuing Honor newly nam'd,
What is it (Coriolanus) must I call thee?
But, oh, thy Wife.
(II.i.1073-80)

And then he greets his wife:

Corio. My gracious silence, hayle:
Would'st thou haue laugh'd, had I come Coffin'd home,
That weep'st to see me triumph? Ah my deare,
Such eyes the Widowes in Carioles were,
And Mothers that lacke Sonnes.
(II.i.1081-85)

Three people are apparently important to Coriolanus, for his
mother reports his letter to the three:
lor, his wife, and his mother.
inevitably defers.

Menenius, his old counsel

But it is to his mother that he

Virgilia, the inarticulated but dramatically

effective lodestar, stands in crucified silence as Coriolanus, in
pre-adolescent dependence, gravitates toward Volumnia.

Volumnia

applauds him; at the same time she pushes him on:
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Volum. I have liued,
To see inherited my very Wishes,
And the Buildings of my Fancie:
Onely there’s one thing wanting,
Which Cl doubt not) but our Rome
Will cast vpon thee.
(II. i.1111-16)

Martius is his mother’s dream, her fancy, the alter-ego of her ambi
tions.

Through him Volumnia acts out her own wish fulfillment.

She

has kept him a child— simple, unable to negotiate complex emotions—
only to react like a drilled puppet to the extent of his strength.
And, at this point of triumph, ironically the shadows of defeat begin
to gather as Brutus and Sicinius, in jealous conspiracy, plot to
ignite his excesses with their manipulation of the people as he
shows his wounds in seeking their vote for the counsulship.

It is

the irony of Coriolanus that his very source of contempt for the
crowd as a fickle mob to be swayed by the strong is also a source of
his weakness.
dence.

He himself has not yet attained a manhood indepen

He is still the puppet of his mother.

This is further brought to light in Ill.iii..

Brutus and

Sicinius have in fact inflamed the rabble crowd against Coriolanus
for his contemptuous appeal for votes in the market place.

Even the

wise Menenius just barely deflects them from throwing him from the
rocks to having him stand trial in the Senate.

Coriolanus’ first

response in Act III, Scene iii, is a refusal to appear, and then
curiously his next speech, unsolicited, refers to his mother:
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Corio. I muse my Mother
Do's not approue me further, who was wont
To call them Wollen Vassailes, things created
To buy and sell with Groats, to shew bare heads
In Congregations, to yawne, be still, and wonder,
When one but of my ordinance stood vp.
(III.i.2092-97)

He cannot understand what appears to be arbitrary, for he, as she
says, is "too absolute" (III.ii.39).

He cannot measure attitudes in

terms of situations but pushes them to their extreme limits.

Indeed,

his training and honor have employed this trait for his remarkable
success; but having exercised a disciplined integrity of battle to
the summit, he cannot relinquish it for a more fluid attitude which
challenges this integrity.
But curiously, integrity is one quality at least that Coriolanus
can call his own.

He is honest without reference to his mother.

She

has trained him to seek honor above life, public reputation above
private joy, but apparently she has not trained him to an integrity.
It is his nature.

She has to urge him to break faith with himself.

She does so by several good arguments.

First, she attacks his resis

tance with the argument that dissimulation is no more inappropriate
here than when a town is deceived in war with gentle words (III.i:L.
58-61).

Second, she would dissemble with honor were fortune and

friends at stake (III.ii.62-64).

When he remains silent she urges

him to take his bonnet in hand and flatter the crowd to his safety
(III.ii.73-85).

And Coriolanus relents (III.ii.102-06).

almost purrs with relief and pride in her influence.

Volumnia

Then Coriolanus
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makes a sudden conversion in his next speech as he resists the
harlot’s spirit (III*ii.120-23).

But Volumnia successfully chides

him out of his recoil:

Volum, At thy choice then:
To begge of thee, it is my more dis-honor,
Then thou of them. Come all to ruine, let
Thy Mother rather feele thy Pride, then feare
Thy dangerous Stoutnesse: For I mocke at death
With as bigge heart as thou. Do as thou list,
Thy Valiantnesse was mine, thou suck’st it from me:
But owe thy Pride thy selfe. . . .
(III.ii.2232-39)
This scene, which shows the full extent of Volumniej's influence
as an active agent of the drama, underscores what we already know—
that Coriolanus has really been coached by a violent and snobbish
parent, according to Wyndham Lewis.^

Volumnia recognizes her own

appeal in her attestation of the fact that her praise promoted his
valiant action, and now praise will do the opposite.

Derek Traversi

says she is the authoress of excesses which she now criticizes,^
and G. Wilson Knight says she made him what he is and now he is out
of control.^
ever

But there seems to be no indication that Volumnia has

promotedfierce integrity in her son.

Rather she has pushed

him to value honor and glory in lieu of integrity.

She has instilled

in him a contempt for the common man which is a part of patrician
honor, and this in turn has promoted his choler, with pride and
choler acting together, according to C. J. Campbell.

35

Volumnia herself has pride, but her choler is always under con
trol because Volumnia calculates.

She always has her eye on public
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reputation and, like the fox, she willingly forgoes all but the
object of her desire.
terms:

As Frank Harris states it in more positive

"Volumnia has quick temper but more insight and good sense;

she is always able to control herself in deference to judgment."3®
What Volumnia cannot see is that her son, with his inflexible
immaturity, an immaturity which she herself has chiselled in stone,
cannot divest himself of the rigid consistency of pride, choler, and
honesty in which he is tragically trapped.

His honesty is his own,

and his pride and choler unchecked by training and fostered by his
mother's ambitions for him.
weaknesses, ironically.

So his very strength resonates to his

As H. M. Richmond observes, his "absolute

integrity" and "ruthless directness," which echo the Aristotelian
ideal CBook IV of the Nichomachean Ethics), are strength to weakness
turned.3^

In this respect, in spite of Volumnia, he will prove in

his banishment more faithful to himself than to Rome,

In fact,

Volumnia cannot grasp the fact that her son's area of autonomy, his
honesty, will become more important than honor or reputation.

He has

eschewed the showing of his wounds for votes and the flattery of the
people, as much out of honesty as of pride.

"He values a faithful

ness to his own honor which he sees as higher than any patriotic or
filial duty."^®

Volumnia, with all her practical maneuvering intel

ligence, has been unable to pick this up and she makes the error,
along with others, "that Coriolanus, like them, views loyalty to Rome
1.39
above all else."
But Coriolanus' integrity is primarily an emotional integrity,
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and herein lies its immaturity, his real inability to lead in judg
ment as he has in war proceeds from this point.

Had Volumnia raised

him towards autonomy his emotional links would have become weaker
and his judgment more rational, but to weaken the emotional bonds
was to lose him as the fulfillment of her own fancy.
Volumnia, herself, is a strong mutilation of feminine and mas
culine instinct.

She is masculine in her taste.

While the kind

Virgilia meditates in silence on the joys and threats to home,
Volumnia's imagination is steeled on the battlefield and in the
place of government.

Volumnia seems to have no natural feminine

instinct toward preservation of the species, no shrinking from death,
no femininity except its perversion at the use of emotional manipula
tion for the perpetration of her way.
tive combination.

In short, she seems a destruc

Surely for the Elizabethan mind she would be.

Virgilia, in contrast to Volumnia, is the quiet norm at least
for the Elizabethan mind.

She waits in anxious silence for the

safety of the person; she never attempts to move or persuade or
manipulate matters.

She has no particular interest in public repu

tation, only in private goodness.

But Virgilia is never able to

capture the focus of her husband because the mother clamors success
fully for his first attention.
alter-ego, and she comes first.

He was raised to be her slave, her
And because he has not matured

emotionally, that is, he is unable to detach himself from his emotions
to form rational judgments, he cannot make a decisive contact with a
redemptive relationship.
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Volumnia*s first appeal in the scene is for pride, her last
appeal to guilt.

She is able to overcome his independence by making

him feel guilty in relation to herself.

This he cannot bear so she

trundles him off to the Senate to attempt dishonesty.
But in Act IV Scene i, it is Coriolanus momentarily who proves
to be the stronger of the two, bearing himself with a poignant
nobility as he leaves his ties of closest affection— Volumnia,
Virgilia, Menenius and Cominius— for exile,

Volumnia, who has here

tofore showed a spirit of callous courage, breaks down through a
genuine human concern for her son, to curse what previously provided
her springboard of ambition:

"Now the Red Pestilence strike al

Trades in Rome, / And Occupations perish" (IV.i.2450-51),

In

Coriolanus* reply we have first a consolation to his mother:

Corio. What, what, what:
I shall be lou'd when I am lack'd. Nay Mother,
Resume that Spirit, when you were wont to say,
If you had beene the Wife of Hercules,
Six of his Labours you'd haue done, and sau'd
Your Husband so much swet. Cominius,
Droope not, Adieu: Farewell my Wife, my Mother,
lie do well yet. . . .
(IV.i.2452-59)

And he ends his farewell with another ambitious reference to his

Corio. . . . My Mother, you wot well
My hazards still haue beene your solace, and
Beleeu't not lightly, though I go alone,
Like to a lonely Dragon, that his fenne
Makes fear'd, and talk'd of more than seene: your Sonne
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Will or exceed the Common, or be caught
With cautelous baits and practice.
(IV.1.2465-71)

He generously refuses to take Cominius with him because of his age
and bids them all good-bye, reassuring them that they will hear from
him.
Shakespeare applies several important brush strokes to Corio
lanus and his mother in this scene which are overlooked in criticism
in favor of the last scene of appeal.

First, Coriolanus rises, at

least for the moment, out of the spirit of adolescence which charac
terizes the preceding scene to one of compassionate nobility as he
considers with genuine restraint the feelings of his mother, of
Cominius and of Menenius before his own.

But obvious by its omission

is any directed reference to Virgilia, his wife.
before, a sort of supernumerary in his affections.

She seems to be, as
It is to his

mother that he must turn to comfort and to his mother that he
addresses his hopeful farewell.

He reassures her not once but twice.

What he says in the beginning of his farewell speech— 'consider this
parting an opportunity to continue my labors, like Hercules'— is
echoed in the close of the speech— 'I will rise above the common herd
as the lonely dragon or if caught, by craft.
yet.'

Mother I will succeed

He still, even at the apex of his dignity, is driven to hopes

of success for the reassurance of his mother.

Coriolanus, at his

most mature moment, still cannot sever the strings which bind him to
immaturity, and he is unable yet to direct his fuller focus of
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attention on his wife fdr support.
Plutarch emphasizes his temper on the days of his departure:
"So he remained a few days in the country at his house, turmoiled
with sundry sorts and kinds of thoughts, such as the fire of his
choler did stir up."

40

But Shakespeare returns our gaze to Volumnia

instead and inserts a scene which is not recorded in Plutarch.
Sicinius and Brutus try to avoid meeting her, but she notes them
well and falls to cursing them.

She concludes the scene by refus

ing Menenius* invitation to dinner and turning to admonish Virgilia:
"...

Leaue this faint-puling, and lament as I do, / in Anger,

Iuno-like:

Come, Come, Come" (IV,ii.2467-68).

Volumnia retains her strength even in defeat.
passively accept the outcome of the conspiracy.

other hand, by reference, seems crushed and silent.
seems now dependent on Volumnia.

She will not

Virgilia, on the
Virgilia, too,

Her strong resistance to venturing

out on the eve of Coriolanus’ return never repeats itself.

Rather,

she follows Volumnia in a kind of passive trance throughout the rest
of the play, unable or unwilling to assert herself for a more normal
relationship with her husband.

The mother-in-law seems to be able

to completely dominate her too, and Virgilia clings to her like a
shadow.
Shakespeare again diverges from his source as he approaches the
great climactic scene of Volumnia's conversion of Coriolanus from his
plan to pillage Rome.

Here Plutarch has two visitations of appeal

before the coming of his family, the first by ambassadors and the
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second by religious men.
from his course.

Both prove unsuccessful in turning him

Shakespeare, omitting any public representatives,

again places his focus on Coriolanus* private relationships in hav
ing Menenius, his beloved mentor, appeal and be refused.

Then he

sends Volumnia with Virgilia and her son, accompanied by Valerie, as
suppliants, just as his source does.

When Coriolanus sees them

coming he resolves not to yield to his emotions, but when he sees her
wife and son his resolution melts, and it evaporates as his mother
dramatically kneels to him.

When Coriolanus seats himself to her

request, Shakespeare employs much of Plutarch’s long speech as
Volumnia'8 rhetoric triggers his final capitulation.
is strong.

Her argument

They cannot, these women who love him, pray for his

victory by ruin of country; neither can they pray for the victory
of country by his ruin.

He has it in his power to make peace which

will insure the happiness of both.

In both Plutarch and Shakespeare

she ends by an appeal which has become familiar to the audience by
now:

Volum. . . . thou shalt no sooner
March to assault thy Country, then to treade
(Trust too*t, thou shalt not) on thy Mothers wombe
That brought thee to this world.
(V.iii.3477-80)

Shakespeare briefly interrupts Volumnia*s appeal here with a
short speech by the boy and a move by Coriolanus to dismiss them.
Then Volumnia pulls out her next argument:

that he will be bringing

honor by generosity to the Voices in concluding a peace.

At this
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point In both sources Coriolanus is struck silent.

And, after

Volumnia implores him three times to speak, she falls back on her
sure device, the lever of guilt:

Volum. . . . Thou has never in thy life
Shewed thy deere Mother any courtesie,
When she (poore Hen) fond of no second brood,
Ha's clock'd thee to the Warres: and safelie home
Loden with Honor, Say my Request's vnjust,
And spurne me backe: But, if it be not so
Thou art not honest, and the Gods will plague thee .
That thou testrain'st from me the Duty, which
To a Mothers part belongs. . . .
(V.iii.3517-25)

Volumnia concludes by kneeling with Virgilia and Valeria in a last
appeal.

Coriolanus then utters the well-known words of tragedy that

conclude the episode from Plutarch:

41

Corio. 0 Mother, Mother!1
What haue you done? Behold, the Heauens do ope,
The Gods looke downe, and this vnnaturall Scene
They laugh at. Oh my Mother, Mother: Oh!
You haue wonne a happy victory to Rome.
But for your Sonne, beleeue it: Oh beleeue it,
Most dangerously you haue with him preuail’d,
(V.iii.3540-46)

Several points emerge clearly in this scene:

first, Coriolanus

surrenders to women as Kenneth Muir has it because, for all his
rigid self-discipline, he cannot discipline his private affections
which are fundamental.

42

S. K. Sen points out.^

He is particularly vulnerable to women, as
Furthermore, as Van Doren states, Volumnia

is the better orator than he,

44

and she has brought counters of
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affection in Virgilia and his son and baits of respectability in
Valeria.
But under the surface the natter becomes more complex.

We know

from previous experience that Volumnia is in possession of Coriolanus' emotions, as Traversi has it,

45

and that Coriolanus is

desperate at this point for some kind of simplicity of integrity.^
Volumnia pulls another way on his strings here, a new way, in defense
of Rome, which asks him to sacrifice the nobility of victory for
which she has trained him.

She destroys him by asking him to forego

.^

all she has trained him to do, according to I. R. Browning

Fur

thermore, Coriolanus is torn between his natural bonds of affection
for his mother and her representation at this point of Rome, which he
hates.

Volumnia has become "the chief representative of the system

against which Coriolanus rebels."^®

Ironically,, according to

Traversi, in appealing to solidarity, she ruins his integrity, his
wholeness.

49

But what is overlooked here is the fact that Coriolanus should
realize that the honor which Volumnia seeks for him is not honor of
integrity but honor of reputation, in this case, Rome's.

When we

last see Volumnia she is in fact and in irony displayed in a brief
vignette, along with other women, as the savior of Rome.
Occasionally one finds a critic who gives Volumnia a clean bill
of health as a normative character here.

For example, Agnes Mac

kenzie declares that under Volumnia's influence Coriolanus is saved
from a greater disaster than death because death is a smaller matter
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than to triumph over a country which nourished him,5*^ and H. D.
Gray asserts that, more than her predecessors, she promotes action
and "redeems her son from the eternal shame of his treason, even
though it is at the cost of his life."51

After all, insists Sawyer,

"we must remember that he becomes a traitor when he joins Aufldlus.
Volumnia, in Plutarch as in Shakespeare, is lauded by the Romans for
her patriotism, not criticized for what she has done to her son,"5^
But most critics are harder on Volumnia as an anti-normative
promoter of action.

G. Wilson Knight sees her as creating that

which gets out of control and limiting love to the parochial.
I.

53

R. Browning accuses her of preventing him from becoming a man,"5^

and Campbell goes so far to observe that so much her "boy" is he
that she actually reduces him to terror when they meet.55

Charles

K. Hofling, Rufus Putney, and James E. Phillips extend their rela
tionship to the psychoanalytical level.

Hofling treats Coriolanus

as operating from phallic narcissism which his mother's abandonment
of the masculine role in the last scene neutralizes,5®

Both Putney

and Phillips see Coriolanus driven in his sub-stream to a matricide,
a matricide which he diverts to self-destruction.5^
But the general assumption of Volumnia as the only trigger of
action needs to be challenged here and throughout the play.
Undoubtedly Shakespeare uses her more extensively than does his
source.

He shows her at the hearthside revealing her attitude toward

her son as a military hero and her relationship to Virgilia, if you
can call her unselfconscious ignorance of her daughter-in-law a
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relationship.

Shakespeare shows her more clearly in having human

feeling at Coriolanus’ departure and in her sound cursing of the
tribunes.

In fact, she hovers like a giant bird of prey over the

whole play, casting vast shadows which overwhelm our attention.
Shakespeare, however, uses her only twice as crucial to the action,
and one of these instances is debatable.

There is no doubt that

Volumnia creates single-handedly the resolution to the plot in
Shakespeare’s story as she does in Plutarch.

Through Volumnia alone

Coriolanus is diverted from his course of destruction to Rome.
point is too obvious for analysis.
ii. is more problematical.

This

Shakespeare's use of her in III.

In the previous scene Menenius has suc

ceeded in breaking up an insurrection to throw Coriolanus from the
Tarpeian Rock.

In this scene Volumnia succeeds in having Coriolanus

change his course and meet the rabble with self-containment.

In

lines 107-110 she claims that her praise had made him a soldier, and
now she asks him to perform another part for praise.

Although she

manages to have him meet his accusers with temperance, actually this
does no good for Brutus and Sicinius verbally lash the mob to support
his banishment.

It is only after his banishment that Coriolanus lets

loose with:

Corio. You common cry of Curs, whose breath I hate,
As reeke a'th rotten Fennes: whose Loues I prize,
As the dead Carkasses of vnburied men,
That do cprrupt my Ayre: I banish you,
(III.iii.2408-11)
So her actual influence on the action of the conflict, aside from
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Indirect psychological influence, is not absolute.
The major perpetrators of overt conflict in this story are the
Tribunes, Brutus and Sicinius, and later Aufidius.

Sicinius and

Brutus inflame the common people to arise against the Patricians in
the first place, and they are careful to sow seeds of discord when
they discover that Coriolanus stands for high office.

Rome is

guilty of ingratitude just as the commonweal is in Lear and Tlmon of
Athens. as I. R. Browning observes.58
It is not Volumnia who causes Coriolanus’ ultimate demise,
furthermore.

It is Aufidius.

Coriolanus has been bested by his

mother in her long persuasion at camp.

She has, at the same time,

placed him in danger, a danger which, if she is aware of it, she is
silent about.

Coriolanus, although vindicated by his generosity to

Rome, now has his back to the enemy to whom he is no longer useful.
When he returns to the Voices, Aufidius quickly stirs up the crowd
to dispense with Coriolanus, and the mob, for whom he has always had
contempt, promptly succeeds in bringing him down.

It is jealousy

which permeates the political scene and the field of glory,

Brutus

and Sicinius are jealous of Coriolanus for, as Coriolanus moves up
in the world, he moves into their world.

The end of the first scene

introduces them gazing with envy on Coriolanus and his pride.

They

are the antagonists who encourage doubt in the minds of the citizenry
in Il.iii. after Coriolanus has made his appeal of wounds.

It is

they who raise the issue of c o m in Ill.i., and who call the people
to seize him.

It is they, too, who press on for his banishment in
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Ill.iil. after Menenius has restored some equilibrium.
Aufidius picks up the basic antagonism after Coriolanus leaves
in exile.

They have long been enemies, but respected enemies who

are spiritually close in their love of honor and ambition.

Because

of this Coriolanus can persuade Aufidius to join him in reprisals
against Rome, and more importantly, because Rome has stood as the
major challenge to the warlike and aggressive Voices.
tour-de-force is accomplished.

So this

But once done and Coriolanus* having

gained the uppermost respect from the Volcians, Aufidius begins to
display his own jealous watch of Coriolanus in V.vii..

He, like

Brutus and Sicinius, does not enjoy the competition, and once
victory is achieved, intends to turn colors on the unsuspecting
Coriolanus.

He does this in the last scene, V.vi,.

He has the con

spirators prepared and when Coriolanus returns with spoils and
honors, he manipulates the crowd to destroy the hero just as had
Brutus and Sicinius manipulated the crowds in Rome to banish him.
The other side of the coin, which is always present in Shake
speare's tragic conflict, is, of course, the pride and temper of our
protagonist.

Time and again it works to his own disadvantage.

This

pride is certainly fed by Volumnia, and Volumnia works for honor by
appealing to pride.

And Coriolanus* simplicity fails to provide the

necessary watch to keep him from betraying himself into the hands of
his enemies.

All his enemies are foxes— they are men of cunning who

know how to manipulate, to counterfeit and deceive.

In his lion-

hearted temper, Coriolanus is partly betrayed by his own virtue, his
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truthfulness.
his mother.

This is his by nature, not controlled or educated by
After all, Volumnia has no problem with dissimulation.

She says to Coriolanus:

"I would dissemble with my Nature, where /

My Fortunes and my Friends at stake, requir'd / I should do so in
Honor . . ." (Ill,i.2161-63).

But, unfortunately for his own

greatness, Coriolanus' virtuous honesty is based on a narrow-minded
view of integrity.

Here Volumnia is much to blame for pushing him

by praise to a narrow road to glory.

She and Menenius and Aufidius

have a wider grasp of reality, and so a more flexible adjustment.
Coriolanus cannot maneuver because he is locked into a virtue which
has never achieved a whole-minded maturity.

He is no match for

anyone except in physical prowess.
So Volumnia's influence on the initial action of the play is
partial, important but not absolute.

She has drilled him to pride

and a narrow application of his resources.
his temper nor his simple honesty.

She has not supplied

And certainly Volumnia does not

instigate the jealousy which sparks the firing point of the drama,
although her promotion to his pride feeds it, and she contributes
heavily to the disaster.
Volunnia is the sole mover of the final resolution of the con
flict with Rome, however.

Here she plays on his lack of autonomous,

emotional maturity which contains a laudable simplicity now hardened
into simple-mindedness.

The taunt by Aufidius as he plunges

Coriolanus to death strikes us with poignant truth:
God, thou boy of Teares" (V.vi.3770).

"Name not the

The wisdom it takes to become
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a man Coriolanus has not achieved because he has never parted from
his mother’s judgments, being still locked in to emotional attach
ment.
For this reason, of course, Volumnia cannot be construed as a
norm, certainly not for the Elizabethan.
hard for her "success."

Volumnia has worked too

She has so dominated the field of action

that he is unable to overcome his excesses or to allow his genuine
qualities to mature because he is riveted to her.

Her manipulation

of his emotions, her death grip on the levers of action keeps him
from attaining the higher level of judgment without which one cannot
deal with people, with common difficulties of state and without
which one cannot foresee the ways of the enemy,
We understand, however, that vis-a-vis Rome Volumnia is norma
tive.

She "reflects in her ambitions" the honor of country and war

which is characteristic of Rome as a republic.

But here again, if

we accept Shakespeare's basic equation as a human one, she over
extends her ambitions at the price of her son:

"She completely

identifies honor with loyalty to Rome, and she uses any means at her
disposal to safeguard the city, even if it means the destruction of
Coriolanus.
As in other ambitious women who have no direct outlet, such as
Margaret and Tamora, we have a woman of high drive who pushes others
to disaster because she is unable to contain herself in a passive
role.

As H. M. Richmond expresses it, "we have in Volumnia yet

another Shakespearean illustration of the disequilibrium that results
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from a woman intruding too directly— as Lady Macbeth and Cleopatra
do— in affairs that are held to be proper only to men."*’®

Volumnia,

the puppet master, controls her son Coriolanus to his destruction,
Volumnia stands out, then, in Shakespeare's later plays, as his
most forceful and destructive mother figure.
are developed, and they but softly.

Only two other figures

Gertrude, a passive and shadowy

figure from Hamlet, the stronger, more virtuous, the patient, and
Hermione of The Winter's Tale, in contrast to Lady Macbeth of Macbeth,
may give us some clues as to where Shakespeare was .in terms of passive
mother figures in his last plays.

Gertrude

Of all Shakespeare's mothers, Gertrude of Hamlet is the most
elusive.

She is a shadowy figure in a complex play which still

enlists more difference of opinion than any of Shakespeare's works.
Although T. S. Eliot locates its difficulty in an absence of an
"objective correlative" for the internal emotional conflict of its
title character,*’’*' L. C. Knights comes closer to a comprehensive
rationale with his observations that it is a play of varied interpre
tations because it is a play of ambivalence.*^

Hamlet's is not only

a problem of whom to trust but also whom to reject.

He has difficulty

with those closest to him because be .is unable to sort out culpability
and to accept a structure of ambivalence with which adulthood is
faced.

I think this is at least partly what was on Shakespeare's mind

when he chose the story of Amleth from Saxo Grammaticus as his source.
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In the main Shakespeare stays with the story In his treatment
of Gertrude In relationship to plot:

in Saxo, Feng, Jealous of his

brother Horwendel, murders him and takes his wife,

Horwendel's son,

Amleth, feigns madness, confronts his mother in her closet, slays a
spy behind the tapestries, upbraids his mother for her cooperation
with Feng, and in turn, asks her cooperation to hang tapestries in
the hall for the death of her husband,*^
Amleth's admonishing of his mother in her closet reminds us
closely of Shakespeare's scene:

'Most unfamous of women! dost thou seek with such
lying lamentations to hide thy most heavy guilt?
Wantoning like a harlot, thou hast entered a
wicked and abominable state of wedlock, embracing
with incestuous bosom thy husband's slayer, and
wheedling with filthy lures of blandishment him
who had slain the father of thy son.'

He goes on to tell her of his feigning and says:
to avenge my father still burns in my heart;'."

'"Yet the passion
He says he awaits

'And thou, who hadst been better employed in
lamenting thine own disgrace, know it is super
fluity to bewail my witlessness; thou shouldst
weep for the blemish in thine own mine, not for
that in another's. On the rest thou keep
silence.' With such reproaches he rent the
heart of his mother and redeemed her to walk
in the ways of virtue; teaching her to set the
fires of the past above theKseduction of the
present.

A later version of the story given by Belleforest is similar
except for the important difference that Gertrude and Feng commit
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adultery before the murder of the husband.®^
It Is clear that Shakespeare followed Saxo Grammaticus closely.
It is not entirely clear, as we shall see, whether the Belleforest
version influenced him in respect to Gertrude's culpability, a culpa
bility which will be discussed later from the play.

It is also clear

that Shakespeare accepted Gertrude as a passive and rather blurred
persona who forms a kind of important background of action for the
male figures in the story.
But if Gertrude out of Saxo is rather shadowy as a character in
Hamlet, and especially in relation to Hamlet, it is probably not
because of hidden depths, but rather because there are aspects of her
relationships, facets of her connections to those around her, which
Shakespeare does not reveal.
However, there is some agreement on Gertrude's general character
configuration.

A. C. Bradley in Shakespeare's Tragedy sums up her

character well when he says she is soft and s h a l l o w . A sampling of
other critics subsequent to Bradley reflects variations of his view:
Cumberland Clark views her as a "weak, shallow, sensuous woman, who
hated anything that disturbed her pleasures and happiness,"— as a
woman who "wishes everything to be happy and pleasant and comfor
table."^

She strikes Rosamond Putzel as malleable:

"She is

throughout, domestic, malleable, and ductile— never original or
thoughtful or independent, never v i c i o u s . R e b e c c a Smith has a
similar view in seeing Gertrude as a "compliant, loving, unimaginative
woman whose only concern is pleasing others . . . malleable, submissive,
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totally dependent, and solicitous of others at the expense of her
self."69
But Carolyn Heilburn gives Gertrude a bit more character, after
acknowledging this general critical agreement:

If there is one quality that has characterized, and
will characterize, every speech of Gertrude's in the
play, it is the ability to see reality clearly, and
to express it . . . if she is lustful, she is also
intelligent, penetrating, and gifted with a remark
able talent for concise and pithy speech,
Curiously, Agnes Mackenzie and Juliet Dusinberre view Gertrude
as the opposite vis-a-vis intelligence,

Mackenzie thinks she is

placid and kind, but stupid and coarse.^
as stupid and blunted.

Dusinberre sees her also

72

If Gertrude's intelligence is questionable, I think her disposi
tion seems reasonably clear.

She is not an introspective person;

rather, she is a somewhat bovine character, who is easily maneuvered
by pleasant emotions and a kind of shallow, almost naive sensuality.
She almost never takes any initiative in action, and her shallow
sensibilities, like a kaleidoscope, mirror her lack of initiative
and reflection on life.
The extent of her culpability is one of Hamlet's most tormenting
enigmas.

His suspicion of Claudius, borne along by the Ghost, needs

some objective evidence before Hamlet moves.
guilt which tears him in two.

But, it not Claudius'

Hamlet is integrated in rejecting him

and in searching for a way to rid Denmark of this infection.

But

Gertrude's guilt— that is the extent of it— riddles him from the
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grain and challenges his psychological integrity.
We know that Gertrude marries Claudius hastily, soon— too soon—
after the death of elder Hamlet, in incest and, to the Ghost, adultery
as J. Dover Wilson has it.^®

She is, in fact, dishonored forever by

her act of marriage, according to G, Wilson Knight in "The Embassy
of Death.
To the Elizabethan to marry a brother was I n c e s t u o u s , E v e n
so, there is a division of critical opinion of whether or not Gertrude
actually committed adultery.

Richard G. Moulton, for example, thinks

she did,^® so does Cumberland Clark,^ and Maxwell Baldwin.^®

But,

I would agree with Rosamond Putzel that the evidence of adultery
is not clear.

79

It is his

mother's quick forgetfulness," as G, Wilson

Knight has it,®^ that upsets Hamlet.

There is not enough hard evi

dence that the Queen is guilty of adultery.

She is most certainly

guilty of a hasty marriage, and, according to the Elizabethan, incest.
Most agree that Gertrude is not guilty of complicity in murder,
although the play does not state this.

Assuredly, Maynard Mack, for

instance, thinks that the Queen is plainly innocent of murder, and it
is difficult to know If she knows Claudius Is the murderer.®^

Dover

Wilson, too, Is inclined to think she does not know of the murder,®^
Peter Winders makes a good summary statement here:

"On the whole the

critics have been disposed to treat Gertrude kindly,"®®
Yet, the basic image of the play— that of corruption— or, as
Maynard Mack has it, a sense of mortality and "infection,"®^ takes
impetus from both Claudius and Gertrude.

Of course, Claudius' acts
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are more telling in their aggressive cunning, but the Queen's
betrayal in hasty marriage, at least, is more infectious because it
is more intimate and therefore more pervasive in familial terms.

Her

intimate betrayal of the King intrudes not only on her relationship
with Hamlet but also on Hamlet's relationship to Ophelia, as J, Dover
Wilson has it,®"’ and inflames Hamlet's own blood lust in his mother's
bedroom, according to Dover Wilson elsewhere.®*’ The falseness of
Claudius is damnable but not so loathsome.

H. D. Gray in "The Evalu

ation of Shakespeare's Heroine" says that Shakespeare treats Gertrude,
Goneril, and Cressida with particular loathing because their betrayals
are so deeply intimate.®^
In this sense, although Gertrude's betrayal prior to the play
seems to come about by passive sexual acquiescence and not by aggres
sive force, to some extent she is an indirect agent of the problem
which leads to the catastrophe.

But, within the confines of the play

she does not contribute to the catastrophe and is no barrier to res
toration.

She seems to cooperate with Hamlet, as we shall see later.

Yet, it can be argued that Gertrude's passivity in cooperation
is negative, in easy acquiescence to whoever has her ear.

She does

not reach the virtue of patience and perseverance which moves as a
preservative toward restoration, as Elizabeth at least suggests and
Hermione later consummates.

Her facile cooperation can be viewed as

decadent, though apparently genuine.
Our first direct contact with Gertrude reflects the Queen's
poise as she admonishes Hamlet for his melancholy in I.ii..

Indeed,
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the Queen (and King) appear to be the gracious stabilizing forces at
Court and Hamlet something of a petulant schoolboy.
we don't see the iceberg below surface.

At this point

The Queen says:

Queen. Good Hamlet cast thy nightly colour off,
And let thine eye looke like a Friend on Demarke.
Do not let for euer with thy veyled lids
Seeke for thy Noble Father in the dust;
Thou know'st 'tis common, all that liues must dye,
Passing through Nature, to Eternity.
(I.ii.248-53)

When Hamlet gives her a sarcastic retort, the King joins
Gertrude in a kind of gracious domestic unity as he asks him to
forego mourning for his father and accept his place with them as
"Our cheefest Courtier Cosin, and our Sonne" (I.ii.299),

It is at

his mother's initiative, however, that Hamlet acquiesces to stay
in Denmark and not return to school in Wittenberg.
Several things strike us about this scene in view of the fact
that the story is familiar to us:

first, Gertrude shows a gracious

poise here that she will never be able to repeat.

It is as if for a

moment Gertrude is suspended in counterpoise before the whole corrupt
house of cards gives way beneath her.

If not in command, then, at

least the Queen still shares the rarified atmosphere of the throne
seemingly beyond the problems of a lower world.

Second, Gertrude

shows in her maternal chiding of Hamlet a kind of good-humored con
cern for her son, and certainly no hang-dog guilt for anything she
has done.

To this point, too, she begs him to stay at court and not
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return to school.

What she seems to he trying to do here Is vie for

acceptance with Hamlet in her altered role; she seems to be trying
to reassemble the family on the spot, but as a kind of second to
Claudius.

She clearly does not step out of frame in the Elizabethan

view of family and political propriety.

And last, although this

is a public scene so private knowledge and personal relationships
are obviously not to be aired here, Gertrude gives us no clue— nor
does she ever— of any deep and significant relationship.
nizes no particular or peculiar chord in him.

She recog

What she says is

generic.
When the crowd exits, the once-seeming petulant school boy
reveals deeper springs, and our first view of a certain graciousness
of King and Queen is overthrown in Hamlet's first soliloquy.

The

main thrust of this soliloquy is not, as one might expect, the death
of the King, but his mother's hasty marriage.

No doubt the scene he

had just witnessed presented itself as a travesty on what to him was
normal and just and faithful.

He lets us know why:

because, within

a month of his father's death, his mother had married a man unworthy
of her husband— and she is indicted as frail.
It is Gertrude's frailty, her weak acquiescence, that Hamlet
lays damnation on; there is no hint here as elsewhere that Gertrude
has pulled strings or tried in the main to manipulate matters her
self.

But acquiescence is culpability because it is through this

lustful passivity that the contagion spreads from the sin of Cain to
a type of adultery in incest for the Elizabethan, and through incest
to poison all the natural ties of the family.
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It is this and not the murder which weighs most heavily on
Hamlet at this point.

After all, he does not know of the murder yet,

only ofunwholesome haste in

the marriage of her, who was wedded to

excellence, to an inferior man.
The Ghost confirms Hamlet's response:

Ghost. . . .
Oh wicked Wit, and Gifts, that haue the power
So to seduce? Won to this shamefull Lust
The will of my most seeming vertuous Queene:
(I.iv.731-33)
The key to the overriding characteristics of Gertrude is in the
last part of the quote.

Gertrude has been consumed by lust, and lust,

unlike virtue, "preys on garbage."
to "leave her to heaven."

But the Ghost admonishes Hamlet

The Ghost continues:

"...

So lust,

though to a radiant Angell link'd, / Will sate it selfe in a
Celestiall bed, & prey on Garbage . . ." (I.iv.741-42).
I think this scene confronts us with the emotional springs of
action.

The Ghost, although he admonishes Hamlet to forego revenge

on Gertrude, has obviously not only been violated by his murder which
dispatched him to purgatorial fire, but also by Gertrude’s betrayal
of him in a lesser man.
rupted by her guilt.
close family ties.

And Hamlet's emotions have also been cor

They have both been deeply betrayed through
If Gertrude does not spark or set up the catas

trophe by complicity in murder, she provides passively a second
avenue for chaos.
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She recognizes this, however dimly, In 11.11. when, in an inter
view with Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, she seconds the King’s
directions for Hamlet's school friends to watch him and relay infor
mation to them about the reasons for his melancholy.

The Queen says:

"I doubt it is no other, but the maine, / His Fathers death, and our
o're-hasty Marriage" (II.ii.1080-81).
Obviously the Queen is not totally blind to her behavior, but
Shakespeare has clouded our view of Gertrude.

We never really catch

her at contemplation or in intimate confidential conversation, so we
don’t know what Gertrude thinks or how she feels about herself.

We

catch a number of self-revelations of the King, and we are carried
along on the wave of Hamlet's soliloquies, but Gertrude's is an
obscure character.
We know her— and that only vaguely— through Hamlet.
know what kind of mother-son relationship they had.
never comments on their relationship.

We don't

Shakespeare

It is as if Hamlet, at least

within the play, sees Gertrude entirely through her violation of the
marriage relationship.
But, by this time communication has broken down, hence the need
for spying and plots.

One of the signs of political and personal

corruption is the closure of open channels of communication, of
direct links between persons, and the turning to circuitous and
secretive gatherings.
spying.

This whole section of the play is devoted to

Apparently Gertrude's relationship with Hamlet is not— and

probably never was~well forged.
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And Gertrude’s unbelievable naivete emerges in the famous closet
scene.

Her opening chastisement of Hamlet is that:

hast thy Father much offended" (III.iv.2386).
can be divided into six sections:

"Hamlet, thou

The scene which follows

Hamlet’s charge, the death of

Polonius, Gertrude’s recognition, the appearance of the Ghost,
Gertrude's conversion, and Hamlet's last instructions:
The first section presents us with an almost humorously dense
Gertrude,

In five short responses to Hamlet’s verbal brandishes we

are convinced that Gertrude really does not know what she has done
and has no idea of her maternal effect on her son.

She says:

Qu. Come, come, you answer with an idle tongue.
Why how now Hamlet?
Haue you forgot me?
Nay,

then lie set those to you that can speake.

What wilt thou do? thou will not murther me?
Helpe, helpe, hoa.
(Ill.iv.2388,2390,2392,2396,2401-02)

The first five responses are suddenly interrupted by the killing of
Polonius.

Hamlet dismisses Polonius and returns to attack his mother,

and she, shocked at the violence before her, can only repeat her
blunt question:

"What haue I done, that thou dar'st wag thy tong, /

In noise so rude against me?" (III.iv.2421-22).

When Hamlet tells her

that Heaven's face glows over her act, the Queen is still woodenly
unaware:

"Aye me; what a£t, that roares so lowd, & thun- / ders in
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the index" (III.iv.2435-36).
able explication.

Then Hamlet launches into an unmistak

He literally pictures in front of her her fall by

showing her the comparative pictures of the brothers.

Having indeli

bly made that point, Hamlet becomes more abstract; he says that
surely it could not be entirely lust since age should have cooled
her ardor under the impact of reason.
reserves some residue of reason.
some distinctions.

Even lunacy or madness

Even lunacy or madness reserves

Hamlet puts his cause elsewhere.

He says:

" . . . What deuell was't, / That this hath cousend you at hoodmanblinde? . . . "

CHI. iv. 2455-56) .

It is important to remember than in Hamlet we are dealing in a
more comprehensive dimension than a mere psychological one.

Here

Hamlet is aware that he is against the supernatural world of ghosts
and demons.

He walks a fine line between chasms.

This awareness is

stated with particular rationality here because he eliminates through
analysis the various possibilities of Gertrude’s lust and arrives at
irreducible evil.

Hell has held mutiny in this matron and commanded

her will, and then "reason panders will."
And suddenly Gertrude acquiesces:

Qu. 0 Hamlet, speake no more,
Thou turn*st mine eyes into my very soule,
And there I see such blacke and grained spots,
as will not leaue their Tin&t.
(III.iv.2464-67)

Obviously, Hamlet's strategic art is successful because it has
not only hit its mark but has suggested a change.

Gertrude manifests
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some alliance to Hamlet from this point on, as far as the play tells
us.

When he admonishes her not to return to the King's bed she

cries out:

"0 speake to me, no more, / These words like Daggers

enter in mine eares. / No more sweet Hamlet," (III.iv,2472-74)«
At this point the Ghost appears and when Hamlet sees the Ghost
without her witness, she says:

"Alas he's mad" (III.iv.2486).

The Ghost returns for a purpose and that is to warn Hamlet that
she is not the antagonist— she is a side issue, although an excrucia
ting one, and he admonishes Hamlet:

Ghost. Do not forget: this Visitation
Is but to whet thy almost blunted purpose.
But looke, Amazement on thy Mother sits;
0 step betweene her, and her fighting Soule,
Conceit in weakest bodies, strongest workes.
Speake to her Hamlet.
(III.iv.2490-95)

If, in fact, the Ghost can see into Gertrude's soul, and we can
take her confession as genuine— and there is no reason why we cannot—
then Gertrude has travelled an easy, meandering road to a sudden
confrontation with a self ignored beneath a placed and shallow
nature so easily manipulated by unreflecting desire and good nature
so as to approach damnation.
And if this is not enough, Hamlet's apparent madness in seeing
the Ghost confronts her too.

But Hamlet assures her that his pulse

is as temperate as hers, and madness has not produced an image.

He

immediately returns to press her to confess and eschew her son, and
she, replying, responds that he has "cleft my heart in twaine"
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( I I I . i v . 2540).
The last section of this scene is, if not crucial, then at least
important to the restoration of order.

He instructs her again not to

go to the bed of his uncle, and not to give his feigned madness away.
She assures him:
breath of life:

"Be thou assur’d, if words be made of breath, / And
I haue no life to breath / What thou hast saide to

me" (III.iv.2573-75).
This scene is a pivotal scene in several ways, as we have found.
In it we have established, at least in a vague sort of way, that
Gertrude is, in fact, so congenially passive that she has all but
ignored any introspection which gives moral significance to life.
That, together with the workings of lust, have laid her open to be
used by the forces of ambition, and more significantly, the forces
of Hell.
I do not agree, however, that Hamlet’s relationship with
Gertrude is primarily sexual, as Ernest Jones in Hamlet and Oedipus
and at least three important film productions maintain.®®

First of

all, Hamlet's abhorrence of his mother's hasty marriage to a man
far inferior to her first husband is a natural abhorrence.

Bernard

Grebanier summarizes the argument succinctly:

. . . nothing is more common than that a young
man or woman who has cherished the illusion that
his parents were ideally happy should feel disgust
at the spectacle of a mother or father's second
marriage . . . Worse yet, the marriage of Gertrude
and Claudius was incestuous.
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We also know of Hamlet's admiration of his father, which he not only
articulates in words but in action of revenge.

And, what is very

important, his mother's guilt and his abhorrence of it seem to fade
quickly as an issue after this scene.

Were it crucial to the play

with regard to their relationship in a sexual way, surely Shakespeare
would have carried it through the entire play, which he does not.
Another strong signal is made by the absence of conflict between
Hamlet and his mother after the closet scene.

Some suggest the end

of the scene sees the reconciliation of Hamlet and his mother,

This

has been given different interpretations, as Arthur Colby Sprague
records.

Although Macready and Forrest, as Hamlet, shrank from Ger

trude in their stage business when she offers Hamlet a parting
embrace, Booth, on the other hand, took her in his arms.^®

I believe

the Booth interpretation is sounder in terms of the rest of the drama
because this scene actually seems to begin the restoration of the
play in that this is the first time Hamlet has revealed himself except
to his confidant, who is not caught up in the intrigue.

That Hamlet

reveals himself to his mother is significant in two aspects.
he enlists her aid as Queen,

First,

At least in a passive way, she must

support his pretense at madness to help him cover his tracks.

From

this point on Hamlet begins the counter stroke which will restore
order.

Second, Hamlet and his mother, by restoring integrity to

their relationship, begin the operation of personal health in the
midst of the corruption of personal and political intrigue.

If

Gertrude has been a passive partner in Denmark's disease she now
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becomes a passive partner in setting it back on the road to whole
someness.

As Rosamond Putzel has it, in cooperation with Hamlet,

for the rest of the play Gertrude does the best she can.

91

This is established by circumstantial proof in the subsequent
scene (IV.i.):
In this scene Gertrude reports only those instances that she
must. And Gertrude reports them accurately.

Furthermore, she casts

Hamlet in his role of madness, as she was directeds

"Mad as the Seas,

and winde, when both contend / Which is the Mightier, . . . "

(Ill.iv.

2593-9.4).
Gertrude does not give away Hamlet's encounter with the Ghost.
And most significantly, Gertrude does not reveal Hamlet’s brandishments against her for her complicity with the King.

In other words,

this scene establishes that Gertrude's repentance is real— at least as
far as her son goes— and that she at least will passively cooperate
with him.

This spirit and its activity at least put her on the side

of Hamlet's justice.

It may also be argued that Gertrude's easy shift,

if that is what it is, is contemptible, a mockery of real cooperation,
a blasphemy of virtue— especially the virtue of patience which has
Christian overtones.

But the shift is made.

The next time we are presented with the Queen we are given a look
at a rare moment of introspection.

The Queen does not want to see

Ophelia, but she is importuned by Horatio to see the distracted girl
for fear Ophelia will cast dangerous conjectures abroad by her be
havior.

The Queen, in her only aside in the play, says:
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Qu. . . .
To my aicke soule (as sinnes true Nature is)
Each toy seemes Prologue, to some great amisse,
So full of Artlesse jealousie is guilt,
It spill's it selfe, in fearing to be spilt,
(IV.iv.2762-65).
For the rest of Ophelia's scene the Queen is simply an onlooker.
This aside, more characteristic of the more thoughtful Claudius or
Hamlet, may be included to remind us that Gertrude knows she is guilty
of haste in her alignment with Claudius.

Apparently in the early

part of the action Gertrude had waded into this seamy business with
bovine simplicity.

Now, because of Hamlet's confrontation with her

and his enforcement of a perspective on her, there is a division in
her soul, which in this case is healthy.

She knows her guilt and

she knows the effects of guilt, and she does not try to rationalize
or camouflage the effects from herself, at least.

To some extent

we see some growth on her part since the closet scene.
In our next encouter we see the Queen again in juxtaposition
with Ophelia, this time at Ophelia's grave.

We find in this scene

one of the few looks at the Queen in personal relationship to Hamlet,
apart from her guilt.

She says:

bin my Hamlets wife: . . . "

"...

I hop’d thou should's haue

(V.i.3436).

This is the only place Gertrude ever suggests that she wants
something for her son, the only time we sense a relationship between
them that has some life beyond the crisis in which they are caught.
When Hamlet appears and engages in an exchange with Laertes, the
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Queen again, as she has done before In the scene which comes after
the closet scene, is quick to defend Hamlet:

"For loue of God for-

beare him" (V.i.3470).
The King apparently accepts this because he bids:
Gertrude set some watch ouer your Sonne, . . . "

"...

Good

(V.i.3495).

It appears subsequently— there is no obvious proof for this—
that Claudius has to some extent broken with Gertrude because she is
not privy to his plots against her son.

In looking back, however,

we may recall that, unless we believe Gertrude an accomplice in the
murder— and I think the play has to be strained to do this— Gertrude
has never had the confidence of the King.
object of his ambitions.

She has certainly been an

Surely his position as King is securely

fortified by their marriage.

And Gertrude is an object of his lust,

if the old Hamlet and her son are credible.

But indirect evidence

suggests she is not close to Claudius, and not an accomplice.
If order is in process of restoration, that restoration is
signalled by integrity and compassion in relationship.
goes on to dissemble in order to destroy.

The King

But perhaps Gertrude

dissembles in order to preserve and restore.

At any rate, the King

and Queen seem to be out of confidence here.

Perhaps she has grown

away from Claudius.

She does not reveal herself clearly enough for

proof here.
The last scene of Hamlet may reveal how far Gertrude has swung
since the beginning of the play.

In the last scene of Hamlet we have

the spectacle of the full catastrophe.

All the dramatic contending

forces come together in a final confrontation.

We have the death
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of Hamlet, Laertes, Claudius and Gertrude.
Gertrude’s death is the only accident.

But of the four

The King, having been the

occasion of her corruption in life, becomes the accidental occasion
of her death.
Her first words in the sceneare directed congenially at Hamlet:
"He's fat, and scant of breath, /Heere's a Napkin, rub thy browes,

/

The Queene Carowses to thy fortune, Hamlet" (V.ii.3756-58},
When the Queen picks up the poisoned cup and drinks it, Claudius
calls out a warning but it is too late.

Then after Laertes fails

beneath Hamlet's hit, the Queen falls too.
Gertrude reveals the cup:

But before she dies

"No, no, the drinke, the drinke. / Oh my

deere Hamlet, the drinke, the drinke, / I am poyson'd" (V.ii.378890).

Hamlet's first reaction is to locate thevillain, but it is,

of course, too late to recall the poison.
This scene conceals several things about Gertrude, as does the
play.

We don't know how far the genuine recoil at her own fall has

taken her.

She has no death-bed curses or blessings for Claudius

or Hamlet.

Furthermore, we do not know how much she knows about

Claudius and his plots, and we don't know what her relationship to
the King is now— whether or not she has gone full measure in coopera
tion with Hamlet's demands.
But we know several things which are telling.

First of all, we

know that Gertrude doesn't know of the King's treachery to Hamlet.
She drinks the poison innocently.

Second, we get a glimpse of the

old convivial Gertrude who drinks to Hamlet's health without an
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apparent suspicion about the chasm which is opening up around them.
Gertrude's shallow naivete has certainly not been expelled by the
events which have transpired.

She is hardly prepared for the poison—

there is still little defensive suspicion in her nature.

Third,

ironically and fittingly, Gertrude's death leaves Claudius exposed, as
Juliet Dusinberre observes.^

She becomes for him, as he has for her,

the occasion for his destruction because, at this point, when Gertrude
cries out that she has been poisoned, Laertes is propelled to confess
to Hamlet the King's villainy.
And last, and most germane here, it is not to the King that the
Queen addresses herself when she discovers that she is poisoned but
to Hamlet.

It seems that her fundamental impulse is to Hamlet.

I think that the impulse comes from several salutory sources.
Gertrude's mother instinct reaches out toher son.
in the

And,
First,

And herresponse

face of death tells us thatshe is still in some sort of moral

contact with Hamlet since the closet scene.

Also her speech can be

interpreted not only as a revelation but also as a warning to him.
But the significant overall effect here is that Gertrude's last com
munication is to her son.

Levin L. Schucking summarizes the scene

from the standpoint of the Gertrude-Hamlet relationship clearly:

She is greatly upset at his condition, makes excuses
for his conduct (V.i.306 sqq.), shows anxiety for
his bodily welfare during the fencing match
(V.ii.298 sqq.), and breathes his name in anxiety
and despair in her last moments.93

And she does, very tellingly, place herself beside Hamlet at the
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point of her death.

As Baldwin Maxwell has it, at this point she
94
takes her position "beside her son and against the King.
As was stated at the outset, Gertrude’s part in Hamlet is

elusive.

Shakespeare does not give a full portrait of Gertrude,

We

know very little of her relationship with Claudius except that it was
apparently made in lust.

We don’t have a picture, either, of the

background of her relationship with Hamlet.

We know nothing of their

relationship before the catastrophe was set in motion.

And their

relationship within the play is characterized primarily by Hamlet’s
surrogate feelings from his father.

I do not think we have to go so

far as to push the Oedipus complex here, but Gertrude is almost
entirely in the play a personfication of infidelity by haste and
incest.
Gertrude's relationship to the catastrophe is at most indirect,
Claudius provides the point of attack.
as the Ghost has to remind Hamlet.

He is the genuine antagonist,

But the effect of the hasty

marriage shares almost equally with the death of his father as pro
vision for the emotional turmoil which gives Hamlet his impetus for
action.
It must be remembered that the real catastrophe— the moral,
psychological and metaphysical chaos— has already been set up before
the outset of the play, and this chaos is eating like a slow cancer
on the personal and political life of Denmark.

A king has been mur

dered and usurped, a son has been disenfranchised and a matron cor
rupted.

As with most Shakespearean tragedies, the tragedy permeates
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below the surface at the outset of action and, ironically, in the
so-called dramatic catastrophe we have the restoration, albeit a
violent and bloody one.

It's as if sickness needed radical surgery.

So it is here.
As such Gertrude is certainly part of the occasion of catas
trophe.

The Elizabethan would see her as unfaithful to place and

relationships and culpable, however passively.
But Gertrude indirectly contributes to restoration, one may
argue, I think.

There is in the Closet Scene an important shift.

Hamlet's first real family levelling is with his mother.

He tells

her in cruel and no uncertain terms of the extent of her sin.

This

is the first place in the play where the truth has had a chance to
cut through corruption and games and intrigue.
And Gertrude acquiesces.

She recognizes her fault.

We do not

know how far she repents because, for the most part, she moves back
in shadow after this scene.

But, curiously, the shadows of her

involvement in the play tend to highlight and dramatize this point
in the play, casting it in the limelight.

So the revelation and her

admission under Hamlet's bombardment are highlighted.
These are two turning points in this scene.
logical turning point.

There is the psycho

Hamlet, from the point that he is able to

bring to light what affects him so corrosively, is somehow purged,
and he is able to move on in a clearer atmosphere.
Gertrude seems to shift camps.

Too, here

She seems to agree here to help him

by supporting him in his feigned madness and explain his behavior
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In those terms, and she does not give away his plot of feigned mad
ness.

To a significant extent Gertrude helps to bring about the

restoration of order by her apparent cooperation with Hamlet.
From here on out, too, I think at least the psychological health
and metaphysical propriety, both of which have been shattered in the
play, are restored— at least in this one relationship.
If Gertrude's guilt is not entirely cleansed at the Closet
Scene, then at least it is mitigated.

She must pay with her life,

as all the contenders and those they draw with them must do in
Hamlet, but by her passive cooperation with Hamlet she either
takes a step toward the light of normalcy or reflects a decadent
cooperation.

And, by not giving him away Gertrude promotes the

return of due degree and a moral order as she supports his attempts
to work through the horror of the corruption of both political and
family life.

Hermione

When we come to Hermione we find another patient or passive
mother, but this time a mother who is the soul of virtue as Gertrude's
is the soul of struggle with vice and depravity.

Of the few mothers

in the last plays, it is interesting that two of them who are im
portant to plot both are accused of adultery or unfaithfulness.

In

Hamlet the King is at least partly correct, but in The Winter's Tale
Leontes is wrong.

In Hamlet the tragedy arises partly because Gertrude

is consumed by lust or easily persuaded, or both; and in The Winter's
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Tale the tragedy springs from Leontes’ corruption in jealousy.
both Gertrude and Hermione are simply presented characters.
to take what there is almost entirely by face value.

But

We have

They both seem

to be representative of an aspect which Shakespeare wants to point
out rather than a dramatic journey into the complex labyrinth of a
full portrait.

They both seem to provide important occasions.

Their

simplicity does not diminish their importance as characters; rather,
it underlines and brings them full force to our attention.

There is

the unmistakable element in Gertrude and Hermione which we don't have
in the ratiocinations of his more reflective characters.
J. David Hoeniger in "The Meaning ofThe Winter's Tale" sees The
Winter's Tale as an allegory,

95

and this would explain Hermione's

simplicity as a character, particularly if she represents family
unity and grace, as Derek Traversi believes,^

I think rather that

what Shakespeare has done here is to insert a touch of tlie allegory
in its universal clarity and significance in the characters of Perdita and Hermione, but within the pleasant, casual framework of the
medieval tale.
Shakespeare takes The Winter's Tale from the novel of Robert
Greene, Pandosto.
clearly in mind:

In Pandosto Robert Greene begins with his subject
nothing is as infectious as jealousy.^

He has

Pandosto married to the royal and beautiful and virtuous Bellaria,
and living with her in quiet and perfect love— that is until she
becomes close to his friend Egistus.

Pandosto becomes watchful and

jealous and finally when Egistus flees, he has Bellaria imprisoned;
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sets his daughter in a boat, thinking the new baby is not his own;
and orders the death of Bellaria.
When Pandosto calls Bellaria to court she bears herself with
great dignity.

Meanwhile Pandosto has sent to the oracle of Apollo

to inquire as to his wife’s guilt.

Before the messenger's return

with an acquittal for the Queen, news of their son's death reaches
them; so,torn between devastation and joy, the Queen is overstrained
and dies.^®
So far Shakespeare has followed well on the heels of his source.
But in the second part of The Winter's Tale he diverges, and this
divergence is very significant and cannot be emphasized too strongly.
Shakespeare does not diverge from plot very often in his sources, but
here he departs in the opposite direction from Greene.
In Greene, the story goes, Bellaria dies in fact, and the rest
of the main plot is taken up with Pandosto's falling in love with his
own daughter, Faunia, who returns to him, having taken up with
Dorastus, son of Egistus.

When Pandosto finds that Faunia is his

daughter, he commits suicide.^

In Shakespeare, we do have the love

of Dorastus and Faunia in Florizel and Perdita (not its consequences),
but Shakespeare retains Hermione.

In Greene also there is no

repentance, no renewal and no Paulina, no resurrection.

What Shake

speare has done, then, is taken a catastrophe and turned it
into restoration with Christian and Neoplatonic impress.

Again,

Shakespeare does not do this often— divert strongly from his sources.
When he does it is impressive, and it convinces us that he has
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something definite on his mind.
Shakespeare is strongly influenced by Greene's character of

All Greene'8 ideal women have a family likeness, so
to speak. They all belong to a family of loving
and devoted martyrs, who endure the trials they are
subjected to with grateful submissiveness, never
losing their faith in a supreme justice, and seem
ingly drawing fresh power to love from these very
trials.dI In their love there is neither passion
nor egotism. They love ideally. Their devotion
is an uninterpreted sclf-sacrifice. This beautiful
feminine principle, this boundless devotion, love,
long-suffering, and open-heartedness, which we find
in Shakespeare's Imogene, Greene has infused into
three of his ideal female characters— Philamela,
Margaret and Dorothea. Hazlitt’s well-known saying
that Shakespeare's heroines lived only through
their devotion to other people may be applied with
equal justice to Greene,100

But Hallet Smith points out an important feature here.

Shake

speare rejects the unhappy ending of Pandosto for an ending which
continues a device in his immediately previous P e r i c l e s . It is
worth mentioning that in Pericles, too, we have a family separated
and reunited, we have the patience of the mother, with dramatic
activity carried out through the daughter.

Both mothers— Thaisa and

Hermione— are constructive in relation to the plot, certainly to
the catastrophe— and both are capable of patience in waiting for
events to come full cycle to restoration.

There are two mother

characters in this period who offset the temperance and virtue of
Thaisa and Hermione.

They are Dionyza from Pericles and the Queen

from Cymbeline. Both women figure heavily in the affairs of their
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children and are aggressively villalnish in this regard,

Dionyza is

instrumental in casting Marina adrift, and the Queen in Cymbellne
pushes her grotesque, unlovable son to villainy, which forces
Imogene to flee to the forest.

It is worth noting that in Pericles.

Cymbeline, and The Winter’s Tale it is parents who promote the catas
trophe, which emerges early in the play— in two, mothers are instru
mental, and in the last, the father.

And all three have heroines set

adrift by the perfidy of parents overstepping their sympathetic bounds,
and in the young heroines we find the restoration or renewal of life.
In The Winter's Tale, it is unmistakably the father who is the
villain, as has been noted.

In the second scene of the play the

tragedy is set up in rather peremptory fashion.

When Hermione

responds with warm friendship to Polixenes, as Leontes pushes her
to, Leontes responds in an aside with a jealousy which mounts to
fury.

When Polixenes is alerted he flees, and in Act II, Scene i,

Hermione is caught unaware in her innocence by the suspicious Leontes.
It is interesting that Shakespeare emphasizes this through Hermione's
motherhood, for the scene opens with a charming and playful exchange
between Hermione and her son, who is not much more than a baby, and
several ladies-in-waiting.
This is a key scene in the play.

Shakespeare casts it in a

great deal of charm as we see the love and affection of the mother
and child.

The actress, Helena Faucit Martin, comments that the

relationship is irresistible,"^

It is upon this idyllic scene that

Leontes first intrudes with his blind rage:

it is on Hermione's
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motherhood that he strikes:
Leontes prefaces his jealous charges by having the boy,
Mamillius, removed from her.

This strikes at a fundamental affec

tion, and it also puts his charge of unfaithfulness on the grain of
nature.

Hermione first believes Leontes is simply making sport; then

when she suddenly is hit by the full impact of seriousness, she
gently rebuffs his charge.

When Leontes pushes on, Hermione gives

us the key to her character, and really to the quality upon which
the whole play hinges, patience:

Her. There'8 some ill Planet raignes:
I must be patient, till the Heauens looke
With an aspect more fauorable. Good my Lords,
I am not prone to weeping (as our Sex
Commonly are) the want of which vaine drew
Perchance shall dry your pitties: but I haue
That honorable Griefe lodg'd here, which burnes
Worse then Teares drowne: beseech you all (my Lords)
With thoughts so qualified, as your Charities
Shall best instruct you, measure me; and so
The Kings will be perform'd.
(II.i.712-22)

Certainly, for the Elizabethan, Leontes was exercising his right
as father and king, and Hermione's
to his

acquiescence as wife

authority technically is in order.

andmother

Buthere, as elsewhere,

Shakespeare does not uphold authority divorced from virtue, especially
the virtue of justice.

When authority of family or country is

severely challenged, we have chaos; but concomitantly, when authority
is badly used, chaos results as well.

Certainly, Leontes as a father—

as Juliet's father was— is remiss, and the tragedy grows from the
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seeds of blind injustice.
In the midst of the ferment Hermione, who is now imprisoned,
gives birth.

This is, of course, the beginning of the restoration—

long distanced— which will eventually bring about the renewal of the
family.

It has seldom— if ever— been pointed out that the actions of

this play— the plot— involve parent and child, particularly mother
and child.

The emphasis has often been laid, rather, on the relation

ship of husband and wife, since it is Leontes* conjugal jealousy
which fires off the catastrophe.

But it is her maternity which

Leontes questions— is the new baby really his?

And in response he

strikes at the relationship of Hermione to her son and touches off
the catastrophe.

Thomas McFarland believes Leontes* attack on child

hood denotes the extent of his sickness, and that society "disinte
grates under the blasting reality of Leontes' rage,"^^

And what is

equally important, the birth of the baby, who will be called Perdita—
the birth in the midst of catastrophe— will eventually bring about
restoration.
Meanwhile— and for a long while— it is the patience of the mother
which lays out the way for this restoration.

Hermione is, in fact,

so patient in her innocence that we need a more aggressive woman to
remind Leontes of his error.

Here Paulina relentlessly provides this

function— she calls Leontes on his tyranny.
At this point a digression is worthwhile.
Paulina for several reasons:

Shakespeare needs

first, as Patricia Gourlay observes,

the plot cannot prove Hermione*s worth empirically, so Paulina is
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in v e n t e d . S e c o n d l y , Paulina is a kind of foil for Hermione:
rounds out her character.

So passive is Hermione, and so helpless

in relationship to plot, that she has no spokesman or voice,
is that voice.

Paulina

Paulina is generous and virtuous, but she is hot-

tempered, as Anna Jameson points out.-^
the truth.

she

This hot temper brings out

It is obvious, too, that she not only needles Leontes to

repentance but also serves as his confessor.
It is here that Paulina launches her counter-offensive by attempt
ing to have Leontes accept the child.

But Leontes cannot do this.

He chooses to destroy Hermione through the children, and Hermione,
under her sentence, cannot resist.

He sends the baby by Antigonus

to die.
The full impact of Leontes* corruption in jealousy comes to the
fore in the very black trial scene of Act III, Scene i.
Hermione*s goodness is pushed to the extreme limit.
will remain— transcendent.

Here

She becomes— and

When she is condemned to death, she

replies that she indeed seeks it.

And she places her deprivations

which push her to see death within the priorities that the Elizabethan
would acknowledge.

First, she says she is deprived of her first joy,

the favor of her King and husband:
Her. . . . Sir, spare your Threats:
The Bugge which you would fright me with, I seeke:
To me can Life be no commoditie; >
The crowne and comfort of my Life (your Fauor)
I doe giue lost, for I doe feele it gone,
But know now how it went. . . .
(III.ii.1270-75)
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Her second joy— her son— has been forbidden her company:

Her. . . . My second Ioy,
And first Fruits of my body, from his presence
I am bar’d, like one infectious. . . .
(III.ii,1275-77)
and her third joy has been snatched from her and hauled out to be
murdered:

Her. . . . My third comfort
(Star’d most vnluckily) is from my breast
(The innocent milke in it most innocent mouth)
Hal'd out to murther. . . .
(III.ii.1277-80)

She casts her innocence on the witness of the oracles and concludes
her poignant defense with:

Her. . . . My selfe on euery Post
Proclaym'd a Strumpet: With immodest hatred
The Child-bed priuiledge deny'd, which longs
To Women of all fashion. Lastly, hurried
Here, to this place, i'th1 open ayre, before
I haue got strength of limit. Now (my Liege)
Tell me what blessings I haue here aliue,
That I should feare to die? Therefore proceed:
But yet heare this: mistake me not: no Life,
(I prize it not a straw) but for mine Honor,
Which I would free: if I shall be condemn'd
Vpon surmizes (all proofes sleeping else,
But what your Iealousies awake) I tell you
'Tis Rigor, and not Law Your Honors all,
I doe referre me to the Oracle:
Apollo be my Iudge.
(III.ii.1280-95)

I think it is important to see here the Christ-like acceptance of
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Hermione against the awful blackness.

If it strikes us as melo

dramatic, still the melodrama highlights for us what is probably the
supreme elevation of woman here— in her maturity and in the full
growth of her relationships.
Yet we also have to remember that Hermione is helpless; she does
not lack the necessary love to protect her children, but is forced
to relinquish them.

But Hermione accepts her suffering without bit

terness and without a spirit of vengeance.
integrity, however.
counters with a lie.
is obvious.

She never loses her

She never agrees to a false culpability or
But her sweetness is retained, her magnanimity

And so she is elevated.

We may recall that the volatile

mother figures of Shakespeare's early plays— Tamora and Margaret— set
the disaster in motion, in large part, via motives of revenge.
spring of action is transcended via patience by Hermione.

This

It will

prove to be operative in the family restoration.
When the King finds his mistake it is too late to save his family.
Mamillius is dead, Perdita gone— for all he knows, dead— and the
Queen faded from his presence.
After Act III we have the long reconciliating agent, Time, who
tells us sixteen years have passed.

And Leontes has spent this time

in repentance, jr.d Perdita has grown to young womanhood.
makes a telling point here in his use of Time.
is the enemy.

Time ravaged beauty, destroyed strength, and deprived

what makes life precious.
"ripeness."

Shakespeare

In the Sonnets, Time

But here Time is a friend.

Time brings

Time allows Leontes the process of repentance and
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readiness.

His sin Is so radical and Its effects so profound that

only in the long reconciliation of time can he be restored to order.
Frank Kermode has it in The Final Plays that time is the maker and
also the unfolder of e r r o r . A n d certainly this can be substanti
ated in terms of the whole play.

When Time is used as the enemy—

when Leontes pushes guilt, when he pushes for revenge, and when he
judges hastily— he is betrayed; but also Time allows for reversal
and renewal when patience arbitrates.
And Hermione can only wait.
in passivity.

Here she does something ironically

So severe is Leontes in his sin that Hermione cannot

be resigned to reunion with him as close as it is upon the tragedies
which surround the death of Mamillius and the supposed murder of
Perdita.

So Hermione is not weak.

Rather, she, like Elizabeth

earlier, shows her strength and expresses her cause in patient
decorum rather than in active participation.

We will find that her

counterpart, the young Perdita, becomes the embodiment of restoration
as she seeks her own fortune in marriage.
If Part I of the romance belongs to Leontes as the destructive
agent of tragedy, then certainly Part II belongs to Perdita as the
constructive agent and Hermione as the passive support and beneficiary
of this section.
It is striking how many critics point out the similarity between
Perdita and Hermione, as Hoeniger does, especially when he ties them
to spring and resurrection.

To Hoeniger, they are like Persephone

and C e r e s . F r a n k Kermode finds that Hermione is more probable
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and real as a character, Perdita more s y m b o l i c T h i s may be
because Perdita Is tied inextricably to spring, especially as
Shakespeare brings her center stage during the sheep-shearing scene.
The relationship of mother and daughter is strictly generic—
each does not know of the existence of the other— and artistically
artificial,

Shakespeare seems to use Perdita and later Hermione

rather than enlist our study of them.

Both Hermione and Perdita

represent innocence, but, while Hermione’s is mature and rich and
transcendent, Perdita’s is fresh and aggressive, independent and
untried— she is spring to Hermione’s autumn.
There are several links to Part I as we pick up Perdita in Part
II.

First, Perdita’8 problem comes about through filial intemper

ance, as has been noted.

It is also in Polixenes as well as Leontes

that we find that kind of excessive choler which sets off conflagra
tions.

Second, it is this choleric authority which asserts itself

unjustly and that provides the channel for chaos; for it is ironic,
notes Hallet Smith, that the very "unnatural" response to flower
growing is a kind of grafting which confounds his senses when he is
confronted with it socially in relation to his son's proposed
marriage to the "common" Perdita,
But there is a dramatic shift from Part I to Part II which is
obviously a shift between winter and spring.

And attached to this

shift, some arguments can be made for a religious significance to the
play and specifically to Perdita as a savior figure.

Certainly, a

strong correlation of nature and Christian story convinces one of the
immanence of a sin-death-resurrection cycle here.
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Derek Traversi thinks that Hermione has strong religious asso
ciations, as a symbol of perfection.
the play.

These emerge at the outset of

We know that it is Leontes' sin that causes the suf

fering, and not the corruption of Hermione, and he drives the con
flict to its lowest point.

Traversi adds that Perdita's birth comes

at this lowest point in the play,111

This surely can remind one that

the seeds of the resurrection were manifested when sin was greatest,
and crucified goodness shown forth at the greatest suffering.

This

is most certainly central in the thinking of G, Wilson Knight in
112
The Crown of Life
and in Patricia Gourlay's interpretation of
the play,113
So if sin kills, then creative imagination resurrects, or
restores, according to Hoeniger.11^

Leontes, through his sick

imaginings, sparks the conflict, and Perdita, through her wholeness
or wholesomeness of imagination, brings restoration,
I think we know, too, the familiar arena for this drama,

In

the court scene, as in the sheep-shearing scene, the arena is
clearly family relationships.

But while the court, as it often is

in Shakespeare, is the scene of what is artificial and corrupt, so
the natural world is a source of wholeness.
becomes a natural event,

The resurrection then

"Great creating nature" is at work here

and not the juxtaposing of supernatural miracle.

It is as if

Shakespeare expresses a theology through nature that is a natural
theology.

Sin, death, and resurrection are not, therefore, theo

logical artifices, nor are they supernaturally imposed; rather, our
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fundamental metaphysics is Implanted and expressed In the nature of
things.

Nature herself, through the lawful motherhood of Hermione,

the natural, Eden-like world In which Perdita is raised, creates a
new beginning.

Shakespeare does this again in The Tempest, and the

new beginning is attached to the figure of the young girl, but this
time more in relationship to the father rather than the mother, and
finds its workings in magic as well as nature.
We need to repeat the significance to this study in regard to
new life of goodness which finally, with time, brings wholeness
and renews the world through the relationship of the mother and
her daughter.

Hermione and Perdita both represent goodness and

innocence— the one in maturity, and the other inchoate.

Their

relationship under "great creating nature" is neither entirely
symbolic nor artificial.

Rather, it is fundamentally organic.

The

relationship of Hermione to her daughter is legitimate because it
is natural, and furthermore, concomitantly, it is socially legitimate
within the mandated "Great Chain of Being,"

In her body, in her

goodness and in her legitimacy Hermione is resurrected in Perdita.
And the resurrection spirit working its way through nature finds an
ally in Perdita's natural environment and her autonomy from the
corruption of court, as it does with Miranda in The Tempest. To
the Renaissance mind which accepted the "Great Chain of Being,"
life, basically, is composed of nature, and nature influences man
by nourishment.

If life's linkage seems authoritarian in its

rigidly vertical class structure, the romances serve to remind us
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that what misused authority spoils, goodness can restore by natural
means at the services of goodness,
the good earth.

Perdita moves on the support of

She brings natural wholesomeness to a diseased and

artificial fragmentation.
When we come to the statue scene when Hermione comes to life,
we have one of the most controversial scenes in dramatic literature.
It is theatrically effective, this type of scene, as well as the
pageantry of the pastoral parts of Part II being familiar to Court
circles.

115

Nevertheless, why did Shakespeare use this device?

He

rarely used a device altogether for its own sake or for blatant
theatrical effect.
And why does Shakespeare omit, except by narrative, the
reconciliation scene between Leontes and Perdita?

He has us built

up for this father-daughter meeting, especially as Perdita is our
focus of interest in the second part of the dramatic action,

He

dismisses this all too quickly and moves to what is obviously his
major point of interest, and he highlights it not only by placing
it at the apex of climactic action with consummate significance, but
he literally has Hermione resurrected on a pedestal,
Gourlay makes a significant observation here.

Patricia

She says that when

"the statue steps from its pedestal, Hermione moves symbolically
from ideality to life,"

For her, Hermione is a "sacred figure of

Christian and Neoplatonic grace" who moves from icon to reality.**®
This is what makes this scene difficult to play, and Helena Fauclt
Martin, for one, reminds us how difficult it is to enact.**^
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McFarland puts his finger on why:

"Both that artificiality and

its attendant tone of tragically intense joy are displayed in the
statue scene that concludes The Winter's Tale."11®
Some critics point to Pygmalion as Hermione’s chief predeces
sor, but I think, rather, with Gourlay and others, that it was
the Mother Mary figure which was more entrenched then in the minds
and emotions than Pygmalion, having grown since her introduction
in the New Testament to assume significant proportions as a
mediator between the sinner and the Godhead, especially the Father
and Son.

At least Hermione generates the aura of a saint,

Jameson has a good allusion here:

Anna

"Hermione personates one of

those images or effigies, such as we may see in the old gothic
cathedrals, in which the stone or marble was colored after
nature,"119
I think the mother figure as a patient figure reaches her apex
in Hermione because there is strong correspondence in The Winter's
Tale between Hermione and sainthood.

In The Winter’s Tale we see

sin push virtue to the extreme limits of suffering.

And virtue

remains patient, magnanimous, and always ready to forgive.

And all

through the winter of Leontes’ repentance, Pauline keeps alive the
memory of Hermione, as Anna Jameson in Shakespeare's Heroines
observes,^®

And so also is the meaning of "saint" kept alive,

according to Derek Traversi.1^1
As already stated, Hermione, as a mother, is resurrected once in
the form of Perdita, a new and more active variation of good.

Now
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Hermione, in her own person, is resurrected at a higher level.
family is restored thereby.

The

The sinner— in this case Leontes—

having worked through his own sin, now recognizes the supreme good
ness of what he cast aside.

Hoeniger in "The Meaning of The Winter's

Tale" sees the end of The Winter's~ Tale as a kind of new Jerusa
lem.122
Without a similar witness in The Tempest, the point could be
cast as sheer stretching.

But in The Tempest, we have also the sin

and restoration cycle, this time without the mother figure who is
crucial in The Winter's Tale.
In Hermione, then, we have, I think, Shakespeare's supreme por
trait of woman as mother and wife.

We do not know Hermione well

because she is not particularized, but we recognize the outline.
The mother and wife who is the family support— patient, accessible
and loving, who relinquishes to the male the role of leadership and,
beyond necessary nurture, lets new life take its own course.
The extent of the Neoplatonic Christian grandeur of Hermione is
highlighted, I think, by a contrast with another unmistakable figure
of Shakespeare’s last period, Lady Macbeth,

Although Lady Macbeth

is not a mother figure per se in relation to the the plot catastrophe
of Macbeth, she has a speech which gives away how far she has dropped
from what the Elizabethan would consider normal and moral.

She

says:

La. . . . I have given Sucke, and know
How tender tie to love the Babe that milkes me,
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I would, while it was smyling in my Face,
Haue pluckt my Nipple from his Bonelesse Gummes,
And dasht the Braines out, had I so swome
As you haue done to this.
Cl.vi.533-38)

Lady Macbeth is in obvious contrast to Hermione,

She is ambi

tious for herself through her husband and is willing to promote
murder for her ambitions.
axes to grind.

Hermione clearly has no ambitions, no

She accepts her life.

Had Hermione been in the place

of Lady Macbeth we cannot imagine her pushing the ambitions of Mac
beth especially into the break with the chain of being, and that
through treachery.
given

Lady Macbeth really seeks a larger sphere than is

to her by society and by nature, so she has to do unacceptable

and unnatural acts in order to achieve her desires. Hermione,
contrary, accepts a limited role within the framework.

to the

There is

little reference— almost none— to her own high birth as a Russian
princess.

Lady Macbeth, because of her ambitions, is also jealous

of otherf3. But Hermione is not.
Polixenes with gracious ease.

Hermione accepts the friendship of

So we do not have in Hermione, in

contrast to Lady Macbeth, any of the darker emotions which establish
or promote conflict.
More important, Lady Macbeth is terrible in her unnatural commit
ments.

David Barron points out her unnatural influence:

"...

be

cause Macbeth’s plunge into crime was goaded by destructive female
influence, of the witches and of his wife. . . . "

For him her

"woman-ruled world" makes a foul image, darkness falls when she is
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unsexed, and Macbeth is cast into a kind of destruction in which
the male cannot become individuated.123

Certainly, key performances

of Lady Macbeth, such as the ones of Mrs. Siddons and Madame Modjeska,
presented a strong Lady Macbeth in control,124 and as a dignified but
"remorseless, terrible woman."12'5
The most unnatural sacrifice that Lady Macbeth is willing to
make, however, is the sacrifice of her own children to her ambitions.
She illustrates the Pauline injunction that when man does not order
his priorities so that God is recognized, God gives man over to
unnatural lusts and passions.
Macbeth.

Certainly, this is true in Lady

When we see her willingness to destroy what compassion

finds impelled by nature to express and nurture, we see the darkest
hour of her will.
else too.

Lady Macbeth is, of course, willing to destroy all

She violates the Elizabethan respect for guest and for

King by the murder of the King, breaking personal as well as politi
cal contract, and she is callous to the fact that Macbeth will have
a day of accountability for his villainy.

But the bonds of mother

hood, because they are natural and organic that even animals protect
their young, are the strongest bonds to break.

When evil accom

plishes this in Lady Macbeth it has destroyed her last link with
humanity and even the lower natural world— she falls into the
demonic.
But, to the contrary, Hermione rises in her relinquishing and
her suffering.

She does not jettison her normal family loyalties.

Unlike Lady Macbeth she does not suffer from a commitment to evil.
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She is acted upon.

She is forced to relinquish both husband and

children, and her "resurrection" comes when she is reunited with
Leontes and Perdita.
Finally, Lady Macbeth really is the driving force behind Macbeth
and the chaos of the tragedy.
have turned Macbeth back.
mutual ambition.

We believe, had she tried, she could

But instead she spurs him on in their

Being the psychologically weaker of the two, Lady

Macbeth is brought to destruction by inner corrosion, then Macbeth
follows by the sword.
Macbeth is the history of a catastrophe, and The Winter’s Tale is
a history of a restoration.

It begins in catastrophe— the catas

trophe of Leontes* jealousy.

But Perdita escapes and Hermione

endures, and in her endurance— her passive endurance— Hermione is
restored to Leontes and Perdita.
So in the two we have a clear contrast between a woman who is so
literally hell-bent for political ambition that she is willing to
destroy everything in her way, and a woman, who in patience, preserves
order and is indirectly instrumental in the restoration of moral,
family, and social equilibrium.
Anna Jameson has an excellent summary statement about Hermione
which epitomizes her character and adds yet another dimension to her.
Hermione has a kind of virtue that is ancient and rooted and rudimen
tary, according to Jameson.^®

She is complete because she has a

linear historical significance as well as a vertical spiritual sig
nificance.
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X think that this serene and ageless strength Is expressed by
and through the virtue of patience, which, of all Shakespearean
women, Hermione has in supreme possession.
This patience which Hermione possesses is not the weaker
acquiescence which vaguely characterizes Gertrude's passivity.
Rather, it denotes strength from the preservation through time of
virtue by way of long-suffering into victory.
the parable of the sower (Luke viii.15):

She reflects, then,

"But that on the good

ground are they which in an honest and good heart, having the word,
keep it, and bring forth fruit with patience."
The fruit of patience is manifested in a serenity which has its
homeland in that higher world of beauty and truth to which virtue
gives access, known inwardly according to St. Augustine.

127

This Platonic concept of otherwordliness Augustine espoused, as
our introduction developed, became entrenched in the medieval world.
According to William Famham,^® Stoicism and Gnosticism, which held
the body in contempt, together with a Neoplatonism, assigned value
only to the transcendent.

Nevertheless, the church never rejected

the world entirely, for to do so was to reject the incarnation.

129

And certainly the Renaissance embraced the world even if it had to do
it in tension with the "higher" world.

So patience is not necessarily

relegated entirely to hope for the hereafter.
Certainly, the patience of Hermione has a foothold both as trans
cendent and as immanent.

If the statue scene is artificial, it also

testifies by its artifice to incarnation.

The patience which it
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confesses is not merely passive waiting, but is a hardy preserva
tive.

It is closely akin to the cardinal virtue of "fortitude" which

St. Thomas classified as a theological virtue which activates toward
God.130

Certainly, this would not he lost on the Renaissance

audience even in a fantastic setting.

It was part of its mental

foundation.
Its counterpart in vice is, of course, wrath.

It is against

wrath that patience fights in a battle over mankind in The Castle of
Perseverance from the moral play tradition.

It is for patience that

Lear strives against wrath, unsuccessfully, according to William R.
E l t o n , a wrath which was psychologically unwholesome as choler,
according to Renaissance psychology.^ 2

Certainly, the clash of

patience and wrath was much in Shakespeare's mind at the time as his
imagery, plot, and character, and his many references in dialogue
attest.
In this study of mother figures it is most dramatically Margaret,
of course, who embodies wrath and its offspring, vengeance, and she
creates a whirlpool of destruction for her son.

But here, to the

contrary, Hermione is borne to victory by patience.

Surely, of all

Shakespeare's mothers, Hermione demonstrates this necessary and
necessarily transcendent quality.

When we come to the end of Part II of our study, we do not find
an entirely unambiguous continuity; mothers who figure prominently
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In plot structure are rather scant.

In addition to those figures

which have already been perused or mentioned, there are three from
Allfs Well That Ends Well. Juliet from Measure for Measure, and
Cleopatra from Antony and Cleopatra.
In All’s Well That Ends Well Helena is a mother— or at least
pregnant— and her pregnancy is tied to her romantic adventures.
The widow from the same romance, who is mother to Diane, employed
in the bed-plot trick on Bertram, is a heavy supporter for the union
of husband and wife and the restoration of the play.
But the Countess of Rossillion of the same play is of more
substantial Interest.

When she discovers the sorrow of Helena, she

refers to herself, in spite of their difference in station, as her
"mother" (I.iii.461), with tenderness and concern.

When Helena

turns pale with response, the good Countess is perceptive enough to
catch Helena's real emotions immediately, and she pushes her to con
fess with her mouth what she has done with her countenance,

When

Helena confesses her love it is not only accepted with pleasure by
the Countess, but it is she who reminds Helena that Helena lately has wanted to go to Paris to restore the King to health by her late
father'8 prescriptions, and Paris is where Bertram is.

The Countess

does not initiate the action, but she supports Helena and sends her
off on her adventure to Florence to search out Bertram with means
and prayers (I,iii.587-593).
This is interesting, and to twentieth-century eyes probably
justly liberal, because the Countess does not let their difference
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in station stand in the way of their happiness, or, at this point,
the happiness of Helena,

I think Shakespeare takes considerable

pains in the Countess here to suggest that the hierarchy of virtue
transcends the social hierarchy.

Her immature and snobbish son,

Bertram, cannot handle this, and it is his flight from a king-mandated
acceptance of the hapless bride which gets the adventure rolling to
its culmination.
Like Hermione, the Countess, too, has to wait in patience for
a change of fortune for her beloved Helena in a change of mind by her
erstwhile son.

She is rewarded for it in the resolution of the plot.

When the King visits her and condemns Bertram (V,iii.2696-99)
for casting off such a jewel, the Countess begs forgiveness for
the rashness of his youth (V.iii.2701-05),

And when Bertram enters

the scene he shows the kind of remorse which satisfies both the King
and his mother, and the way is paved for the reconciliation of Bertram
and Helen and the restoration of order and happiness.
In some important ways the Countess foreshadows Hermione.
First, the Countess, although frank in analyzing and evaluating a
situation, never gives into precipitous anger.
have reached emotional maturity in this respect.

Both she and Hermione
Secondly, neither

precipitate catastrophe by the manipulation of their children.

The

Countess supports Helena both in her pursuit to Paris and to Florence,
but she does not initiate action leading to catastrophe; rather, she
plays a supporting role in the adventures of her surrogate daughter
and the repentance of her prodigal son.

Of course, Hermione is
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victimized early in the play, but the drive to control ia obviously
absent in her nature.
Third, both women, by patience, become part of the new and cre
ative arrangement at the end of the play.

Their ability to accept

the passage of time with equanimity gives both of them dignity and,
in turn, dignifies and beautifies the restoration.
Among other late plays, it is Juliet’s pregnancy in Measure for
Measure which provides Antonio’s exercise in hypocrisy, but Juliet’s
pregnancy never develops into a study of mother-child relationship.
Neither do we have the aspect of Cleopatra’s character brought to
light in Antony and Cleopatra. This is, strictly speaking, a study
of empire and high passion.
Already mentioned are Dionyza, the Queen, and Thaisa from the
romances.

Dionyza sparks Marina’s troubles by her jealousy over

Marina’s superiority to her daughter and by her aggressions, she
brings about chaos.

The Queen in Cymbeline does it sooner by her

evil manipulations of the plot on behalf of her dotard son.

Then the

plot pulls away from her as it does from Dionyza in Pericles. But
Thaisa, the passive mother in Pericles, becomes a sort of transcen
dent, righteous mother figure who, while not as developed a character
as Hermione, certainly foreshadows Hermione as the epitome of virtuous
passivity.
The mother figure in the last plays bear out Shakespeare’s
predilection for presenting aggressive mothers as ignitions of
destruction.

Volumnia, like Dionyza and the Queen in Cymbeline,
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cannot resist tampering with the fate of Coriolanus and with the
action of Rome.

She has that drive, which manifests itself in

political sensibilities, which has to have the index finger on fate,
especially the fate of her child.

And, like Dionyza and the Queen

in Cymbeline. she ruins the family and disrupts the affairs of all
who come within the plot configuration.
Lady Macbeth would certainly be willing to do this.

But there

is a difference between Volumnia and Lady Macbeth— a dramatic one.
Volumnia does what she does to a great extent because she is driven
by Roman nobility and its virtue, so Volumnia is not self-consciously
destructive, and we would not, therefore, label her as sophisticated
in evil.

She is lopsided, and that unnaturally, because she is

unable to negotiate the good of the country along with the good of
the family.

In this she is as extreme as Coriolanus,

effectively juggle or integrate priorities.
evil, just awful;

She cannot

We can’t view her as

dense and insensitive, catastrophically blind to

the point of being unnatural.

And, ironically, she triumphs as

Rome’s heroine.
But Lady Macbeth is committed to evil.
wooden sort of figure at all.

She is not a blunted,

She seems intelligent and sensitive,

certainly enough to enjoy the affections and respect of her husband.
And while both Volumnia and Lady Macbeth are committed to power, and
especially the glory attached to it, Lady Macbeth knows what she is
doing.

She commits herself by consciously enlisting the powers of

darkness,

Volumnia turns to stone through her insensitivity, but
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Lady Macbeth la personally destroyed by the disruption of the powers
of darkness on her psyche.
ters, of course.

Both women figure heavily in the disas

Volumnia pushes Coriolanus to his own destruction,

and Lady Macbeth shoves Macbeth at those points where he seems to
back off from the machinations of their black ambitions,
Hermione emerges in dramatic contrast as Shakespeare's strongest
patient mother figure in the later plays.
to Gertrude as theatrical figures.

She bears some resemblance

Both are not fully drawn as

complex characters; therefore, those characteristics which reflect
some light are more fully emphasized.
Of course, Hermione differs radically from Gertrude in virtue
and power.

She has an inviolable goodness which indirectly acts

upon the re-emergence of goodness at the end of The Winter's Tale.
It is she and not Perdita who embodies its final and climactic
moment,

Perdita, the child in movement-— in independent movement—

seeks the mother and is drawn to her.

In her power to draw the

family together Hermione becomes the consummation of restorative
happiness in The Winter's Tale.
What we have in Part II, then,is a kind of

reiteration of the

threads which we found in Part I; that is, mothers who are heavy
initiators of action generally promote chaps, and patient mothers
indirectly promote wholesome order,
survey of the ground which has been

We now look to see if a general
coveredwill reveal any added

dimensions.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

When we trace the development of mother figures through the
plays of Shakespeare, two questions naturally come to mind:

what

is the significance of the number of mother figures in the canon,
and, more important, what is the intrinsic significance of the
mother figures to plot?

The essence of dramatic form, of course, is

conflict, and the significance of conflict emerges at the climax or,
in tragedies, "catastrophe."

The problem before us, then, is:

how

important is the mother figure as agent in the central movement of
Shakespeare's drama?

Does she plummet the plot toward catastrophe,

or does she go beyond catastrophe to assist in restoration or order
and peace?

Is Shakespeare, in fact, consistent in pattern?

If

several motivational patterns and plot configurations emerge, is
this significant?

That is, does Shakespeare unveil a view about the

influence of mother figures, and does this view conform to the Eliza
bethan cosmic hierarchical model in which he was working?
Barbara Mowat in her article, "Images of Women in Shakespeare's
Plays," observes the dearth of mother-son relationships in Shake
speare,

She says that there are only four outside the political plays

which figure prominently in the action of the plays.^

If we add the

Countess in All's Well That'Ends Well and the mother in Cymbeline,
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and if we include the English political plays and Titus Andronicus.
we have eight in all.

There are a number of father-child relation

ships in Shakespeare.

Certainly, fathers figure more prominently as

dominant figures in the family and social constellation than do the
mother figures.

We don't know why.

It may be that much was due

to the stories which attracted his attention.

Shakespeare certainly

gave mothers their due in the stories he did choose to use.

The

portraits of Margaret and Volumnia are definitely extended, and
Hermione is even given a resurrection.

It may be that he was

attracted more to stories of father-daughter relationships, espe
cially in his last period, because of a personal affinity.

He had

lost his only son, Hamnet, about the time he was writing Hamlet,
but his two daughters survived, perhaps to grace his latter years.
I think it is important to remember here that while father-daughter
relationships overshadow others in some of the latter plays— in Lear,
Coriolanus, Pericles, and The Tempest— he did give Hermione the
climax in The Winter's Tale.
It may be, too, that there Is a kind of mystical wholeness in
the combination of wisdom in age to innocent fecundity in youth which
attracted him.

I suspect that at least one of his major reasons was

embedded in a more practical concern (after all, he was a theatre
practitioner): there were not enough boys in his company to handle
a large cast of women, particularly boys who were sufficiently
experienced and mature to perform older women, as Alfred Harbage
o

points out in Theatre for Shakespeare.

However, The Tempest has
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only one female and one youth (Ariel), and this seems to be his
exit play.

And All's Well That Ends Well has four women.

Specula~

tion will most likely continue to be uncertain in the biographical
area.

In this study we may have found more reasonable certainties

of what treatment of mothers we do have.
What do we find in general?

Certainly, Shakespeare did not

approach the art of drama as a social or psychological study per se.
We are accustomed in the twentieth century to look for overriding
theme in our drama, for didacticism and even propaganda.
I think Shakespeare gives us something more.

The journey we

make with him through over thirty plays is not as programmed or
directed.

Rather, it is a journey of rich and varied landscapes,

brimming with life and latent with meaning.
Shakespeare is meaning we derive.
schoolmaster.

But the meaning in

Shakespeare is not an anxious

He pictures before us life's tapestry, elusive in its

mystery and life-like in its array of complex personalities.

If

there is pattern then it is surely not a self-conscious pattern but
one which is more organic to Shakespeare's response to his observa
tions.

We do not detect a hard crystal overlay.

Yet, in relation to mother figures, a pattern emerges out of
the texture of his studies.

We have in this treatment at least three

well-developed mother figures who figure prominently in the disasters
which overwhelm them.

They are Tamora from Titus Andronlcus,

Margaret of the First Tetrology, and Volumnia of Coriolanus. These
figures have much in common and much that is significant.
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First, all three are assertive, aggressive personalities. This
aggressiveness reveals itself in all their relationships.

None of

the three women has the patience or endurance to wait until a situa
tion takes its course.
tions in motion.

All three are active figures who set situa

Tamora contrives the dreadful catastrophe in Titus

Andronicus, Margaret gets a hold on the situation at court early in
her marriage, and, for the most part, drives the action home to its
catastrophe in the third part of the First Tetrology.

Volumnia's

history of dominating the scene is long-established before the open
ing of Coriolanus, and she plays a strong part in bringing about the
conflict in the play.
All three of these women are politically focused.

They enjoy

positions of power, they work for them, and they scrap to keep their
influence.

Tamora is anxious to hold the reins in Titus Andronicus

so she can manipulate the course of action to her liking; Margaret's
strong will counters for her lackluster husband, and to Volumnia the
political honor which can be had from Rome is all.
What is dramatically lacking and out of balance generally,
by the same measure, is a personal feeling for persons within the
family.

Tamora, without pause, works through her sons to engineer

the suffering of Titus; and, while Margaret is quite properly jealous
of her son's political heritage and understandably is frustrated with
Henry's weakness, still, she is unable to concede defeat and fly,
even for the personal safety of her only child.

Volumnia ia almost

blackly comical in her gargantuan appetite for the honor of Rome,
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and it turns her to steel and stone in relationship to Coriolanus
and certainly contributes to his destruction.
Margaret and Tamora are also vengeful and what personal warmth
they could possess is snuffed out as they pursue their objects of
vengeance with myopic hatred.
So political ambitions and attendant vengefulness dehumanize
these mothers and promote catastrophe in their children.
When we look at patient mothers— Elizabeth of Richard III,
Hermione of The Winter's Tale, and other minor figures such as the
Countess of All's Well That Ends Well, we see another pattern.
First of all, we see women who are not particularly aggressive.
None has a predilection for getting the game started, nor for
vengeance, at least where the affairs of others, and especially
their children, are concerned.
machinations of Richard III.

Elizabeth is not culpable in the
She is not weak, for she is able, in

some part, to counter the final plot of Richard and lives to see the
restoration of order.

Even Gertrude, although corrupted by lust and

so perhaps disqualified from the honor of being called patient,
still does not actively promote conflict, and Hamlet finally finds
his way through her sin to make her a confidante.

Certainly,

Hermione's resolve in endurance, in time's right hour, works dramati
cally for final good in The Winter's Tale.
These women are not politically ambitious.

They are private

persons, warmly attached to family and committed to the welfare of
their children.

Elizabeth is not anxious to marry Edward, and when
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she does, she is not swallowed up By court intrigue; rather, her
first concern is for her husband and her children.

If Gertrude's

sin helps set in motion the awful psychological suffering in Hamlet,
there is no reason to believe that once she confronts herself through
Hamlet, repentance is not the strongest possibility; and Gertrude,
however tainted, is restored to a personal relationship with Hamlet.
And certainly Gertrude gives no evidence of political ambitions; she,
too, fades from the public arena but moves forward in the private
dimension.
Certainly the Countess is not concerned with political power,
but only for the happiness of Helena and Bertram, and just as cer
tainly Hermione transcends political machinations,

Hermione becomes

an almost religious and mystical, otherwordly figure, in her passive
acceptance of suffering and its accompanying love for family.

She

becomes a saint in tone.
When we come to a conclusion of a study of all the mother
characters of Shakespeare, we cannot generally disassociate their
basic personalities and characters from their roles as mothers.
They are as mothers what they are as persons.

Tamora is a hard

mother because she has become a hard and vicious person,

Margaret,

although she retains strong mother feelings for her son, is over
ridden in her crucial decisions by her drive to overcome the House
of York.

Margaret is an impossible loser, and this leavens all her

dimensions.
tion.

Volumnia is as blind as stone in her devotion to reputa

She is blind to Coriolanus, she is blind to Virgilia and to
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her grandson.

A relationship which should have natural recognition

is mutilated beyond recognizable limits.
aggressive characters.

So it is with all the

Their over-assertiveness mars and even

destroys the fundamental and natural relationship between mother
and son which recognizes in tenderness a uniqueness.
Not so with our patient mothers generally, with Gertrude as a
possible exception.

Gertrude is the character who is most complex;

that is, her relationships seem to run on different tracks.

In spite

of her lust, I think Gertrude's love for Hamlet is strong and genuine.
That is one reason she is elusive.

She is receptive to Hamlet, and

her genuine feeling for him may start her moving out of her spiritual
morass, which she was either unable to or unwilling to acknowledge.
For Elizabeth and Hermione and for others the case is stronger.
Their general lack of worldly assertiveness— they are indifferent to
its attractions— and their warmth, the absence of hatred and venge
fulness, permit the growth of natural affection and leave room for
the family commitments which Shakespeare honors by retaining and
incorporating them in the restoration of order.
No doubt Shakespeare— to some extent— saw the way he did because
he worked conceptually within the frame of reference he inherited,
the "Great Chain of Being."

Very few women— as lovers or as wives

or mothers— come across successfully as aggressive characters,

When

they do— for instance— as Rosalind, Viola and Portia, they are suc
cessful when disguised as males.

We remember that the place of

woman in the "Great Chain of Being" was a secondary one, especially
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in relation to the authority of man.

It cannot be emphasized too

strongly that this was not a social or metaphysical fad to the
Elizabethan.

It was part of the fundamental sense of order which the

Elizabethan clung to because it defined his present world through an
inheritance which had gone back to the Greeks and beyond in the JudeoChristian heritage.

Order and hierarchy were entrenched in its

thinking— after all, the best thinkers of its civilization, including
Paul and Plato, St, Thomas and Augustine, worked from a sense of
order.

It was ingrained in the Elizabethan thinking, and Shake

speare's was no exception.
It was also ingrained in their fear of God, which attached
itself so strongly to obedience to a hierarchical structure.

Their

thinking, which had worked itself through ages and empires, was a
theological triumph.

Then it is no

wonder at the depth of the

Elizabethan commitment to order and hierarchy.

It had

become

bylong

acquaintance not only deeply rooted in the thinking of

man in

western

civilization but— if not archetypal from the fall— had

become

archetypal by the long repetition of commitment.

It had become,

figuratively, a part of the genes.
No wonder, then, that woman's patience was crucial.

Ever since

the Garden of Eden, as the ingrained myth had it, woman was to be a
less active partner.

Even in relation to children, especially the

male, the woman was fitted out in a less aggressive role.

Boys, at

least, were to be separated from the mother's dominance early and set
under the influence of fathers.

Girls, although less independent,
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still observed family decorum from the father through the mother.
We see in Shakespeare, in Tamora and Margaret, and consum
mately in Volumnia the awful disaster for the child when this is
not achieved.
It seems to me that Shakespeare was conservative where the
"Great Chain of Being" is concerned:

that is, he accepted it— at

least as far as his formal arrangement of plot and character go.

He

probably had to accept it because it was the only comprehensive model
or mental construct he had with which to communicate to his audience.
He had to work within the framework of his time to reach his audience.
But what Shakespeare did which lifts him above his time to com
municate with all time is to bring common sense and compassion to
bear on the ingrained mores of his time.

And occasionally he lifts

the veil of convention in plot and character treatment in regard to
hierarchy, and shows us— at least for an instance— a higher view,
For example, he partly excuses Margaret of Anjou because of her
husband'8 weakness.

He shows us in Romeo and Juliet, in relation

ship to parent and child, that authority unaccompanied by under
standing and love, is destructive, regardless of mandate.

In All's

Well That Ends Well the Countess accepts a union between her son and
the heroine, in spite of social differences in degree, and helps
bring about a conclusion that "ends well,"
But, of course, these instances are exceptional.

Generally,

Shakespeare worked within the framework of mother as patient and
passive in due degree.

Where we in the twentieth century need to
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do some self-reflection is in regard to the concept of patience.

In

a largely active and competitive society, and one caught up in
woman's revolution, we are likely to think of patience as negative
or at least weak.
But patience is not weakness.

Patience— at least in relation

to the affairs of others, in "loving indifference"— allows and pro
motes life in several ways:

First, the passive support of the mother

figure in Shakespeare does not further complicate the intricacies of
conflict.

By foregoing her impulse to tamper with events, she assists

the restoration.

Certainly the aggressors who have to manipulate

events either cause disaster or contribute to it and postpone restora
tion.
Second, patient support, at the same time, allows for growth,
especially new growth,

Volumnia would not allow for the natural

growth of Coriolanus— she drilled him so to excess that his autonomy,
which would have led to wholeness, was repressed, causing a cleavage
in his soul.

However psychologically rational this cleavage was,

his rightful independence was not able to overcome his mother's
strings on him, and he was denied full personhood.
And here we come to the point which is crucial and final to this
study.

What is fundamentally dangerous in the assertiveness of

mothers in affairs of children— and 1 think this is a universal con
dition which Shakespeare grasped— is that mothers, because their
influence is so deeply rooted and organic in the child's psyche,
having nurtured them from birth, are more dangerous psychologically
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to the child than other influences.
more matter-of-fact.

The authority of the father is

The influence of lovers and wives is powerful

hut less deeply rooted.

The influence of mothers, to the contrary,

is so intensely ingrained that the roots of the child's psyche are
tapped, and corrupted.

Volumnia is the culminating example of how

pervasive and radical is the destruction of the child when the mother
not only cannot let go, but actually manipulates the child from the
grain of his birth.

So, humanly speaking, cutting across the fences

of social constructs, Shakespeare convinces us that the ove?}-active
woman as mother is destructive.
And Shakespeare convinces us that patience in motherhood is not
negative or weak but strong and constructive and restorative.

Cer

tainly Shakespeare does not show patience as weakness, especially in
the figures of Elizabeth and the Countess, and Hermione.

Rather,

their patience allows for new growth and autonomy and provides its
own kind of influence in a stability which influences by the attrac
tion of virtuous charm.
So, too, the patient endurance of Shakespeare's good mothers
is a preservative, if not a sort of catalyst, of stability in the
instability of the dramatic vicissitudes inherent in Shakespeare's
conflicts.

Elizabeth, Hermione, Thaisa, and others preserve sanity,

compassion, and dignity through endurance and patience.
And this provides the most appropriate note for a closing
affirmation:

Shakespeare's mother figures, who take out their

assertiveness on the affairs of their children, not only bring
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about catastrophic action but psychological catastrophe in the
deepest reaches of their children’s being.
contrary, are restorative.
autonomy of personhood.

Patient mothers, to the

They support life by affirming the

They preserve virtue and humanity through

endurance.
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NOTES

"Images of Women in Shakespeare's Plays," Southern Humanities
Review, 2 (1977), 156.
^ Theatre for Shakespeare (London: Oxford Univ. Press, 1955),
p. 54.
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SHAKESPEARE'S MOTHER FIGURES IN TERMS OF PLOT

Margaret

2 Henry VI
3 Henry VI
Richard III

Aggressive

Elizabeth

3 Henry VI
Richard III

Abbess

Comedy of Errors

Aggressive

Tamora

Titus Andronicus

Aggressive

Constance

King John

Patient

Elinor

King John

Patient

Lady Faulconbridge

King John

Patient

Anne

Henry V

Patient

Duchess of York

Richard II

Duchess of Gloucester

Patient

Aggressive

Richard II

Patient

Lady Capulet

Romeo and Juliet

Lady Montague

Romeo and Juliet

Patient
Patient

Mistress Page

The Merry Wives of Windsor

Aggressive

The Countess

All's Well

That Ends Well

Patient

Helena

All's Well

That Ends Well

Aggressive

Widow

All's Well

That Ends Well

Gertrude

Hamlet

Patient

Juliet

Measure for Measure

Patient

Lady Macbeth

Macbeth

Aggressive

Cleopatra

Antony and Cleopatra

Patient

Patient
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Virgilia

Coriolanus

Patient

Volumnia

Coriolanus

Aggressive

Dionyza

Pericles

Aggressive

Thaisa

Pericles

Patient

Queen

Cymbeline

Aggressive

Hermione

The Winter's Tale

Patient
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ABSTRACT

As the title, "0 Mother, Mother!

What Have You Done"?:

Shake

speare's Mothers in Relation to Catastrophe," suggests, this study
explores the connection of Shakespeare's mother figures with plot
catastrophe.
As background procedure, Renaissance thought is studied in terms
of its roots in the works of Plato and other Classical Greek writers,
and of Augustine and Aquinas and other Medieval writers, particularly
in terms of the significance of the concept of chaos and catastrophe,
and its antithesis, order.

Then Renaissance documents are analyzed

to determine Renaissance attitudes toward women, and, in particular,
mothers, and their relationship to the social and moral order.
Secondary historical sources are also used.

Information gleaned

from this procedure is contained in Chapter II,
Chapters III and IV then pursue analyses of some strong mother
figures which are both developed and decisive in the plots of Shake
speare:

Tamora of Titus Andronicus; Margaret of 2 Henry VI. 3 Henry

VI and Richard III; Elizabeth of 3 Henry VI and Richard III; Volumnia
of Coriolanus; Gertrude of Hamlet; and Hermione of The Winter's Tale.
In these analyses, which constitute the bulk of the dissertation,
literary commentaries are employed, as well as performance commen
taries, but the major focus is directly on plot analysis in terms of
the impact of maternal figures on catastrophe.
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The conclusion finds that where mothers are aggressive in the
affairs of their children; i.e., Tamora of Titus Andronicus;
Margaret of the Henry VI series and Richard III; and Volumnia of
Coriolanus, catastrophe results.

Where mothers are patient or at

least passive in regard to the action of the play and the affairs
of their children; i.e., Elizabeth of Richard III; Gertrude of
Hamlet; and Hermione of The Winter's Tale, they support and
Indirectly assist in the restoration of order and peace.
It is also concluded that, in the aggressive figures, aggres
siveness reveals itself in all relationships.

None of the women has

the patience or endurance to wait until a situation takes its
course.

All are active figures who set situations in motion.

All three of the major women studied, furthermore, are politically
focused.

They enjoy positions of power, they work for them, and

they compete to enjoy power.

What is dramatically lacking is a

personal feeling for persons within the family.

Political ambitions

and attendant vindictiveness dehumanize these mothers and promote
catastrophe in their children.
Patient mothers, to the contrary, are not particularly aggres
sive.

None has a predilection either of vengeance, nor are they

particularly ambitious.

They are private persons, warmly attached

to family and committed to the welfare of their children.
Although Shakespeare, as a great humane writer, never endorses
its misuse, he seems generally to stay within the Elizabethan sense
of order and hierarchy, a theological triumph which had survived
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time and empires.
patient.

So, he seems to favor mothers as passive and

Because of Its deep and organic roots, the mother’s

influence must withdraw so that the child will find maturity and
autonomy.

By her more detached influence in patient support, the

mother provides stability and a sort of catalyst for restoration.
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